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THE PINNACLE CLUB MEET IN THE
HIGH TATRA
ALISON M. ADAM

A

PEEP into a rail way carriage on the train between Krakow
and Zakopane one hot August afternoon in 1935, would
have delighted the hearts of those who love to make
uncomplimentary remarks about the Pinnacle Club. For the
sight within of six tired, dusty, dishevelled women, sitting
perfectly upright, but very sound asleep, would have provided
them with much material for future sarcasm. This amusing
spectacle was the result of our long journey from England and
two energetic attempts at sightseeing, one in Berlin, the other
in Krakow.
That last stage of our journey proved most wearisome.
Zakopane had been en fete during the previous week, and on this
day crowds of people were returning to Krakow. As it is a
single line between the two places our train had to wait at every
loop to let the other trains go by. We sought to refresh ourselves with glasses of tea at a station, but unfortunately the
train began to move and we had to leave our glasses, still full,
on the platform. As two of us had also left large glasses of
beer on Krakow station, we felt that fate was being unkind.
We grew more weary and thirsty, as the hours passed.
Bray demanded Bridge and we made superhuman efforts to
please her, but gradually each of us made an excuse and slunk
away down the carriage to find an empty compartment and
peace.
It felt heavenly to get out of that train at Zakopane. We
had a delightful drive in droshkies along an avenue of pines ;
there was a touch of frost in the air, the sound of a river close
by, and overhead a glorious full moon.
Hale had engaged two Polish students as guides, Witold
Paryski, with whom she always climbed in the Tatra, and a
friend of his, who became known to us as Taddy. There were
five of us, Hale, Taylor, Arning, Wilson and myself. Bray and
Corbett left us after a few days, to spend an energetic three
weeks, walking all over the High Tatra, and, incidentally, I
believe, dodging passport officials.
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The next day we left for the mountains, going first to
Morskie Oko, or 'The Eye of the Sea/ a most beautiful lake at
the foot of a circle of jagged rocky peaks. We walked along its
shores, then climbed up to a second lake, the Black Lake.
Beyond this we rested for a few minutes; there was a lovely
view of the two lakes, lying so peacefully at our feet. Taylor,
of course, used the time to greater advantage, by having a short
nap.
We were on our way up the Rysy, the second highest peak
in the Tatra. Just above our view point we entered a boulder
strewn basin, out of which we had a long, steep, and monotonous
grind. It was very hot, our packs seemed abnormally heavy and
even the bestowing of a few pounds of apples on our willing
guides did not seem to make much difference. We comforted
ourselves with the thought of a long bask on the summit with
glorious views all round us. It was, therefore, most annoying
when, as we reached the top, a mist descended rapidly, and a cold
wind sprang up. We sat disconsolately, eating our lunch, and
shivering. Around us was the most appalling mass of empty
sardine tins, that one could imagine. I eyed Bray anxiously,
for I remembered a day on Dow Crags, when the Pinnacle Club,
at her command, skipped about like mountain goats, in more
senses than one, trying to clear the scree and cave of all offending
litter. However, on this day a few grunts of dissatisfaction
were all we heard.
That night there was a thunderstorm, and from the safe
shelter of the Rysy Hut we watched the vivid flashes of lightning
throw into relief the rugged peaks around us. This storm marked
the beginning of the bad weather which we were to experience
during the whole fortnight.
Next day we climbed the ridge of a small peak, Kopa
Popradzka, near to the hut. The ridge was called the Dragon's
Ridge, and would have been a fine rock climb, if only the
Dragon's back had been firm, but it wasn't, it was abominably
loose, and we learnt what Hale had meant when she spoke to us
about the rotten rock of the Tatra.
A good deal of the rock of which these mountains is composed, is rotten from a climbing point of view. Everything is
loose; great boulders move as you touch them; apparently
good handholds come away in your grasp, and to find a firm
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rock for a belay is well nigh impossible. Very sharp ridges
form the summits, and the sides slope steeply to boulder-strewn
valleys. There is little or no vegetation on these slopes, which
are continually swept by avalanches of stones. Indeed, the
ominous sound of falling stones seems to haunt these mountains.
Witold told us at the time that almost all the accidents
which occur are caused by loose or falling stones. His words
have now a tragic significance for those of us who knew Ruth
Hale.
We went down to Popradzke Pleso, another beautiful lake,
for the night.
Bad weather prevented us carrying out our climbing plans
at Popradzke, so we decided to go to the Sliezsky Dom Hut, at
the foot of the Gierlach, the highest mountain in the range.
We had a steep climb to the summit of a peak called Osterwa,
then followed a track which contoured the mountain side for
miles. We had some glorious views over dense pine forest, to
the plains of Czechoslovakia, which lay like a giant chess-board
of green and gold.
The hut was crowded, but we must have found favour, for
we were given a bedroom to ourselves. We were up early next
morning and made our way to the door over the bodies of about
forty people who looked as though they had spent an uncomfortable night on the floor.
The early morning seems to be the only time when one can
see the Tatra mountains clear of mist. Most mornings we would
start in brilliant sunshine, but about nine o'clock the mist would
begin to roll up, and by noon the day could best be described
as foul.
We hoped to climb the Gierlach by its North ridge. To get
to the gap at the foot of the ridge meant about three hours very
rough going over a boulder strewn valley, where the only way
of getting along was to leap from boulder to boulder. We
followed Taddy as though he were the Pied Piper, only the
music which accompanied us on our way was the shrill whistle
of scores of marmots. When we reached the gap it was decided
to leave the Gierlach alone that day, as a heavy snowfall and
general icy conditions made the ridge look none too pleasant.
Instead, we traversed a ridge to the North-east, climbing two
peaks on our way, the Litworowy Szczyt and the Wielicki
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Szczyt. It proved a very good ridge, sharp as a knife, but not
actually difficult, with marvellous views between one's legs, of
the earth some hundreds of feet below.
Next day we returned to the gap at the beginning of the
North ridge of the Gierlach. There are four peaks on the ridge,
the last one being the summit of the mountain ; they are the
Niznia, Wyznia, Zadnia Gierlach, and then the Gierlach itself.
Once on the ridge, one has either to go on, or turn back ; there
is no way down the steep, loose sides until the foot of the final
peak is reached. We kept to the ridge, finding no especial
difficulties; the rock was, of course, loose, and had a thin
coating of snow and ice. As we reached the first peak we saw
those fatal clouds rolling up, and the beautiful shape of the
Velka Wysoka to the West, was rapidly disappearing in a mass
of angry looking clouds. We continued along the ridge to the
second peak; we were not roped, there had been no need for
the rope as yet, and it would have slowed down our progress
considerably. On the way to the third peak the storm broke,
new snow soon covered the icy rocks, and it became bitterly
cold. The climbing now became increasingly difficult. There
were several severe pitches on steep rock, and once we came to a
gap between the rocks.
The other side of the gap was much higher than where we
were standing. Witold went over first, then Taddy swung each
of us over the gap and up to Witold's willing arms a very
inelegant proceeding on our part, I am afraid, but it was a quick
way over the difficulty, and speed was essential. We struggled
on in a silence broken with monotonous frequency by the everlasting crashing of stones. Finally, at the foot of the last peak,
Witold gave us a choice, either to finish the mountain and spend
the night on the top, as we should never find the way down in
the dark, or descend from where we were and have a long walk
back to the hut. We chose the latter course; the prospect of
a night on the summit seemed to have few charms for any of us.
As we climbed down the mountain side avalanches of stones
came hurtling after us, as though the demon above could not
resist a last derisive throw.
The following day we walked over the Rohatka Pass to a
hut in the Starolesna valley. The warden of the hut was a
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cripple, but a most cheery soul. He made the journey down to
the plains regularly, coming back with a rucksack full of food.
From this valley we did a traverse of the two peaks Maly
Ostry Szczyt and Ostry Szczyt our best day's climbing.
The rocks were dry and we wore rubbers, the only time we did
so. The climb took the whole day, the rock was good, for the
Tatra, and provided us with many traverses, chimneys, slabs
and buttresses. Climbing down the second peak presented most
difficulty, as it was very steep and exposed. I remember one
place where I was really scared. We had to climb for about
i oo feet down the edge of a rock face, which was almost vertical,
and on either side a drop of hundreds of feet. I got half-way
down and then stuck. The holds below were well out of my
reach, I dare not put my weight on the rope and drop on to
them for I felt I should swing round the edge and dangle over
that awful precipice. It was more than I could face. I vowed
that if ever I got off that mountain alive I would never, never
set foot on another. Eventually I climbed back to the top,
tackled the edge in another way, and got down without further
trouble and, of course, rescinded my vows.
We got off the mountain just before dark, and had an awful
job finding our way back to the hut, as there was no path.
Finally, near midnight, we stumbled into the hut, to be told
that they thought we were spending the night on the mountain
and had let one of our bunks. However, the good warden
provided us with a marvellous supper of ham and eggs, and
obligingly turned an unfortunate man out of Taylor's bed.
Taylor did not appreciate this kindness and refused to sleep in
the bed!
We were tired next day, so Taddy took us to do a short climb
on Dzika Turnia, or the Wild Peak. It was short, but it proved
to be the most hair-raising thing we did. It was a very exposed
rock face and I remember standing, with my feet placed in most
inadequate footholds, with the usual appalling drop below me,
and struggling to take out one rope from a piton and thread
another ; and further up the same rock, a place where one was
spreadeagled across its face, with one's extremities just touching
holds large enough for a tricouni and a finger tip. Somehow
we did get across, and landed in a chimney, up which one was
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ordered to climb as quickly as possible, as everything looked like
going for a joy ride to the bottom of the mountain.
The next day we returned to Zakopane, as my holiday was
over. Our way led over the Rohatka Pass down to the White
Water Valley a valley as beautiful as its name. On the way
we climbed a small rock peak, the Hruba Turnia, stalked several
chamois in the hope of getting photographs, and had a feast of
the largest bilberries I have ever seen.
We finished the last part of the way by bus, and I suppose
came nearer the next world in that conveyance than at any time
during the past fortnight. We rattled along at a terrific speed
over the sandy uneven road, cutting corners, and taking no
heed of any horse-drawn vehicle which might be moving
sedately along.
It was a glorious ride, though, through the forests, and the
lights of Zakopane twinkled a welcome to us as we sped down
the winding road to the little town.
It had been a splendid holiday, and I, personally, shall always
feel the deepest gratitude to Ruth Hale for making such adventure
possible. That the Meet was carried through so successfully
was entirely due to her efforts. Her good humour, patience and
tact never failed her. She seemed to me an ideal leader.
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THE SUBSTANCE AND THE SHADOW
EVELYN WORSLEY LOWE
UITE a long time ago I read a novel about Polar
Exploration : the details of their lives and loves I have
forgotten, but I do remember something the explorer
said, as he lay dying in some miserable frozen hut on the edge
of civilisation. . . . Something about not having left a flag at
the Pole, after all, because it would be a pity to deprive the young
men of the future of the lure of those words * Undiscovered
Country.'
It had been his life's ambition to search out the Pole, and he
had accomplished it, yet the journey had made him so wise that
he no longer wanted his own name to go down in history as its
discoverer.
Every year the world seems more given over to records and
to record-breakers : * The first time,' ' The fastest speed,' or
4 The only woman' daily adorns some news placard; and
however scornful or immune you may think you are, it is an
insiduous poison. If you are a woman it is particularly easy for
some trivial accomplishment to bring you fame, if only temporary fame, that fades away like morning dew under the
scorching ray of a really good murder, shipwreck, bank robbery,
or other news scoop. You have only to turn your mangle
quicker, or for more hours non-stop than your neighbours;
to swim farther, faster, or out of season ; to sail a boat towards
the frozen North; or to have more children than any woman
should. You have only to do any of these things, or any of
the many others of which I have not thought, and someone has
only to mention the fact in the village pub. and to-morrow you
will wake to find yourself in the news 1
If only we could dislike it with our whole hearts there would
be no real harm done, but there's an enemy within our gates, as
well as a reporter outside them I
Until lately mountaineering has been comparatively free
from this lamentable publicity: there was an unwritten law
which was appreciated by the small company of men who were
mountaineers, and very slight temptation to transgress it. But
mountaineers are no longer a small company, and mountains
have become saleable news . . . and the rot has set in.

Q
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There have always been people who liked having their
photographs taken ; they would cheer up and strike an attitude
if a Cemetery Group were proposed; and there have always
been people who loved to see their own unillustrious names in
print (which is why I'm ' obliging ' with this article) and there
have always been people who can't resist money. . . . The scales
are indeed heavily weighted for such as these.
How I have resented them, these vulgarisers of mountains :
I felt that they polluted the clearness of the upper air, and blurred
the line of ridge and pinnacle ; but now I know that all they do
is to lose, for themselves, something infinitely precious. Every
bragging word about a mountain adventure steals something of
that inner satisfaction. I suspected it before, but now I am sure
of it, for this summer I realised an ambition, only to have its
substance taken from me ; then found that shadow and substance
had changed places.
We made a new route. We felt very pleased, and perhaps
a little powerful, as we christened it, and then we went down
into the valley, where we wrote a description of the route in
our respective archives, and rested after our labours. Then
some friends came along and said, ' Where is your new route ?
. . . Oh, that's the face where Mr. So-and-so has been so busy
making new routes, isn't it ? ' ' Is it ? ' I said lightly, with death
in my heart! Had the wretched man done our climb, leaving no
scratch of boot or pen to mark his passing ? Had I lost my
first ascent ? . . . No, instead I'd found it; for I realised then
that it didn't matter a twopenny damn whose name went down
in the archives. . . . The whole lovely sequence passed through
my mind.
The rocks, wreathed in thin scarfs of mist that broke, and
merged, and broke again, giving an effect of immensity and
loneliness far beyond reality. The moisture in the air that hung
every tuft of wiry grass with diamonds, and made the soles of
my rubbers slippery, so that I sat like a melancholy monkey,
my feet in my warm hands, beneath the frightening pitch . . .
the one that had turned the others back, once, already.
The surge of warm cheer when that pitch went, just like the
glow after lifting my brandy-flask, only there was no flask.
The choice of the left or the right branch, and finding we'd
chosen the better one. Coming out on to the ridge, the clouds

Y G ARM, IDWAL AND BOCHIWYD

. Cooper
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all cleared away now ; that view on the way home, like a glimpse
of the Promised Land.
All the feelings of the pioneer had been ours, and that was
treasure that neither moth, rust, nor Mr. So-and-so could take
away ; and just then the wheel came full circle, and they gave
me back my first ascent. . . . ' No, now I come to think of it,
his routes were on the far side of the gully.' . . . But it didn't
matter any more. I understood all about the North Pole now !
Fool, your reward is neither there nor here I '

IDWAL
Oh let me see the mountains once again
And tread the stones of IdwaTs lonely shore.
The peaks above me, dimmed by mist and rain,
Where faintly sounds the distant torrent's roar.
The lake in summer time is calm and blue
Until my footsteps, crackling through the reeds,
Disturb a thousand tiny fishes who,
Like streaks of amber, dart between the weeds.
How different, when, beneath grey low'ring skies
That touch the peaks with faint metallic glow,
Held fast in winter's icy grip, there lies
A frozen pool, with banks white-wrapt in snow.
From Glydr's massive face my eyes descend
To blackened slabs that frown about the tarn :
Then rise again to where the shadows end,
In green and gold, the velvet slopes of Garn.
Their craggy outline, stern and ruthless, fills
Me with an aching joy ; for when at last
My unimportant life is spent, the hills
Will stand unchanged, though centuries have passed.
DALONI COOPER.
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JUNE DAYS IN GLEN BRITTLE
PENELOPE SETH HUGHES

S

KYE the very name conjures up a vision of a land between
heaven and earth; blue mountains of one's imagination,
where sea and sky mingle, forming pools of colour folded
in amongst the ridges. Early in 1935, I began knitting unuttered hopes into a ' skye-blue ' sweater, that perhaps Evelyn
Lowe might join my sister and me in a camping and climbing
holiday there in June. With such a goal in view the sweater
was soon finished; my hopes materialised into real plans, and
Wednesday evening June i zth, saw Evelyn's faithful * Hornet'
packed to capacity with camping gear and three females with
' Off to Skye ' written all over their faces.
We took three-and-a-half days to do the drive up from
North Wales, making it part of the holiday and enjoying every
moment of the perfectly lovely country we went through. A
few comic incidents remain in my mind. First was the * quiet
spot' in the woods beyond Penrith where Evelyn had promised
us a few hours sleep, which, when we came near, seemed to
have a curious glow and hum about it, and no wonder, as it
had been converted into the * Jungle Cafe ' complete with
floodlights, loudspeakers, and at least eighteen lorries. Then
our comfortable night at the Kingshouse, Glencoe, and our
refusal of the table d'hote dinner, meaning to have a cheap
picnic in our room, only to find that the tin opener was carefully
locked up in the garage and our soup tin had to be opened as
silently as possible with a knitting needle, a climbing boot, and
a pair of nail scissors I
We wanted to do the Crowberry Ridge on Buchaille Etive
but were rather nonplussed to find no guide book in the hotel,
and our enquiries were met by a vague wave of the hand and
' but you'd better not venture, it is very slippery up there.'
However, we found unexpected help from a quiet little Scotsman who, though he never climbed himself, had made minute
and careful details and drawings of the climb, and was thrilled
that his efforts should be useful. The climb was all interesting,
with one excellent pitch if done direct, and we were lucky in
getting it in between very heavy showers, before driving on as
far as Loch Carry that evening. Here we had our first real
camp, and in such a lovely spot I From our tent we could see
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the lake, fringed with silver birches, and a vista of purple hills
in the distance as a promise of things to come.
The weather, which had not been good so far, was improving
and for our last lap on Saturday morning we had brilliant sunshine. Coming over the brow of the hill above the Kyle of
Lochalsh we had our first view of Skye. There it lay, faithfully
portraying the blue of my imaginings surely a fairy island.
We were glad that the midges at Loch Garry had reminded us
that * they ' might arrive any moment in Skye, so we spent the
time whilst we were waiting for the ferry buying a few last
luxuries, the first being anti-midge lotion. As there wasn't
room for stores and us in the car we left our major shoppings
to do on the island, and Daloni and I walked the last bit of the
way from Carbost down to Glen Brittle. We couldn't have had
a more perfect evening to arrive, and we felt that even if it
rained for the rest of the time we would count ourselves lucky
after seeing the Cuillen as they were that evening. Evelyn had
chosen our camp site by the time we got into Glen Brittle, and
we agreed that she had chosen well in being a little way up the
glen in Coire a* Ghreadaidh; we were all three unanimous in
thinking a mile to walk for our milk a small price to pay for
real privacy, a rock-floored kitchen, and a choice of three
bathing pools.
As for our evening walks to fetch the milk, their memory
will always remain as moments of utter peacefulness. The
grassy track led down the glen, with the summit peaks still
bathed in a rosy glow, to the wooden bridge across the stream,
with banks of golden broom reflected in the limpid water, and
beyond, Rhum, lying like a cocked hat in an opalescent sea.
We were always sure of a welcome from Mrs. Chisholm, the
Postmistress, who, far from making us feel we were getting our
milk as a daily favour, as often as not regaled us with tea and
cake, or sent us away hugging a large bottle of skimmed milk
* to make soup, or a wee pudding for your suppers.'
The next morning the weather looked so promising that we
decided to try and snatch the Cioch direct whilst it was fine
enough for rubbers. The weather did not live up to our
expectations and we had to do the climb in boots, which was
not at all to my liking. Evelyn led magnificently : Daloni and
I got to the top 1 I caused much amusement by arriving at the
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top of the climb in pouring rain, loudly lamenting that the climb
was really too hard for me, and that I had encumbered myself
very unnecessarily with a pair or rubbers, camera, water, and
anti-sunburn cream. By this time we were surrounded by
swirling mist and were dripping wet, so gladly accepted the
offer of a couple of kindly Scotsmen, who had been watching
our struggles on the climb, to show us a quick way down.
We swam down the Cioch gully quickly, shamelessly roping
down the two main pitches, and became so helpless and feminine
that we couldn't even untie our own swollen ropes I It was
sad to come back to our camp so wet on our first day; but
with the rain still slashing down, we hopefully festooned the
little bridge on the road below our camp with dripping garments,
and went to bed praying that by some miracle they would be
dry in the morning.
Thanks to our Li-lo air beds we woke at the shocking hour
of 10.30 to find a bright sun and high wind drying our clothes,
and Evelyn, who hadn't a Li-lo, busy preparing our meal which
we made into a breakfast-cum-lunch affair. One delight of
June camping in Skye is that time is of no account. It never
really gets dark and one can slip back to a primitive existence,
eating and sleeping when it is most convenient. As we wanted
to be sure that our yesterday's wash was well aired, we did not
go out until the afternoon, feeling that we still had at least a
whole ordinary day in front of us. These long days were all
very well; but we were apt to forget that although it wouldn't
get dark, we should get hungry. By the time we had done the
Window Buttress and gone up over the summit of Dearg to the
foot of the Inaccessible Pinnacle, we were all very empty, and
it was exceedingly trying of a young man who was watching
Evelyn's progress with great interest, to come and munch a large
sandwich under my nose when I was trying to concentrate on
taking a snap at the most impressive moment! However,
hunger was soon forgotten while we lingered on the * Inaccessible,' drinking in the beauties of the wonderful view.
We could see right over into Scotland, miles upon miles of
mountains, away out to sea the Hebrides, floating above the
blue, like fairy islands, and near at hand gigantic rock ridges
stretching out into the turquoise blue of the surrounding water.

P. Setb Hughes

IST PITCH OF MALLORY'S ROUTE

P. Setb Hughes

DESCENDING QOCH UPPER BUTTRESS
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On Tuesday, another glorious day, we were joined by a girl
who was staying on her own at Mrs. Chisholm's, so we didn't
attempt anything too hard, and enjoyed ourselves on the warm
rocks of the Cioch and Cioch Upper Buttress. Our fourth
was a neat climber; but evidently didn't enjoy any exposure,
so we had to be very hearty and full of conversation, never
leaving her alone if possible. At the worst corner we had a
regular party, complete with cigarettes, to take her mind off the
drop beneath her feet, while Evelyn dashed up the final wall
still smoking merrily, forgetting that it really was quite an
awkward pitch!
It was still early when we got to the top of Sron na Ciche
so we kept up along the ridge as far as Alasdair coming down
by the famous stone shoot. We made a demoniacal clatter
descending the 1,200 feet of scree, and after so much noise it
was a relief to come suddenly into the absolute silence of Coire
Lagan with its little loch, the amphitheatre of grey rocks
perfectly reflected in the still water. But even as our gaze
travelled over to the further edge of the loch, a passing flicker
of wind came to confuse those lovely shadows. The whole
world seemed to tremble, and our water mountains crumbled
into a million fragments of foam to dash down, a glittering
avalanche, never stopping till they reached the sea nearly 2,000
feet below.
The deceptive Skye light had induced us to stay up to all
hours of the night, chatting and drinking tea with our two
Scottish friends of the Cioch gully, and Daloni and I were
quite unwilling to get up when the energetic Evelyn roused us
next morning. The weather was breaking, but we managed to
get in one more day's climbing by going round into the sheltered
Coire na Creiche and doing the Slanting Gully on Mhadaidh.
It was altogether rather a gloomy day : the weather dark and
threatening, the gully dank and the air filled with a sense of
morbid foreboding, caused by the local inhabitants who had
told us that -we might with luck come upon the missing corpse
which they had failed to find despite weeks of searching.
It was not a hard climb except for the Cracks pitch which
we tackled direct; but the situations were magnificent and the
steepness of the gully, cleaving the mountain for more than
1,000 feet, was only broken at two points by the rakes that ran
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across its path. The gully was immensely long and we certainly
were sheltered inside its confining walls ; but we felt as if we
were emerging from a tomb, after several days burial, when
we finally joined the summit ridge and came out into the full
force of the wind and rain. We could see our tents, two little
white specks far away below us in Coire a* Gheadaidh, so made
for them as quickly as possible and arrived home before the
real downpour began.
If the rain bad to come down we felt, after four splendid
days, that we wouldn't mind having a rest from the rocks, and
for the next three days we didn't worry how much it rained on
the heights, and enjoyed a purely camping holiday on the lower
levels. Even when it was too unsettled to go far from our
camp, we found plenty to do, buying in fresh supplies from the
grocer who comes twice a week from Carbost, collecting wood
which we hoarded under the car to keep it dry (we did almost
all our cooking on an open fire), rough-washing our limited
wardrobe, and when it was too wet for anything else we could
always keep warm and dry, buying postcards in the Post Office
and gossiping over the counter with Mr. Chisholm, or sitting in
the car finishing that knitting which had been so sadly neglected.
Certainly we had our anxious moments during this ' rainy
season.' Things looked very black when our peaceful
Ghreadaidh turned, in a few hours, into a raging torrent, and
almost washed away all our kitchen utensils ; also when Daloni
and I woke to find ourselves happily floating on our Li-los, we
wondered at once how Evelyn with no Li-lo was faring. We
found that her ground sheet had perished all down the centre
and she was vainly trying to mop up the ever rising tide with
a wad of brown paper 1 However, sticking plaster rejuvenated
the ground sheet, and very intricate earth works, dug with the
aid of Mr. Chisholm's spade, soon restored order. The sun
shone again, and as we wandered along to Rudhunan point
through flowering bogland, and by fascinating little coves,
where tempestuous waterfalls rushed down to join the sea with
the great wall of the Cuillin like some enormous back-cloth
behind us, such worries were soon forgotten and only the glory
of the moment remained.
I might put in a word of warning here. When in Glen
Brittle don't think, as Evelyn and I did, that it would be a nice
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short afternoon's excursion to go over to Eynort, a neighbouring
bay; and having promised to be back by 8-30, don't by any
chance decide to come back via the coast unless you have hours
in hand. Our return became a cross-country endurance test,
and we arrived home at 10-30 utterly exhausted. Eynort is
charming and well worth visiting ; but allow a whole day unless
you are a champion harrier !
After a final deluge which lasted all Saturday, we were
woken on Sunday, the beginning of our second week in Skye,
by the warm sunshine on our tents. How good it was, after
three wet mornings of battling with a primus in a howling gale,
to be able to sit once more on the dry rock floor of our kitchen
round a wood fire which cooked our breakfast quickly and
promptly.
Although the mountains were still wreathed in cloud, we
decided that the mist was lifting. We got away from camp
early, as we wanted to have a shot at the White Slab route which
is tucked away on the Ghrunnda face of Sron na Ciche. The
route was not very easy to find, but luckily the voracious clegs
in the marshy lower part of Coire Lagan drove us up to a higher
less infested level where we soon came across the track over the
shoulder of Sron na Ciche into Coir' a' Ghrunnda. The climb
was delightful, very exposed and interesting all through; but
well within our powers. I am afraid we didn't get the proper
thrill out of the white slab which names the climb, the descriptions of which we had read with bated breath, as we realised
too late that we had fluttered over it without even raising our
hats !
Once again we were on the summit ridge of Sron na Ciche,
and the enchantment of those astounding ridges drew us on
over Alasdair, Thearlaich, Mhic Coinnich, An Stac (an
exhilarating piece of ridge) back to the old ' Inaccess ' again.
Here we toyed with the idea of ascending the South Crack, but
we had had lunch in Coir' a' Ghrunnda nearly nine hours before
and our insides, having lost all patience, were clamouring for
food. We took their advice, rattled down * easy Dearg ' and
were soon opening tins with a fine disregard for economy;
a large meal being our only thought.
The feeling that ' the day after to-morrow ' we should be
leaving Glen Brittle made the time left seem very short, and we
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determined on this cloudless day (no black Mondays for us in
Skye) to try what the effect of our nimble, Welsh, rubbered feet
would be on the Slab and Groove route, Mallory's climb on
Sron na Ciche.
I see that our photographs of this climb are labelled * the
best climb of all' and I am not likely to forget that wonderful
first pitch 80 feet of sheer slab, so steep that to watch Evelyn's
progress gave us cricks in our necks. Evelyn was overcome
by a wave of heat half-way up this pitch, and casting down her
jumper to us below she heard Daloni say to me, ' Let's put it
in this cairn where we are sure to find it.' Afterwards she confessed to us that this innocent remark gave her a nasty feeling
in her inside as she knew the cairn was really a memorial one,
and she sincerely hoped her jumper wouldn't remain there, a
grizzly relic, along with the ends of rope she could see were
already incorporated in the cairn. The next pitch was even
more intimidating than the first, and we seemed to be expected
to walk nonchalantly up an extremely steep slab with no holds
whatsoever for hands or feet. It was not until we got back to
Edinburgh, and bought a new edition of the guide book, that
we discovered the real route lay a few more feet to the right,
and our holdless slab was a variation! The whole climb was
on perfect rock, and I, safe on the end of the rope, enjoyed every
moment of it. Being in our rubbers there was no question of any
ridging to-day, so we came down by the Upper Cioch Buttress
which brought us back right to our boots. Our gallivantings
had provided amusement for a party of four men who had
succumbed to the heat on top of the Cioch, and as payment
for the entertainment we were asked round ' but please bring
your own mugs ' to their camp for an after supper tea-party.
Tuesday and the sad last day had arrived. We felt any
climb must be an anticlimax after * Mallory's' so Evelyn went
off on her own to satisfy a long-felt wish to see Loch Coruisk,
whilst Daloni and I were drawn up to the heights to have one
last look at that miraculous view. Partings are always hateful
so, on paper at least, I can remain sitting on the summit of dear
old Dearg. .. .
My * Skye blue' sweater has just been replaced by its twin
brother, perhaps a cheerful omen that before very long I shall
be back again in that enchanted island. Who knows ?
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NANCY RIDYARD
T has been a year for ridges and argtes. The glorious snow
and ice of last December all faded away at Christmas.
All through spring and summer it rained and rained,
gullies became torrents and chimneys were coated with slimy
moss and lichen ; it became increasingly hard, even on the few
good Sundays, to lure anyone into the gloomy green depths,
although the reward for burrowing and backing-up a narrow
chimney is the view surely the best sort of view of all the
sunlit fell and shining blue tarn framed by the black walls on
either side. Rake End Chimney on Pavey Ark is a good place
from which to watch Stickle Tarn and the shadows on Lingmoor,
but it can be very damp. The usual winter resorts of the
alpinists on Great End and Gable Crag were just a tottering
mass of mud and boulders after the landslides, and the ice axe
slept in the hallstand. Bowfell Buttress became a favourite as
the Band provided a good walk if the drizzle became a deluge
and the party trudged quickly past the foot of the climb and down
into Mickleden.
On Dow Crag we soon knew every ripple on Woodhouse's
Slab. The usual order of the day seemed to be Jones* Route,
followed by a slither down Black Chimney, a scramble up
Blizzard and along Easy Terrace, to finish up Gordon and Craig.
In March and, surprisingly, in August, it was warm and
sunny and Nancy Forsyth and I were able to snatch an occasional
day on Gimmer not for us this steep crag in the wind and rain.
It was grand to stand once again on the perfect little holds of
Ash Tree Slabs, feeling one's way across to the exposed corner
and then the rather exciting movement, for me, up into the
groove. Perhaps the alphabet would follow. Up 'C' leading
alternate pitches and both hoping to get the last pitch; creeping
under the overhang, fishing round with the left hand for the
beautiful side grip to pull across, and then stepping up the crest
on small holds to the summit and sitting watching the shadows
play on Blea Tarn while the second followed up. Down ' B,'
the first to descend being lowered, amid much mirth, over
Amen Corner and the leader, either dropping down into the
arms of the second standing nobly in the mud, or stepping

I
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daintily down the Neat Bit. Of course men, with strong arms,
nip up and down this overhanging lay-back crack with ease.
Then up ' D,' both hoping not to get the Forked Lightning
Crack and much preferring the * push-off' last pitch. A lazy
descent down 'A* and the quick run down the fell ends a
perfect rock day.
Another time we chose Bracket and Slab, hoping the grassy
ledges would not be too wet and both wanting to lead the
Bracket with its stride across and hard little finishing groove.
We were always pleased to see that the very difficult Left Hand
Crack was * Really rather wet for today, don't you think ?'
Across the top of the crag and down Junipall Gully to Juniper
Buttress and Pallid Slabs, the first climb with its traverses and
amusing little pull-ups and the Slabs, very steep, with one
exceedingly interesting pitch * the invigorating stride.' As we
dropped down past the foot of Hiatus we wondered whether to
have another look at the Groove at the end of the traverse
before leading the climb, but a rainbow across the Langdale
Valley foretold another shower and several more wet weeks led
dismally to July and the holidays.
We had been given a list of the best things to do on Ben
Nevis, but as we staggered up the Allt a MhuiJlin, with large
packs, to the C.I.C. Hut for a Meet of the L.S.C.C., showers and
rainbows were very much in evidence and we realised that it
would be ridges again. In the afternoon, as our aching shoulders
could not bear the thought of anything, even line, over them,
we wandered up the Tower Ridge. Of course, by rock experts
and ice enthusiasts this ridge is rather looked down on in summer
such a very poor relation but to anyone fresh from the
Lakes its terrific length and the grandeur of the enormous
crags on all sides make it a grand first day. The next two days
were actually fine though very cold. The wind dried the noses
of the buttresses though their sides still glistened and dripped.
We did the Observatory Ridge, a fine climb, keeping to the
crest, with terrific walls plunging down on either side. Before
descending a buttress near No. 3 Gully, suffering as we were
from ' Munroitis,' we visited the Cam Dearg summits and had a
glorious view of the Mamores. The last day we had a fine time
on the N.E. Buttress, reaching the first platform by a series of
very steep slabs and grooves we think it was A. T. Hargreaves'
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and G. G. Macphee's Variation of Raeburn's Arfite. There
was great excitement at one thread belay with no stance except
the wet sloping slippery slab, at the start of a 100 ft. run-out,
and some of the strides across from one long groove to the next
were reminiscent of the Stride across to the Pedestal on Moss
Ghyll Grooves. At the Man-trap, on the upper part of the
buttress, N.F. gave a grateful push to the other three and then,
being very tall, was most disgusted because her rope was held
tight, declaring, quite correctly, that it was perfectly simple.
Each evening the sunset over the sea was perfect and the
crags turned rose colour. We thought that at last the weather
was settled but, as we descended to the valley to motor on to
Skye, the rain came down again in torrents and our hopes of
doing all the old favourites and lots of the new climbs on the
Coolins seemed doomed. ' Ridges again,' someone grumbled,
and that was how the idea of doing the Main Ridge, in one,
was hatched by Nancy Forsyth, Joan Tebbutt (L.S.C.C.) and
myself.
We camped by Glen Brittle House, and soon ' The Ridge'
became the keyword to all our lengthy discussions as we lay
and listened to the deluge and wondered whether macaroni and
cheese (out of a tin) or beef and carrots (out of a tin) would be
more strengthening for ' the most magnificent British rock
climbing expedition, involving 10,000 ft. of ascent and descent.'
Occasionally we dashed out, once to do the Window Tower,
which unfortunately made one set of clothes so wet that they
were not dry again for the rest of the holiday. Another dash
was up the Pinnacle Ridge. After that several wet days
botanizing on Rudh an Dunain Point were rather useful as we
had no dry climbing clothes.
Just as we had decided to go south to the Glasgow Exhibition, to see if we could get sunburnt at the ' Clachan ' there,
we had one or two fine days. We went to the Cioch by the
Cioch Gully and the Slabs, continuing to the Sgumain Ridge by
the Eastern Gully the small member of the party (N.R.) doing
the through route, and the tall members, the very awkward
outside slab. The peculiar pitch leading up to Alasdair from the
bealach caused some amusement, and it was fine to be on the
Ridge in clear weather at last. We were too lazy to explore the
Dubh Gap, with so much exertion in the hot sun after being
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supine in a tent so long, and we dashed down the Stone Shoot
to go to the shore to bathe. We had a grand day going up the
Slanting Gully on to Sgurr a* Mhadaidh. The unfortunate part
of the gully was that we all got soaked in the first pitch, especially
the one who had no sou'-wester. None of the party liked the
outside route, so we all backed-up under the waterfall until we
could pull across to the chockstone. The rest of the climb was
great, and the leader, who had been dying to lead the climb for
ages, found the two delicate pitches the first traverse over the
skbs past the giant chock and the steep Cracks pitch most
interesting. The other two had not done the climb before, but
sailed up and J.T. who, as last man, did not often meet the leader
asked at the foot of the final ar£te, where we all assembled, when
the Cracks pitch came. On being told that it was passed she
said,' Oh ! I'd never have got up it if I'd known.'
There was a lovely sunset as we scrambled over Ghread
Aidh and down into the Coire where all the boiler plates were
shining and pink ; we reached camp about 9 o'clock. We felt
rather restless that evening. The weather seemed settled and
we were in good form after a large succulent steak which N.F.
had bashed round the field with the mallet. About 11 o'clock
someone quietly said, ' What shall I do if I happen to wake up
about four a.m. ? ' It was just as if a firework had exploded in
our midst and we all started to talk at once. * Have we any
bread ?' * What a good thing we didn't eat the sausages.'
' Oh, but we can't after such a hard day.' * There is not much
butter.' ' We don't know the bit between Dearg and the
Dubhs.' * We'd better have a lot of little tins.' ' What time
ought we to start ? ' ' Suppose we get benighted ? ' ' Oh, that
sort of thing does not happen to us !' * One small tin and an
orange on each major peak.' * Gosh 1 It's midnight, goodnight
everyone.'
At 3 a.m. we crawled out and found a fine morning at least
it was not actually raining and the ridge was clear. In a very
dazed condition we cooked sausages and made mountains of
sandwiches. Being complete novices at these alpine habits we
felt simply frightful. All the enthusiasm of a few hours earlier
had disappeared, and as we drove round to Sligachan, two of us
were too sleepy to wonder whether the poor driver was awake.
A lady sleeping in a car outside the hotel woke up and eyed us
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with amazement as we clumsily put on boots and stumbled across
the peathags. I think it would have been better to have followed
the Coruisk track down the east side of the glen as far as Lochan
Dubha, as the going was extremely rough contouring the enormous mass of Sgurr nan Gillean.
We arrived at the summit of Sgurr na H'umha, the first
peak of the Ridge, at 8-30 a.m. after three hours steady plod,
broken only by a short but heated descent for a water bottle
that had got left behind at a burn after one of our swift drinking
bouts. The weather was perfect, sunny with a cool breeze,
and the views both to the mainland and across the sea superb.
We had a snack on top, but decided to have breakfast on Sgurr
nan Gillean. We also decided that if we got as far as Bruach
na Frithe we should do well, as the Ridge looked vast in the
clear morning light, winding and twisting ahead. The nearer
slopes yellow and the further ones purple.
It was about 9-30 when we had our first tin of fruit and
started with gusto on the pile of sandwiches which had looked
so nauseating in the tent. We decided to lunch on Bruach na
Frithe, expecting to be there about i o'clock, and we spent a
grand morning traversing first, the Western Ridge embracing
the Gendarme very lovingly as we were now in rubbers and our
boots and tins made the sacks rather bulky then over Am
Bhasteir and down the horrible little overhang to the Tooth.
Here the sacks travelled separately and the last woman descended
rather more rapidly than she expected, luckily, from her point
of view, on to the heads of those below. The descent of
Naismith's Route was very pleasant, the holds are so big and
the exposure so terrific. N.F., the first down, put in some very
good work, while we descended, carrying the rucksacks from
the foot of the climb to the col on the Ridge. Here we all met
again and scrambled over Sgurr a Fionn Coire to Bruach na
Frithe. Another meal was consumed, each one trying to
persuade the others that the tin she carried was just the one to
be opened.
It was sunny and we longed to go to sleep, but we thought
we might as well go on a little further, and have tea on Sgurr
Dearg, hoping to be there about 5-30 p.m. However our judgment of this less known part of the Ridge was much at fault.
We began to go more leisurely, the day was so perfect we
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could not believe it would ever get dark, and there would be a
full moon. The glorious colours down in Coruisk delayed us,
particularly the artist J.T., and it was fascinating striding across
the mossy pinnacles of An Caisteal and the Bidean Druim na
Ramh, with glimpses of Harta Coire between our feet. Up
and down we went, over awkward little bulges and overhangs.
The Ridge here is very narrow and serrated and covered with
beautiful green moss.
Sgurr Mhadaidh, the next big mountain, took rather a long
time as there are big descents between each of the four peaks
and part of the route is along sloping shelves covered with loose
shale very trying. Sardines had made us thirsty and we had
frequent pulls at the water bottles. Once on the summit of
Ghreadaidh, after a very stiff plod, the Ridge is fairly level for a
little way and we sat on the moss and had tea, rather dismally,
as we were getting very behind time it was already 5 o'clock.
But it was impossible to be really miserable long on such a good
day and we felt absolutely fit. The only casualty, a splinter
under the heel, had been skilfully abstracted on Bealach na
Glaic Mhoire.
Some wisps of mist blew across Sgurr na Banadich and it
grew rather gloomy, but by the time we had scrambled up to the
top of Dearg it cleared and we were able to admire the black
shapes of the outer isles silhouetted against the red setting sun.
The Inaccessible Pinnacle was casting a Brocken Spectre on the
mists wreathed round Alasdair. It was about 8-30 p.m. just
twelve hours from our first peak, and we took the Spectre for a
good omen. The ascent of the short side of the Inaccessible
is much pleasanter than the descent of its awkward bulges and
sloping ledges, and the descent of the east side, 12 5 feet, is very
interesting. There are plenty of holds but there is a terrific drop
on each side of the ar£te. So interesting was it that when we
all met at the foot of it we realised with a shock that the sky had
suddenly become overcast and a thick mist had swept up.
A Brocken Spectre now takes its place with One Magpie in the
Omen World one for sorrow.
By the time we had crawled down the sloping scree-covered
slabs of An Stac and climbed some very entertaining boulder
pitches to Mhic Coinnich and Thearlaich it was almost pitch
dark and 11 o'clock. The glorious moonlit night during which
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we were to wander over the Dubhs and Sgurr nan Eag to Gars
Bheinn had completely failed us and we could not be certain
that we really were at the top of the right chimney for the
descent of the Thearlaich-Dubh Gap. ' Oh ! Why were we so
lazy that day on Alasdair ? ' we wailed. ' If only we'd explored
this bit of Ridge, the last mountains are quite simple.' ' If only
we'd hurried instead of sauntering earlier in the day.' ' But it
was so obviously going to be a perfect night.' We felt so fit too,
but all the wishings and meanings were futile. It just got
darker and darker, and colder and colder, and we were completely
fed up.
First of all we scrambled up and down horrible slabs looking
for a flat place. Then we sat in a row on a sloping ledge with
our feet in space and ate the remains of our food now in its
original nauseating condition. Then we shuffled sideways to
the top of a wide chimney and tried to squeeze together between
some huge poised blocks. There was a nasty thin shiver of
wind which pursued us wherever we went and we only got a
few teeth-chattering dozes until 4 a.m. A drizzle started then
and the lighter the day got the heavier it rained. We had a
half-hearted discussion about continuing, but very soon we
were scrambling along Mhic Coinnich and dashing down the
Stone Shoot to Coire Laggan and a long, long drink.
It had been a grand expedition, but all we could think about
as we crossed the moor past Loch an Fhir Bhailaich were tea
and eggs and sleeping bags. All day it rained and blew, pattering
on the tents each time we drifted awake for a few seconds,
before feeling the glorious waves of sleep sweep over us again.
That evening Mrs. McCrae sent us a delicious surprise
freshly grilled salmon trout. But we did not stay awake very
long as we had to catch the 8 o'clock bus in the morning to
Sligachan to pick up the car. Breakfasting in the hotel, we
discovered that people were beginning to wonder what had
happened to the owners of the car and an artist friend whom
we had passed at work, on An Casteal, when told of our
escapade said, ' I thought you girls looked as if you had a very
grim purpose driving you on, and I thought what a pity it was
not to have leisure just to sit and look on such a lovely day.'
' Quot homines, tot sententiae.'
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' TT ET'S go by Kinloch Rannoch and climb Schiehallion. It
I ^ looks so fine from the other side of the Moor of
Rannoch.'
' No, we have a long way to go. Don't you think it would
be a good idea to go straight to Torridon and climb Schiehallion
on the way home ? '
* Yes, let's go on. We might nip up Ben Alligin tonight
to see the sunset if we have time. It is only just a Munro, two
hours up and one down should be heaps.'
Two hours up and one down, forsooth! It took us nearly
the whole of the next day. Anyhow, when we arrived at Inver
Alligin that night, we just had time to carry our kit to the Hostel
before dark. Inver Alligin Youth Hostel is a small cottage on
the North shore of Loch Torridon and on the lower slopes of
the afore-mentioned Ben Alligin.
We attacked it next morning and certainly reached the first
top in two hours. But we were only just beginning. There
were six tops, including the three Rathains or Horns of Alligin,
and we spent several hours conscientiously ticking them off.
It was quite an interesting ridge walk, with lovely views all
round when the mist decided to lift. After some amusing
scrambling over the Horns of Alligin and admiring the dark
purples of the corries on the Eastern side which were such a
wonderful contrast to the sunlit Western slopes of our mountain, we came down between the first and second Horns and
returned over the moor on the West of Alligin past some lovely
lochans with sandy beaches. It took us nine-and-a-half hours.
' Two up and one down ' has been a byword with us ever since!
Next day we set off for Leagach. We got some tips from
a stalker who was bending most artistically over his stick and
ready to talk all day. But we had had this two-up-and-onedown nonsense put out of our heads and knew we had a big
day in front of us and hurried on along the stalkers' path up the
Coire Mhic Nobuil to the bridge. We had our lunch interval
on the first peak which goes steep down to Loch Torridon.
Again we knocked off six peaks along a much narrower and
more exciting ridge, with views of our old friend Alligin across
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the valley. When we came to the end opposite Ben Eige we
wondered how we were to get down again. We always seemed
to be coming to an A.P. precipice, but we always managed,
thanks usually to deer tracks. There was some rough walking
until we came to the path down the Coire Mhic Nobuil and were
we tired when we got back to the road !
The third day was a soaker, so we had an off-day. Nancy
and I read in bed while Joan finished off some paintings. Then
we all three spring-cleaned the hostel. To get the dust out of
our systems we walked halfway to Diabaig along that delightful
road. In spite of taunts and jeers at my capabilities as a driver
I did not take the car along it later to Diabaig. It is one of those
roads which are meant to be walked. The driver of a car
couldn't possibly lift his eyes from it to see the lochans and hills
and islands, but would be acutely conscious of potholes, precipices and narrow bends. Unfortunately, this off-day meant
leaving Coire Mhic Fhearchair for another time.
On the fourth day we took the car to Kinlochewe and a mile
further on to Culaneilan. We wandered towards Slioch and
along the Northern shore of Loch Maree. We were making for
the cliffs on the N.W. side of Slioch to find the Stepped Ridge
described in the S.M.C. Guide Book. We found the cliffs, but
lost an hour looking for " the well-marked cairn " at the foot
of the route. In the end we made a route of our own, which
had two quite nice rock pitches. It began up a grassy gully,
followed by a rocky rib and a hand traverse. Then came a
nasty chimney with an earthy exit. By this time it was too late
to risk any more difficult rock, so we rushed to the top up
grassy gullies, reaching it about 6 p.m. We had made too late
a start, Nancy and Joan had found shopping in Kinlochewe
too intriguing and we had taken too long to admire the views
and the primroses on the way to the crags. We must finish
our climb some other time, it was beginning to be interesting
when we left off. In spite of the lateness of the hour we dutifully
visited the second top before dashing down to Gleann Beanasdail and the car, which we reached about 9 p.m.
That, unfortunately, was the end. We didn't even see
Schiehallion on the way back. But we had got to know three
fine mountains and a glorious piece of country. To do one of
those ridges takes eight hours at least and it is easy to take
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longer on a decent day to admire the lochans with their sandy
edges, the sea, the islands, the neighbouring hills and the
contrast in colouring between the East and West slopes of the
mountains. There is rock-scrambling on them all, and climbing
at least on Slioch and, of course, in the famous Coire Mhic
Fhearchairon Ben Eighe.

COLD
Knife-stab in back and sticky searing mettle
Burning, like red hot plates, the finger tips.
Needle-snow in eyes and puffy lips
That swell with blistered frostcrack.
My dumb, dead feet I The fear
That grows in waves, until I rip
The sock from pallid toes ; and shouting pain
Ebbs and flows in tides of blood again.
My stiffened face the sun still searches out
Through glasses, grease and hood. And warmth, long sought
Becomes a wanton mocking, dearly bought.
The still air freezes in my lungs ; my brain is dead.
To loose the rucksack is itself a toD
Too intricate. And clumsy hands of lead
Pull on the icy rope : this steeled and welded hawser
That binds me to you.
There is no sense in all this shrivelling world
Save will to plod. And cold.
HELEN C. BRYAN.
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PLEASE SHUT THE GATE
ON ONE WHO CLOSED A GATE WHICH THE
FARMER HAD PLANNED TO LEAVE OPEN
Sad, soaked and shivering, hastening from the hill
To warmth and food, three friends, one winter's chill,
Found a gate open, left it open still.
But, at the farm nearby, one, stricken sore,
Stung by the law which rules a walker's lore,
Thought of the cows and saw where duty bore.
' If they should stray around the farmyard door 1'
She visioned how the farmer's wrath would pour
On all who walk the hills, for evermore.
She turned, went back and closed the gate. The cold
Snapped at her fingers and her scarf's thick fold
Shrank 'neath the hissing of a blast more bold.
Her shoulders rose and gathered round her head
To stay the invading drips. (That night in bed
She woke and coughed and in three days was dead.)

i.5.«S

At dusk the farmer, weary from the fair,
Sent forth his dog to call the cattle where
The milk-pails stood expectant. But the air
Carried no trampling of a homing herd,
Caught the short bark which said a dog despaired,
Told the lone farmer how his plan had fared.
And, while a curlew rose in anguish sore,
The rain-washed dusk in zigzag passage bore
A curse on all who walk, for evermore.
EPITAPH
Plover and curlew, bear her deed above.
Loving her life, she gave her life for love.
Yet, let not courage falter at her fate !
Many survive and please who * shut the gate.'

E. M. CLARKE.
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WINTER DAYS
RUTH E. HARGREAVES
ITH October gales and November rains and the first
sprinkling of snow on the fell tops comes a great overhauling of winter climbing gear ice axes to be oiled,
the thickest pair of gloves to be patched and thoughts turn
to former grand times in snow gullies.
Great End usually seems our first objective in the winter
campaign, and the varying conditions to be found prove
sufficient reward for the toil up Rossett Ghyll.
I remember particularly one exhilarating day shortly after
Christmas. We had started off from Langdale rather late considering the time of year and arrived at the crag with what we
thought would be just enough time to do South-East Gully.
There had been a heavy snowfall followed by a period of thaw,
but now a freezing north-east wind held everything in an iron
griPWe put on all our extra sweaters, pulled down balaclavas,
placed the chocokte in a handy pocket and generally prepared
for the fray. We each cut our own steps up the preliminary
snow of the gully, and so arrived at the first pitch in a nice
glowing condition, but, at the sight of the rock, encased in thick
ice, I took my proper place at the tail end of the rope, and dutifully received on my head the lumps of ice sent down by the
leader's axe.
Shortly after, retribution overtook him, for, giving a hard
blow at a particularly tough bit of ice, a stream of freezing
water shot into his face from the penned up spring beneath.
The air took on a characteristic blue tinge and we continued
up the gully with rather dampened ardour.
After a somewhat prolonged struggle with one of the upper
pitches it was borne in upon us that it would almost certainly
be dark before we had finished, so we were forced to turn the
last pitch on its easier right-hand side and rejoin the gully above
for the final snow walk.
We reached the top in the rapidly gathering dusk and ran
down the slopes of Great End against a shrivelling wind. At
Rossett Ghyll it was quite dark, and we stumbled over boulders,
and slid down iced grass, not always on our feet, till at length
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R. E. Hargreaves

BEN NEVIS
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LOOKING ACROSS THE RED BURN
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we came to the Old Dungeon, to sit round the fire and talk of
the day's doings with much laughter and more hot tea.
On another occasion, the voice of authority said that Pier's
Ghyll would be sufficiently frozen to be enjoyable. The party
had to be kicked out of various easy-chairs, where it was
reclining in pleasant after-breakfast sloth, hounded into the car
and rapidly taken to Wasdale.
By the time we had sufficiently recovered to take an interest
in things, we found ourselves at the beginning of the Ghyll.
This was not a very auspicious start, and things looked no
brighter when, at the foot of the first pitch we found a horrid
pool of water covered with a thin film of ice, and no apparent
means of reaching the rock, except by wading through the pool.
4 Never mind,' said Authority, ' it's sure to be firmly frozen
higher up.'
There was a good deal of doubtful muttering from the rest
of the party.
An ash tree was discovered high up on the left-hand wall,
this was lassoed, and the leader, taking a firm grip of the
doubled rope, with a giant stride, managed to effect a lodgement
in the Ghyll above the pool and finish up the rest of the pitch.
This was all very well, but, as the smallest member of the party,
I knew I could not possibly make this stride and it was my
turn next! Determined to do or die, I clasped the rope and took
a flying leap into the air and accompanied by a chorus of the
Flying Trapeze, thankfully found myself across.
The next part of the Ghyll is fairly easy, and all went
smoothly until the final obstacle. This consisted of another
deep pool at the foot of a steep wall decorated with festoons of
rotten looking ice. Certainly the pool looked fairly firmly
frozen, but this, when tested proved a forlorn hope. However,
it was edged with a solid bank of old drifted snow, and someone
suggested filling the pool with enormous chunks and forming
a snow-bridge across to the wall.
This met with instant approval, anything to delay putting
foot in that abominably cold water. For about an hour we
hacked, pushed and rolled huge snowballs into their watery
grave and at the end of that time we had reduced the pool to the
consistency of soft rice pudding and ourselves to limp rags.
At this point the party downed tools, the smallest member
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refused point blank to do any swimming, and Authority was
led to the easy way out of the Ghyll and told to go to it, we
were going home. We did.
What extraordinarily different effects can be produced by
snow on the various climbs ! I should like to recount as an
instance a day spent on Pikes Crag.
Most people will agree Wall and Crack is not a very difficult
climb under ordinary conditions, certainly easier than Moss
Ghyll. However, having done the latter climb in snow on a
short Saturday, three of us started up Wall and Crack the following day. It was bitterly cold, and three inches of new powder
snow masked every hold and covered the ledges, till the whole
Crag looked like a veritable Jack Frost's castle.
Rather rashly, I elected to lead, but half-way up the steep
little wall of the second pitch the horrid business of hanging on
whilst trying to brush the snow off the holds, proved too much
for my ringers which completely gave out, and with the assistance
of a large hand in the middle of my back I managed to get down.
A.T. then took over, but the same fate overtook him, and only
a most spectacular sideways leap got him back to the ledge again.
After two or three attempts we were able to turn the pitch
on its right-hand side, but the whole climb proved so much
more difficult than we had anticipated from our experience the
day before, that we barely reached the top in daylight.
I think perhaps that is why I enjoy winter days so much, the
shorter hours of light make quick climbing a necessity if one is
not to be benighted ; old familiar climbs develop new characteristics, the Fells become more remote and take on some of the
grandeur of the great mountains.
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ON THE FELLS IN THE DARK
MABEL BARKER
NE evening last summer, a friend who was waiting for
me at a farm at the head of one of our Lakeland dales
remarked to the farmer's wife that I had refused to give
any definite time at which she might expect me, to which the
experienced old lady replied slowly, ' She never comes down
very early.'
Well, that time I did, rather to their surprise, this occasion
being evidently the exception proving the rule.
I have a reputation among climbers for getting benighted :
not on the rocks, of course, which would be the dangerous
result of bad judgment, but on the way down from them.
In winter this is almost inevitable, and a perfectly common
habit of climbers. The light is so short and precious, and we
are as safe, at any hour, on a mountain track as on a road
indeed, in these days, much more so !
But to me it happens in summer too, as many can testify
who have unwarily trusted themselves to my guidance, or
innocently taken me into their company.
Well, let me say at once that I like the fells in the dark.
There is then an added magic and mystery about them, and a
feeling which it is hard to explain. Perhaps it is a sense of power
in oneself, and of communion with the hills. One belongs to
them then, like any other wild animal: one knows discomfort
and hunger and weariness, but never fear of the hills in the dark,
even when alone, and in a storm, or in torrents of rain.
I have no stories of terrifying or dangerous experiences to
tell, for nothing of that kind has ever happened to me in all the
years, and they are many now, in which I have walked the fells
by day or night.
And while nowadays, I generally carry a flash-light, I do
not use it except in emergency. It is apt to confuse one's sense
of direction, and one cannot see so well afterwards if it fails.
Once I crossed from Grains Ghyll to Langdale in a thunderstorm. It was magnificent, but I had a companion who used
a flash-light, and we missed the track in the wet patches on
Esk Hause. After some vague scrambling the lightning showed
us Angle Tarn a little beneath us, and all was well. Placidly

O
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we sat eating chocolate at the top of Rossett Ghyll at midnight
before descending to Middle Fell.
Years ago, before the Scafell Pike track was cairned and
marked as it is now, or there were any flash-lights, I set out from
Seathwaite with another girl, to go to its summit for the first
time, and descended in mist and darkness ; and how this
first experience of fells in the dark gave me a feeling of entering
into my kingdom : of being given the freedom of the hills by
day or night, I have told elsewhere.
I recall a night return of a party from Pillar. The party
included a young schoolmaster, a football enthusiast, who
was at the outset rather scornful of the slowness of our
pace. But once at Pillar, while some climbed, he went to sleep !
And on the return in the evening I sent the rest of the party
(which included children) ahead, and formed a rearguard to
bring him in slowly (I think, to be fair, that a damaged knee
had something to do with this). It was dark long before we
were half-way home. Slowly we went round the head of
Ennerdale along Moses Trod, down into Gillercombe, and down
Sour Milk Ghyll. When, at the foot of it, we suddenly walked
into camp, he confessed to the utmost astonishment, for he had
not had the slightest idea where he was, and what was more,
had not believed that I had either, and thought my confident
progress the merest bluff!
Quite recently, five of us started up a big climb on Scafell
late on an August afternoon. We were far too late, but all on
holiday, full of the joy and return-when-you-please freedom
of campers. We finished our climb just in time. Ten o'clock
found us back on Mickledore, laughing and joking, congratulating our leader and everyone else (particularly the last man,
who was short-sighted, had carried a camera, and had come last
across a delicate traverse in the dusk). Not only was it getting
dark but mist had come down, and while we were changing
from rubbers to boots and devouring the scraps left in our
rucksacks, it began to rain. The boys were camping in Wasdale
in two parties, one of them with his mother : my party was in
Borrowdale. I wanted to go alone over the Pike, but they
wouldn't hear of it. ' Very well, then : the Corridor Route,
and all together to the Sty Head Pass.'

BCRROWDALE

/ i//an Brav
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But once on the Mickledore screes it was impossible to find
the start of the Corridor Route. ' Never mind, then all down
to Wasdale.'
You see, we couldn't find any track at all by then, but if we
kept on going down we were bound to make Wasdale.
None of us will forget that journey. Stumbling along over
boulders, down steep grass slopes, crossing streams and
wondering which they were, losing and finding each other,
calling, disputing as to where we were, elated with our triumph,
increasingly tired and wet, we made our way down slowly;
to come at last out of the mist and see far below us a tiny light
moving in the valley. Said A.H. :
' That's mother going to see if I am at the other camp.
Wait a minute.'
He sent a ringing shout out into the void : * Mo-ther '!
We listened tensely, and from far away came a faint answer :
'A-lan'!
A chorus burst out: ' She heard,' ' She answered,' * Did
you hear ? ' * She'll know we are all right.'
' Yes wait a minute. I want to speak to her.'
Then, very slowly and deliberately : * Go back to camp.
We are all O.K.'
And so, with our one concern, the thought of that waiting
mother, set at rest, we continued on our weary but happy way :
coming up against a wall, finding a stile we all know, and so
striking a path at last. We reached camp in Wasdale about
i a.m.; and after I had been fed and partially dried, A.H.
motored me round to Seathwaite fifty miles to make a point
five miles away over the pass ! The light came as we sped up
Borrowdale.
We might have walked over, but I was very weary. I
suppose it may be taken as a compliment that my own party
had all gone to bed without the slightest anxiety !
I have never unintentionally spent a night out on the Lakeland Fells, and once only in Scotland. That was when I first
felt the Black Cuillins of Skye. I cannot say saw them, because
they were hidden in mist. Ardently desiring to see Coruisk, we,
a party of two, had gone round to it by the coast, and were
trapped into crossing the Main Ridge by a track which is
marked on the half-inch map, but in fact does not exist. We
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worked our way up as far as possible in the fading light, and
then decided that the only thing to do in this strange and
relatively dangerous ground was to wait through the short
hours of darkness. We spent the night, and actually slept a
little, on a narrow rock ledge, wet to the skin, and suffering
most from the fact that we had eaten our lunch many hours ago.
A determined search through the wet debris in the rucksack
when daylight came was rewarded by about two squashed
raisins.
Fortified by these, we continued over the ridge. I have
passed the place where we crossed it many times since, and always
feel that we had the proverbial luck of lunatics in that adventure :
for of the Black Cuillins it cannot be said as of Lakeland that
progress in dark and mist is safe if you go slowly and with
caution.
We left our inhospitable ledge about 5 a.m. and after an
exciting descent over the glaciated slabs of Coire na Creiche
arrived at the farm, where we had not occupied our booked beds,
about 10 a.m.
Coire Banachdich, in the dark, seems to have some special
attraction for me. Several times I have come down it, not by
the scheduled route under the slopes of Sgur Dearg, but right
down its central boiler-plates, which is good fun and provides
a lot of moderate climbing. I have done this with parties
that were game enough, but so slow that light failed before we
were out of the Coire. I remember two girls who, as a matter
of course and with touching trustfulness, simply came on the
rope wherever it seemed convenient. In thickening dusk I
slung them both down a little chimney somewhere near the
bottom : I couldn't find it again in daylight.
And once I came down with a young Swiss girl, she enjoying
the whole adventure immensely, and quite unperturbed all
through; but towards the end slowing up through sheer
weariness. When we were well down on the grass she suddenly
said:
' It's a lovely night. Can't I just sleep here till morning ? '
I said no, because it would become very cold in the early
hours : and anyway, we were packing up for home in the
morning and wouldn't have time then to retrieve lost property
left lying about on the hills. But we were only about two miles
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from camp, so I suggested that she took a rest while I went
back to camp for a flash-light.
* But how will you find me if I go to sleep ? ' was the only
objection.
' Well, I'll shout and show the light and you'll have to wake
up,' said I, and set off without more ado.
It was quite dark before I reached camp, where Nancy
Ridyard was preparing a delicious supper.
' I've left Rita parked in Coire Banachdich and I'm going
back for her.'
' Have supper first; she'll be all right,' said Nancy : and
such indeed was my intention.
We took our time over it and were joined by Van, who had
been into Portree about repairs to the car (which is another
story). We took all the best batteries remaining in camp at the
end of the holiday: put some supper for Rita in a can: left
Van to his well-earned meal, and Nancy came with me.
Finding the way back over those two miles, now in total
darkness, was a more difficult business than I had anticipated.
We saved the lights for later use. Whatever the nature of the
going I had a constant illusion of rising ground just ahead, and I
remember that Nancy's boots were not comfortable. And
when we were actually on the first terrace of the great Coire
the finding of our objective seemed indeed a forlorn hope,
though I had tried, before leaving, to note her position in
relation to the sky line on either shoulder.
We called our voices seemed lost in the void : we flashed
our lights they were pin-points in a great darkness.
But we got an answer at last, for really we had almost hit
the mark.
Rita had been soundly and placidly slumbering till our
calling aroused her. She had seen deer on the sky-line : watched
the marvel of stars : slept, and altogether enjoyed her rest.
We gave her a little time for supper, and then, using the flashlights (for now we could not miss our direction) made good time
back to camp.
' The night is but the shadow of the earth,
Which spins in glory '
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COMPOSITION ON GRASS SLOPES
E. M. HALL

A

COMPOSITION on grass slopes should surely be short,
and at first sight seems likely to prove a tedious brief
performance enough. Yet when one turns to examine
the extensiveness of the subject-matter, could any theme less
lend itself to the tight Baconian treatment ? The mode of the
dispersed meditation seems the only possible one.
I recollect from my early training that one cannot soundly
argue
Grass is attractive,
Slopes are attractive.
Therefore grass slopes are attractive ;
yet when grass slopes are all of the mountains that is open to
one, they are pleasant in one's sight and one realises one's luck.
Still, positively loving them is rather like loving people for their
Solid Qualities alone ; they have many, but their virtues are
unobtrusive. Some grass slopes, indeed, resemble the young
man whose portrait was so suggestively drawn by Wordsworth,
'And you must love him, ere to you
He will seem worthy of your love.'
Wordsworth must have ascended many grass slopes though even
he did not, I believe, address a sonnet to Brown Tongue. And
since it usually takes age, sheep or stiffened joints to cause one
to seek them as Ends rather than as Means, I for one, who have
of necessity for some years past beaten my boots of ascension
into ploughshares, do very feelingly perceive the accuracy of
the description of the sensations of the ascent as given in the
slice-of-life style in * Simon Lee.'
* Few years of life hath he in store
As he to you will tell,
For still the more he works, the more
_ . .
Do his weak ankles swell.'
Precisely.
Yet there are compensations in the freedom from convention
that is possible on the all-grass routes. No longer need one
suppress one's puffs : the mouth was made to breathe with,
the wider the better. Now can we, even as Cleopatra on
Antony's heart' ride on the pants, triumphing.' Now when one
wants to sit down, one need not pretend even to oneself that
one wishes to observe a bird; one may even sleep, a pleasure
unpermitted on an are'te.
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As to time, the hour at which one starts now matters little.
Breakfast can be at nine-thirty and leisurely; one's modest
departure lacks gallantry, but the sack is now only a little one
and one can have whatever one likes in one's sandwiches.
Even a thermos and a nice hot cup of tea can be carried why
not?
The view, too, does now without apology become an object
for the walk, and some grass slopes have very gratifying views.
Archaeological interest is more likely to be present than on a
buttress, and the finding of an arrow-sharpening stone is a fine
pleasure. The economic landscape has also its attractions, now
that one can stay to study it. The steepest grass slope in the
British Isles looks down upon a long record of the crofting
system in all its stages hard-worked, still-living little crofts,
those recently deserted and those left long ago, the lay-out of
their rigs still traceable as from the air, and neighbouring them
the growing enclosures of the landlord as the crofts fall empty
one by one. On another, one can look straight, so I am told,
to the North Pole with no land between; on others . . . but
they are many, and one can only pray that Wordsworth and the
War Office are not to meet too often on the same ground, so
unexpectedly.
As to the literature of the subject, for devotional purposes
there is always Wordsworth, and the * Pilgrim's Progress '
contains relevant passages. A popular treatise on Relativity
may possibly help to convince one that Time is no Object, if one
finds difficulty in dropping the Rock-Standard. Highly commended also are Professor Stapledon on Grasses and Darwin on
Earthworms, and always ' The Countryman ' all well-tried aids
to a right Frame.
As I glance back, it now seems rather difficult to say whether
I have been praising the philosophic mind, or hill-sides or grass
or leisure or what. In any case, now that I remember, it has
all been said far better by a schoolboy I know of in one of those
unguarded moments when schoolboys accidentally achieve
style. A few years ago he was writing a Junior Bank Entrance
essay in this district ' How I Like to Spend a Half-holiday,'
and few essays have had a more spacious opening : ' When I
have a half-holiday I like to spend it leaning against the side of
a mountain. . . .'
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CLIMBS, 1937 1938
BRENDA RITCHIE

S

OME climbs stand out in our minds because of their beauty,
others because we bungled them, others, more rarely,
because we were more successful than we expected and
were in danger of being inordinately pleased with ourselves.
I can think of many of the first type, more of the second, and a
very few of the third, including an ascent of the Disgrazia. In
a short and bad weather season in 1937, after a disappointing
ten days with a guide, the tail-end of our party had a few days
of good weather, and finished up with the Disgrazia from the
Forno Hut.
Under good conditions there should be no difficulty in this
climb even for guideless parties, but it is very long indeed, for it
is not the usual route. The normal base of attack for the
mountain is the Italian Hut, in Italian territory. To climb the
Disgrazia from the Swiss Forno Hut, one has first of all to climb
another mountain, the Cima di Cantone ; this summit is actually
connected with the Disgrazia itself by a jagged rock ridge, but
the ridge is a mile and a half long, and to traverse it would itself
be an expedition of many hours. So, to avoid the ridge, you
have to drop down some thousand feet or more, below the
snowline, to a stony valley on one side of the ridge, and take the
quickest route along small precipices and scree slopes, until it
is possible to turn upwards again, climbing a short steep glacier,
which leads to a col at the foot of the Disgrazia peak, and thence
up the ridge to the summit.
Our information as to this route, and the time involved, had
to be pieced together from the book with the help of friendly
interpreters at the Hut, since we knew scarcely any German.
We were a party of two only, but there was very little snowcovered glacier. It was September and the chief difficulty was
shortage of time and daylight. The Hut Guardian told us we
should have to bivouac, which we did not in the least want to
do. But, carefully adding up the times of the different sections
given in the book, we came to the conclusion that we ought to
be able to get to the top in about nine and a half hours. Equal
time, no less, would have to be allowed for getting back, since
the Cantone would have to be climbed a second time from the

THE DISGRAZIA FROM THE NORTH

G. Barrett
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KIRKUS' ROUTE ON GREAT SLAB CWM SILIN

Brenda Ritcbit
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other side. But we had enough daylight for a nineteen-hour day,
since the last hour home, along level dry glacier, could be safely
done in the dark.
We left the hut at two o'clock, and were on the top of the
Cantone about six. With some running on kindly snow patches,
and the shortest possible halts for food, and luckily striking a
good line along the rocky valley, we found ourselves on the
Disgrazia summit at eleven. We had half an hour's rest, and
then turned back. Just below the col one of us went completely
through into a crevasse, but it was a narrow one and easily
negotiated. At the end of the day the Cima di Cantone seemed
monstrously high, as we toiled slowly up. We arrived back at
8 o'clock after a quarter of an hour only with the lantern, to the
surprise of the Hut Guardian. Triumph and glow of satisfaction 1 which may perhaps be forgiven to those who are not
record-breaking fell-walkers. We did however realise even at
the time that we had been entirely dependent on clear weather
swift route-finding in unknown country would have been impossible to us with the mountains in cloud.
The next climbing of interest that came my way was the
following Easter, when, with the advantage of dry though cold
weather, I got to know some climbs in Wales new to me.
One climb in particular stands out, the Grey Slab on Glyder
Fawr an impression of chiselled, bare rock in sweeping lines,
most satisfying cliff-architecture, and delicate finger-and-toe
climbing on small sloping holds. Evelyn Lowe was the inspirer
of this climb (new also to her), and in fact leader, since our
arrangement of alternate leads resulted in my leading the easy
parts, and Evelyn leading the long middle pitch, 120 ft., the
crux of the climb. This Grey Slab presents a problem in footgear. The first pitch, about eighty feet, goes up a corner nearly
always wet except in a drought, and garnished first with unavoidable ledges of sodden grass, higher up with oozing moss
most obviously and par excellence a boot climb. The second
pitch, delicate slab-climbing on sloping holds, needs equally
obviously rubbers or kletterschue. Kletterschue the whole way
up do not answer well, since they will become slippery with mud
on the first pitch. A patient companion could have retrieved
our boots if we let them down from the top of the first pitch;
but we were by ourselves. We solved the problem to our own
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satisfaction though doubtless to the horror of the orthodox;
we climbed the first pitch in boots, then changed, and dropped
them down the mountain side, ' to be called for.' Actually one
boot remained on the grass at the foot of the rocks ; the
others bounded some way towards Idwal, but we found them and
did not have to hop home, as some critics may say we deserved
to do. Not the least exciting part of the climb was changing
into rubbers at the top of the first pitch, tied securely to a flake
belay but slithering about on steep slabs with nothing horizontal
in sight for a long way.
Some days later a party of three of us went to Cwm Silin,
armed with scribbled notes, copied from the Climbers' Club
Journal, of the Right-hand Route on the Great Slab. This is
described by Kirkus, its discoverer, as a very good slab climb,
consistently steep and exposed. So it seemed to us, with the
added advantage of concentrating its difficulties in the first long
pitch. Here there is a long traverse on upward-sloping cracks
and ledges, with holds awkwardly placed, where several movements have to be made with undergrasp handholds, as on the
Scafell Gangway. Above this section the rock-face provides
ledges, narrow but satisfyingly sharp-edged and horizontal, and
the climbing is airy and delightful, but not hard under good
conditions. We had a little sun and perfectly dry rock, but a
very strong North-east wind which caused us some sporting
uncertainty. Balance climbing on small ledges is apt to be upset
by sudden gusts. We were on a South-facing rock and sheltered
from the North-east, but we could hear the wind roaring round
the corner of the crag only a few yards away, and every now and
then would come that sharp report, as loud as the explosion of a
small cannon, made by 2 high wind among rocks, which would
be disconcerting if one got in its way. On the climb several of
the essential belays are very small and very sharp, and in the
directions a handkerchief is recommended to protect the rope.
Maledictions on the writer ! a much beloved silk handkerchief
was torn beyond repair in these manoeuvres, and moreover, it
did not seem to protect the rope. However, the climb was worth
a silk handkerchief.
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FIRST IMPRESSIONS OF AN
ALPINE HUT
CONSTANCE LANCASTER
HAD been two days in Switzerland when I was rudely
dragged from my slumbers on to the balcony of the hotel
at about five o'clock one morning to see the mountains.
Those first two days had been grey and drizzly, though full of
excitement as it was my first visit to the Alps. The ramshackle
chalets, the narrow squelching lane which was the main street
of Zinal, the cows with their incessant bells, the dirty tongue of
glacier and moraine just visible up the valley, were all new and
thrilling. More especially so were the snow slopes, sometimes
completely hidden in mist, sometimes tantalisingly revealed for
a few minutes, with their promise of the peaks which, I was
assured, lay beyond. Imagination only could penetrate the
greyness which enshrouded them. That Monday morning
however the giants were revealed in all the glory of the sunrise
Zinal Rothorn, Obergabelhorn, Pointe de Zinal rising
victorious into a clear sky.
Then came a burst of tremendous activity. Remy, our guide,
appeared early at the hotel with a broad grin on his face : we
must take advantage of the change in the weather. The village
store was raided and rucksacks filled with odd-looking packages ;
bread, chocolate, cheese, coffee, sugar and spaghetti. Our
proposed expedition was to take five days, so provisions had to
be thought out with care, and, as we gathered that one of the
huts had no stove, we had to take our own ' cuisine '; a type
of methylated spirit stove. Then came the question of kit.
Being new to the game, I, of course, wanted to take too much ;
a toothbrush, towel and a change of shirt were surely necessary
in addition to several odd socks and sweaters. But my luggage
was severely overhauled, and I still found myself setting out
with a quite sufficiently weighty rucksack, though it was twice
as light as those of my companions.
Our destination was the Mounter Hut, or Constantia Cabane,
as I found it was called when we got there. My feelings as I
plodded silently behind Remy are impossible to describe;
excitement was predominant, characterised by a certain lightheadedness, and an uncontrollable ' ticklish ' feeling inside. All

I
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my attention was concentrated on the boulders of the moraine
rather like those on Scafell Pike or Gable; and odd indeed I
must have looked as I leaped from one to another, arms outstretched for balance, so terrified was I lest I should stumble,
and make the'guide turn round ! I had been strictly instructed
to tell him if the pace he set was too fast but I would have died
rather than confess it then though later I was not so heroic.
After the moraine came the glacier, with its unbelievably blue
crevasses ; then a steep pull up still more moraine, where the
sight of my first real gentians provided an admirable excuse for a
pause ; and at last, perched on its odd slab of rock, the Cabane.
It was dusk as we arrived there, but the Guardien had seen
us coming, and was out to welcome us with 'Ah voila la
jeunesse ! ' We were given shelves on which to stack our stores,
and then Remy, who had bustled round as soon as we got there,
called us to supper. First of all soup, liberally sprinkled with
shredded cheese, and then, the piece de resistance—spaghetti.
Spaghetti is light to carry, and easy to prepare. I prefer it to its
more bloated brother, macaroni, but I must confess that I quailed
before the mighty portion placed before me. However, my
heroic mood was still upon me, and we both struggled manfully
through it, when, in spite of protests, Remy again filled up my
plate, with a firm c Mademoiselle, il faut absolument manger ' 1
There were few people in the Hut; the Guardien, a young
girl, a Frenchwoman and her son, two Swiss climbers and two
or three guides. While we were eating our supper they were
playing some strange and exciting card game, chattering away
in a patois sadly unlike the French I knew. Remy obligingly
translated it into more recognisable French for me, when a burst
of laughter indicated some particular drollery on the part of the
Guardien. If the latter was typical of the genre, then Hut
Guardiens must all be delightful, for he was surely the most
charming of men. He hopped round the small smoky room
rather like some bright-eyed squirrel, chattering, stirring soup
in the big iron pot on the stove, and rapidly making us feel
thoroughly at home. One laugh he raised was when, as I was
struggling with my spaghetti, he slipped behind me, and startled
me out of my wits by producing the sound of a cow lowing,
from some toy he had concealed in his pocket. The next evening
when we returned, weary from the Rothorn, he was out to meet
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us, and to help me off with my wet boots ; and again in the
morning, he helped me on with my still wet boots, using a
large spoon in lieu of a shoe-horn.
After supper we were shown to our beds two of a row of
six straw palliasses on a raised wooden platform. We were the
first to turn in, and having chosen the two least draughty
couches, we stole an extra rug from one of the others, wrapped
ourselves up and prepared to sleep. Some few minutes later,
Madame arrived with her son, accompanied by their guide, a
somewhat ancient and very much moustached gentleman.
With great firmness he superintended their toilet and then proceeded to tuck them up. He obviously knew the ropes, for he
disappeared and came back with two extra blankets for them
at which we unashamedly sat up, blinking in the candlelight,
and expressed interest. He trotted away again and coming back
with two more tucked us up in our turn. Then, holding the
candle aloft, and surveying our four chrysalis-like figures, he
pronounced in solemn tones : 'Alors Ne bougez plus '!
After that silence settled upon us but not, alas, sleep. I was
far too excited. We were to be wakened at two, and the
Rothorn, my first peak, was ahead of me; at one moment I
was scaling it in record time ; at another, I was sitting miserably
half-way up, a disgrace to my party 1 Snow ridges, ice walls,
seracs and cornices, all the things I had only read about before,
were perhaps to be faced on the morrow. I slept fitfully for a
short time, dreaming that I was climbing book-cases, piled one
on top of the other, which kept leaning forward perilously and
threatening to topple over completely. Then the French boy
began to snore ! Never have I heard such an odd assembly of
sounds ; snorts and whistles, hisses and groans. And snoring
was not the least of his activities. He tossed and turned and
writhed, surely he must be in the throes of the very worst of
nightmares ; but he was asleep ! We of course were by now
thoroughly awake so we lay watching the moonlight and shadow
on the snow, whispering occasionally, and waiting for Remy to
come and rouse us at two.
The little Guardien, lively as ever, was up to see us off.
When we asked him if he ever slept he answered 'All through
January and that lasts me for the rest of the year '! After an
attempt at breakfast coffee, bread and chocolate (does anyone
D
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ever relish food at that hour ?) we stole quietly out into a cold
and mysterious world of snow and ice. No need for a lantern
fortunately, as the moon was full and the mountains looked
unbelievably beautiful aloof yet, oddly enough, deceptively
near.
Of the climb itself, seen in retrospect, only a few things
stand out. It was all too new and exciting for me to gain
anything other than a rather confused impression. These I
remember : the slow monotonous trudge up the snow ridge,
my eyes as usual on the feet in front of me; my unfeigned
delight when we left the snow and there was the familiar feel of
good rock under my fingers ; the summit at last with friendly
climbers, sunshine, and cold sweet tea out of Remy's flask, a
veritable widow's cruse; (how tied up we got trying to explain
the term to him in French!) and above all, the vast assembly
of mountains, rising above the clouds Matterhorn, Weisshorn,
Monte Rosa and the more distant Mont Blanc before my
unbelieving eyes.
Then the descent, with scorching sun on the glacier, and
snow, no longer crisp and firm, through which I alternately
rolled and plunged ungracefully, longing to cast off the hampering
rope that tugged at me fore and aft. And at last, the friendly
hut with its welcoming Guardien, the comforting sense of
something achieved; food, discussion, laughter and reminiscences ; and then bed, and this time, to sleep. The Obergabelhorn awaited us on the morrow but tonight it was neither
strange nor forbidding.
The Cabane Constantia is one of my pleasantest memories ;
some day I shall go there again.

P. Setb Hughes

ROSALIND PROCTOR ROPING DOWN
KINGSPITZ

P. Seth Hughes

EVELYN LOWE GOING UP FROM
TEUFELSJOCH
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GUIDELESS IN SWITZERLAND
S. R. HARPER
HE title sounds grand, but this is a chronicle of very small
beer. It is a record of pinnacle parties of moderate
accomplishment doing in the Alps very much what we
do at home that is, climbing mountains without professional
or other assistance, and, as at home, encountering very bad
weather. Climbing in the Alps is not different in kind from
climbing at home, but the scale is different, and the scale involves
problems of time and glaciers and snow and ice in general, which
mean, for me at least, leaving a margin of safety so wide that it
shuts out the big peaks altogether, and makes it essential to
choose climbs of very moderate difficulty on the smaller ones.
In 1936 we did our biggest guideless climbs on rock, and on
mountains with which, except for the Portjengrat, we had
already some acquaintance.
In 1938 we set our absolute standard lower, and worked out
routes with guide book and map in regions with which only one
of us had any acquaintance, and that too old to be serviceable.
We had an extraordinary sense of triumph when we arrived on
the top of the right peak however insignificant for we were
much buffetted by fate. The weather, bad in 1936, was execrable
in 1938, with more mist than I have ever encountered in
Switzerland, and terrifying storms. Guide books were out of
print, or proved when we did get them to be so condensed as
to be misleading. The S.A.C. guides which we managed to
borrow employed a lot of our wet-weather time and we had
plenty! in laborious translation. After which the weather
would force us up a different (and easier) mountain.
In 1936 the party consisted of Evelyn Lowe, Penelope
Seth-Hughes, Rosalind Proctor and myself. My recollections
of the first five days, at the Engelhorner hut, include two good
climbing days, and much rain ; silly games with the four Swiss
lads who formed with ourselves the permanent population of the
hut Up-Jenkins, played with the earnestness befitting a major
war, and an incredibly strenuous bout of Animal Grab;
Werner's scarlet face and chamois-bound into the open when he
woke from a wet-day-afternoon nap to find about thirty tourists
staring at him as if he had been a zoo exhibit; the courteous
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casualness with which we were met when we got down at dusk
from the Simelistock, by lads who had just strolled out for a
walk after supper, and had no notion at all that we might be
requiring assistance; sharp black peaks seen through mist;
and the despairing drip of water from the roof.
On our two good days, we did first the little and big
Simelistock, and then the Kingspitz traverse, up by the Teufelsjoch and down by the ordinary route. The Simelistock is a
pleasant climb with one good corner, and our descent was complicated by mist, which made us go back by the long way we
had come, instead of descending on the rope by the short downward route. (To be honest, we were very uncertain of being
able to find this, even in clear weather.) We landed on the path
just as dusk fell.
The Teufelsjoch was fairly hard to find, and the climb up
from it intimidating beyond belief. It was not as bad as it
looked, or we should not have got up, but it was exciting, and
we started dead cold, having rashly lunched on the pass. Even
Penelope, most callous of photographers, faltered when Evelyn
tackled the overhang. The way down was not hard, but it was
difficult to find (for kletterschuhe leave no scratches) and it
involved one picturesque descent on the rope, which I do not
believe to have been in the book.
These two climbs had warmed us up pleasantly, and had
given us a pretty good idea of the climbing standard and of
the geography of the Engelhorner. But, alas, we were to get
no more. The weather broke and it rained uncompromisingly
for a week, with one small break when, in company with
Gladys Low, whom we had met at Grindelwald, we raced a
thunderstorm up the tiny Strahlegghorn. Penelope and
Rosalind had to go home before the hills were clear enough to
do anything more without guides, but Evelyn and I moved
over to the Saas Valley, with the Portjengrat in mind.
We arrived at Saas Grund on a lovely Sunday evening, to
find our guide book and maps unattainable in the post office.
It was not a season in which to waste fine weather, so we left
them there, and set off up the valley into that magical region
reached only by those who wander mapless and without reliable
information. We tramped up a curling valley in the gathering
dusk, and just when we were beginning to consider ourselves
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lost, we came round a corner on lights and voices English
voices. We could still see the long ridge above us that must
be the Portjengrat, and all we needed to know was which end
to start. Anyone can follow a ridge, map or no map; but we
had heard of a gap where one must descend on the rope, and
taken the wrong way the gap might be unclimbable.
So we turned to the voices, and Evelyn said :
' Could you tell us which end of the Portjengrat you start ? '
There was a little pause, then :
* But where is your guide, Fraulein ? '
' In the post office ; but we only want to know which end
the climb begins.'
' In the post office. . . . ? '
And then a shout of laughter, explanations, and a gracious
invitation from the party's guide to follow his traces across the
glacier to the foot of the rock-climb. We accepted gratefully,
mentally deciding to be so far behind that the rock-climb at
any rate should be all our own work.
Accepting help should have destroyed the fairy tale atmosphere, but it did not. We actually enjoyed getting up before
dawn, and came down to breakfast with the quivering exaltation
proper only to early youth. Even the discovery that three
other parties were bound for the Portjengrat could not damp
us. We let them start well ahead, but either we raced, or they
were slow, for we caught them up on the edge of the snow,
and fell into conversation with Frederick Supersaxo, who was
guiding a French couple. He asked a lot of questions, and
seemed impressed (fortunately for us) by the Teufelsjoch. At
any rate when the other parties turned toward the centre of the
ridge, he protested vigorously against our following. That way
was a cbemin des vaches : it left out the whole climb : it was
no way for mountaineers like us. So we followed him
(meditating on the disadvantages of coming without the guide
book, and grateful for our rescue), and he took us to the foot
of the climb, and let us alone. The rest was pure delight.
The weather was still uncertain, and mist boiled in the corries
on the Italian side, but we climbed in sunshine, and on good
clean rock. It was not a hard climb (I remember only one
exposed corner, with a queer balance) ; but I do not remember
a more delightful day.
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In 1938 I went with Jean Orr-Ewing and Marjorie HeysJones to the Maderanerthal. It is a beautiful valley, but too
shut in for a queer sultry August, with thunderstorms and mist
and stifling heat. The weather was malignant, and the mists
came down as soon as we had finished prospecting, and wanted
to climb. Our first climb was the traverse of the tiny Swarzstocke,
on which we walked by faith, not sight. Two days later a
reluctant gleam of sunshine lured us up to the Cavardiras hut,
and the Oberalpstock a tallish mountain, but dull. Jean and
Marjorie did the Piz Ault next day, but an attack on the
Diissistock was foiled by a most magnificent thunderstorm.
We moved to the Goeschiner Alp, but the weather was so
hopeless than I had actually left for home when a fine day sent
me doubling back to meet the others at Steinalp. It was colder
surely a good sign ; and though there was a lot of snow on
the hills, in a day or two the smaller peaks should be accessible.
On a lovely morning we set out to do the Vorder Thierberg.
As we could not buy or borrow the S.A.C. guide, we were
dependent on Ball, whose laconic style contrasted rather
ominously with the long, descriptive adjectival sentences in
German through which we were accustomed to curse our way.
Fortunately, the Vorder Thierberg presented a north face uncompromisingly hung with icicles, and we turned to the easier
Giglistock, which was our second string. We had been wakened
late, had been delayed by a difference with a glacier stream, and
had wasted time prospecting on the Vorder Thierberg, but
there was plenty of time, and after a scramble over the Griinekehlen we reached the top shortly after eleven. It was pleasant
there and we lingered. There was a hot sun, a most picturesque
chamois, and no hurry. There was a lot of cloud in the valleys
to the south-west of us, and the wind was back in the old quarter,
but none of us doubted that the weather would hold for the
day.
We consulted Ball for a way down, and he gave one
apparently shorter than our upward route by the Steinlimmi.
Beginning at the hotel, he indicated a route along the grass-clad
ridge of the Thahleggli, and up the scoop between the Thahleggli
and the Brunnenstock, and ' by a snow slope reach the summit.'
(Three and three-quarter hours.) It sounded fine.
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It was not, of course, Ball's fault that by the time we were
on the edge of the snow-slope the mist was drifting past and
thickening every minute, but we were surprised to find the
snow-slope a steep glacier, with no fewer than three large
bergshrunds. A thundery summer and recent snow had produced a surface of loose snow on bare ice, which could hardly
be called treacherous since it did not attempt to deceive. You
stood on it and went straight into the bergshrund. Through
gaps in the mist, we could see a long glacier with a lot of
ominous depressions, and then a curtain was drawn with gentle
finality. We were to see no more. After consultation, we
decided to skirt round on the rocks of the Brumenstock, where
the chamois had been, getting lower and further towards the
Thahleggli. In this way we could circumvent some of the
bergshrunds, and make the inevitable step-cutting shorter.
Ball seemed so confident; there must be a way; and the
chamois got on splendidly. Actually, his taste in rocks was
execrable. Of all dilapidated rubbish heaps the Brunnenstock
on that side is the worst. For an hour and a half we crawled
down, often moving one at a time and afraid to breathe in case
the whole disreputable dump collapsed on top of us. Finally,
Jean lost patience and began to cut steps down the ice. We
were much tempted to slither, but the visibility was about ten
feet, and we could not be sure we had outflanked all the
crevasses. Another hour and a half saw us on a flat snowfield,
where we conducted a short but spirited argument over two
compasses and a map.
The rest was pure farce; we found the Thahleggli ridge
without difficulty and proceeded as directed by Ball. At the
end of three hours we had discovered about a dozen ridges, all
running in the right direction (or thereabouts) and all ending in
unclimbable grass and earth precipices. A good many we
explored twice, arguing the while with perfect courtesy and
complete lack of conviction. By six, I, at least, was contemplating the crowning absurdity of a night out, not a thousand
feet above the hotel, with all the exasperating expense and
humiliation of a search party complete with stretchers and
cognac.
Then quite suddenly the puzzle solved itself. On
Marjorie's suggestion we walked down a grassy scoop in the
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direction of the Steinlimmi glacier by which we had ascended.
We were quite sure it would end in a precipice, but the lower
the warmer. It did not: it led us out on the Steinlimmi glacier
below all difficulty, and in twenty minutes we were on the path.
We got back before dark in mist so thick that we could not see
the hotel until we banged into the fence.
The mist was still down when Marjorie and I went home
two days later.

THOUGHTS ON A FIRST
LEAD.

GRAND TO BE OFF TO THE
HILLS AGAIN.

AM GETTING TOO OLD
FORTH15 KINO OF THING.

AU/VAYS KNEW NY LEGS
WERE TOO SHORT.

THIS SETTLES IT, I'VE
DONE WITH GUMBING

LET ME GET OVER THIS
SAFELY. THEN NEVER
AGAIN

RATHER WELL. GRAND
DAY| NOW. TOMORROW7

THAT LAST PITCH
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HERE are few lovelier villages in Switzerland than Saas
Fee, lying amid its green pastures and woods on a shelf
high above the Saastal, with the amazing background of
the Mischabel range, which rises steeply behind the village in a
white grandeur that almost takes one's breath away. I was not
sorry to revisit it last year, and to introduce Iris Blaikie and
Cicely Hutson to its delights.
For three days after our arrival at the Hotel du Glacier, on
a hot Sunday afternoon, we trained assiduously. On the
Monday we had walked up to Plattje, a mountain inn perched
above the woods to the south of the village, and had paid a
fabulous price for the weakest tea I have ever tasted. Next day
we were more ambitious, and tramped up the winding path to
the west, to the ' Lange Fluh,' a rocky peak overlooking the
great glaciers that stretch for miles up towards the giant peaks
of the Mischabel. On the third day we expended much energy
in climbing Mellig, a grassy hill to the north of the village,
covered with cattle and dotted with cow chalets. We now felt
that the time had come when we must do something to justify
our existence as mountaineers, and cease climbing what a small
French boy once described to me with some contempt as * des
montagnes de vache.'
On the southern side of the shelf on which the village lies
rises a mountain mass with a pointed summit, called the Mittaghorn from which a long rock ridge leads to a second and higher
summit called the Egginer. It is not so high as the four
thousand metre peaks of the Mischabel range behind the village,
nor it is very difficult, and for these reasons we had chosen it as
our first expedition.
Herr Supersaxo, the hotel proprietor at the ' Glacier,' was
somewhat taken aback when we ordered early breakfast and
told him where we were going without a guide. I took a firm
line, however, and impressed upon him that we were a sound
party, although we might not be fast, and therefore, if we were
not back early, there was no need to worry. This was rather
good strategy on my part, as events were to prove !
We set off about 6.15 on a brilliant morning and made
excellent time up the steep woodland track to the Plattje, where
we halted and ate some of our provision. After this the path,
which leads to the Britannia Hut, winds up to a jumbled mass
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of huge boulders, through which one is guided by red arrows
painted on the rocks. Iris, I think, remarked how awkward it
would be to have to find one's way home through these boulders
in the dark, but I pooh-poohed the mere possibility. For about
half-a-mile after leaving the boulders we followed the Britannia
Hut track, which winds along a steep mountainside in a delightfully airy fashion, and then struck up a rough hill path on our
right. Iris said it was the world's worst path, and we certainly
took a long time toiling up it in the hot sun. When we reached
the summit of the Mittaghorn (3,148 metres) we were an hour
or more behind our scheduled time. To make matters worse,
I was convinced from the look of the sky that there was thunder
about. I voiced my fears, but, as Iris had not climbed in the
Alps before and Cicely only once or twice, they had not had
much experience of Alpine weather, and Cicely was most unwilling to turn back now that we had got so far. So we compromised and decided that we would descend to a certain
gendarme on the ridge below us, and if the weather had not
improved by then, we would turn back.
We roped up, and soon were enjoying quite pleasant, if easy,
climbing on sound rock. When we reached the gendarme, the
weather had improved, so we went on, finding it easy to follow
the scratches made by nailed boots on the reddish rocks, and
recognising the various landmarks noted in the guide book.
There was only one tricky part in the middle of the ridge, where
a traverse was made to the right, and Iris got so interested
watching me negotiate it first, that she leant on the pick of her
ice-axe against a rock and bruised her ribs badly !
We were spending far too long on the ridge, and at least one
member of our party was feeling the altitude. Suddenly the
sky grew dark, and lightning began to play around us. It began
to snow, and we could no longer see the nail scratches on the
rocks, and went off our route. My heart sank, for I knew that
thunder and snow together in the high Alps are an ominous
sign and that the bad weather might continue for days. Here
we were, on a high exposed ridge, late in the afternoon, and not
sure of our route. However, Cicely continued to search for the
route and we scrambled after her, getting colder and wetter as
we went. Finally Cicely disappeared over a bulging rock round
a sharp corner. When Iris followed her, she slid off her hand
and footholds and hung suspended between earth and heaven,

EGGINER FROM LANGE FLUH

Use M. F. Bell
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C. HUTSON ON MELLIG TRACK.
FLETSCHHORN AND LAQUINHORN

Jlsf M. E. Bell
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wailing that the rope was cutting her in two! Cicely unfortunately could not hear her and I could not see her, so there
seemed every prospect of poor Iris dangling for some time.
Luckily Cicely realised what had happened, let Iris down to the
ledge from which she had started, and then came back herself.
Apparently there was no good route round that corner, so
we turned back to where I thought we might have gone wrong,
and soon we were standing below the towering wall of the peak
of the Egginer. We hunted anxiously for the * steep chimney *
which, according to the guide book, was to lead us to the summit.
Everything above us seemed to bulge or overhang, and all the
holds looked upside down, but it had stopped snowing or
rather raining, as the snow had lately turned into rain. A pale
sun shone out, and we saw a fine ' Brocken Spectre/
Cicely went prospecting a little to our left, and after a time
called out that she had found two chimneys, that they looked
awfully loose, but that she didn't mind having a stab at one of
them. So we joined her on a small and rather crumbly ledge,
and up she went, climbing beautifully and neatly as usual.
Presently Iris had to untie, so as to give her sufficient rope to
get up to the top of the chimney. After a little Cicely sang out
that she must throw down a loose stone, so we crouched at the
far end of the ledge, and a large stone whizzed into space well
to the right of us both. A few minutes later Cicely called out
that she was up. Iris took my place on the rope and set off.
She was tired, and the chimney was very loose, and in a few
minutes I heard an agonised shout, and what seemed like a
hundredweight of rock came flying in my direction. I crept to
the extreme end of the ledge and ducked my head, and a stone
hit me between the right shoulder and the neck. I saw stars,
and for a moment I thought: ' It's all over I'll faint and fall
off the ledge,' for I was now unroped, and the ledge was very
narrow. To my surprise I did neither, although my shoulder
ached furiously. Then Iris called down gaily : ' Come on!
Send up the ice-axes on the rope first.' I shouted indignantly
that I had had enough stones dropped on me, and was not going
to risk the fusillade which was sure to follow the ice-axes, so I
left a spare piece of rope behind me and tied them on to that,
and up I came slowly and painfully, for my shoulder was very
stiff, with the ice-axes clattering and rattling behind me but
nobody was below now, so who cared ! When I arrived I found
that neither Cicely nor Iris had any idea that I had been hit.
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It did not take us long to reach the summit of the Egginer
(3,377 metres), but we did not spend much time there, for it was
7.10 p.m., and we still had to find the easiest way down. Fortunately we found a track very indefinite in places, and leading
us down short rock terraces at first, but nevertheless an excellent
path which conducted us skilfully, by various detours to avoid
crags and precipices, to the Britannia Hut track, which we
reached just as darkness fell.
The less said about our long walk home the better. I myself
was so thankful and happy to be alive and that we had accomplished our climb safely, that I enjoyed the descent hugely, and
every obstacle, tumble or slip and there were many seemed a
joke. We followed the steep track along the mountain side
safely, though it was rather eerie and dreamlike to walk,
seemingly in the clouds, with only an occasional glimpse of a
light gleaming in the valley far beneath us. But the Plattje
boulders proved to be a real facer. If Iris had not produced a
Woolworth torch, we might have tumbled about there till dawn.
As it was, we spent an unconscionable time getting through them
and finding the track again. Even then our troubles were not
over, as the winding track through the woods was by no means
easy to follow on a dark, moonless night. More than once,
leading the way, I walked right into a pine tree, and we tumbled
over innumerable boulders and little stone drains running across
the path at intervals. Whenever I came upon one, I called out
' Drain! * to Iris, and she repeated it in stentorian tones for
Qcely's benefit, and Cicely fell over it nine times out of ten!
In addition, we were very hungry and not a little weary, and
every now and then the burning question would recur how
soon would the hotel think it necessary to send out a search
party? Not before midnight, we thought, and as we walked
through the sleeping village, the church clock slowly struck
twelve times!
So contrary, however, is human nature that when, still
roped, we walked into the Hotel du Glacier and heard from the
night porter that nobody seemed to be worrying about us, and
that it was thought we had gone to the Britannia Hut for the
night, we felt quite unreasonably annoyed.
But when we parted in the corridor half-an-hour later, after
the welcome meal which the night porter had managed to get
for us, we agreed that it had been a day of days.
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T

HE train from Paris ambled noisily through the narrow
verdant valleys of the foothills of Savoie, beautiful in the
early morning with their outcrops of grey limestone set
against the vivid green of the fields, and the toy-village charm
of the red-roofed houses. Crossing the Rhone a thrill when
one thinks of its birthplace far away among the snows of the
Dammastock above the Furka Pass the delicate turquoise
green of the Lac du Bourget appeared fringed with poplars, pale
and exquisite in its morning colouring. Aix and Chambery
were soon passed and the railway turned into the Combe de
Savoie at Montmelian, to follow the Isere northwards to
Moutiers, where we were decanted on to the platform in order
to catch the 11 a.m. bus up to Pralognon, in the heart of the
Tarentaise, to do some women's guideless climbing.
The valley of Pralognon is a place of dreams flowery
meadows where every boulder is a miniature rock garden
surround the village, a long straggling street joining up the
ancient hamlets of le Plan and les Bieux. Pine-forested slopes
climb steeply out of the flat valley head to still more lovely
alpine meadows, 2,000 feet of ascent revealing a totally different
flora, finer than anything I have seen in Switzerland. Above the
village to the south-east, tower the Aiguilles de Grand Marchet
Grand and Petit, with menacing rock faces which are scarcely
ever climbed. Hidden behind these peaks and the equally fine
Aiguilles d'Arcelin lie four unique and fascinating little upper
valleys, known as ' Cirques ' : their heads forming semicircles
of steep cliffs, down which tumble numerous waterfalls. On
the other side of the village the Aiguille de Mey, and the Aiguille
d'Aout give amusing rock-climbing.
A lazy day of arrival was followed by a wet one ; we managed
to walk as far as the Hermitage for tea, and tried to take our
bearings a little. The next day was fine, so we packed our sacks
for two days, and started up to the Cabane Felix-Faure, on the
col de la Vanoise. Ordinarily, it is an easy two and a half hours'
walk, but we, staggering under far too much luggage a failing
of some women climbers! took six hours. I had been
inveigled by the others, Tommy and Dorothy, to take two
oranges, a thing which I am usually very firm against (I think
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they had also persuaded me to bring my toothbrush), as I don't
think they are worth their weight. At the stream I announced
firmly that I was going to eat my oranges as they would now
save my life, and anyway I should not carry them on a climb.
In spite of the consternation displayed by my companions, I had
a most enjoyable five minutes, and was even able to carry the
rope afterwards. We had started by carrying it for half-hour
turns, and were now reduced to doing ten minutes each.
Towards the finish Dorothy nobly carried it for the last mile.
The Cabane Felix-Faure called after the President of France
of that name, who climbed up to open it, accompanied by, I
think it was six generals (I hope they forgot their oranges) is
a chalet hotel, after the manner of huts in the Tarentaise. One
has a bed, with coarse sheets, and good meals can be obtained.
It is a trifle dirty, rather like the Chamonix ones. Madame is
charming, and gave us delicious haricots verts and omelette for
dinner. After the meal, which we took in company with a
cheerful crowd of French climbers, Tommy and Dorothy went
out to find the moraine path in preparation for an early start
on the morrow, and returned successfully with the dusk.
We left the next morning at 4 a.m. just as light was breaking,
to save carrying a lantern, and were able to follow the intricate
path up to the Glacier de La Rechasse, where we put on the rope.
A simple snow slope took us up to the rocks, where we parked
our axes, and walked along the ridge to the summit of the
Pointe de La Rechasse (10,564 ft.), an easy 3,000 metre peak.
It was misty and rather cold, so we were soon down in the sunshine again for breakfast, where we had left the axes. The time
was only about 7 a.m. and it seemed a pity to descend so soon,
but a bank of black cloud was approaching from the south across
the vast snowfield one of the largest in the Alps which runs
from the Rechasse up to the Dome de Chasseforet. We decided
to sit down to wait, as we had ample time, and were keen to do
another peak. After about an hour, the cloud seemed to have
remained more or less where it was, and as there were very
good traces on the glacier below which would save us time, we
followed them to the col du Dard, and from there ascended the
Pointe du Dard (10,556 ft.), another easy, gentle glacier walk.
Feeling very pleased with ourselves we returned to the FelixFaure, being sufficiently adventurous to make some new traces
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where we thought we could take a more direct line, and where
we had remembered there were no yawning crevasses. We
reached the hut at 3 p.m. and just after tea, the black cloud
descended over the col, and turned into a severe thunderstorm,
which necessitated our spending another night at the FelixFaure in the excellent charge of Madame Schuler. Days were
slipping away out of our week, however; and Tommy, with
enormous and sustained effort, got us down to Pralognon at
breakfast time the next day. I might add that their oranges
returned with them, much to my delight!
After a wash we repacked the sacks, not in my case so
heavily, and feeling very plutocratic, hired a horse for the sum
of IDS. to carry our belongings up to the Peclet-Polset hut. A
beautiful walk up the valley of the Doron, through lovely
flower-strewn meadows brought us in four and a half hours to
the hut, which is a veritable palais—a clean towel and table
napkin every day, a comfortable bed in a bright clean room,
charming host, and hostess who cooks divinely what more can
anyone want except fine weather for complete happiness !
The next day was perfect, but we all felt too tired to start
early. About 9 a.m. we strolled up the track to the Col de
Chaviere, and lay for a long time in the sun, looking out over
Italy, and prospecting the route up to the Dome de Polset,
which we wished to ascend by the east ridge. On the way
down, we stopped to take photographs : suddenly, Tommy
cried 'Avalanche,' and as we were watching a small one trickling
down the rocks of the Gebroula, a huge chunk of ice cliff the
size of a house fell off, and quickly ground itself to powder,
swirling and swishing down the couloir to roll out in a large
fan-shaped mound which nearly reached the path. We leapt
for our cameras, quite forgetting that they were all set for portrait groups, but the avalanche has come out very well considering. After tea we went to the Lac Blanc behind the hut,
finding countless gentians, and sat amidst a carpet of scented
purple violas. We discussed the Dome de Polset; our arete
was not the ordinary route, and except for Gaillard's guide
(which is a little Victorian, and not always to be relied upon I
believe he wrote most of it from his armchair) we could find out
little about it.
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The next morning was fine. We left the hut at 4 a.m. and
reached the Col de Chaviere at 5-30 with the dawn. The whole
of the Mont Blanc range was pink in the sunrise, exactly in the
centre of the long valley a superb view which stayed with us
all the way to the summit. Gaillard told us we had to ascend a
mamelon, which we found with no difficulty, cross the glacier,
and gain the ar£te. Everything went well, and we were breakfasting on the rocks at 6-30, trying to identify the different
peaks of the Mont Blanc range. Leaving at 7-15, we followed
the crest of the are"te, which is quite sound rock (it is very rotten
on each side), and we were not deluded into leaving it for some
rather inviting-looking snow slopes on the left, which would
have led us into trouble. After about two hours climbing we
reached a level part of the ardte, where Gaillard says ' Leave
the rock and take to the glacier, regaining it by a rock pyramid/
somewhat cryptic advice as far as we could see. However, the
best thing to do when in difficulty is to study your peak, and use
your common sense, and we eventually did the right thing
(which happened to be what the guide-book meant) by kicking
steps up a steep snow slope parallel with the arete, regaining
it above this where it became easier. I was rather annoyed at
being hauled off the only bit of rock-climbing which promised
to be interesting, but I'm sure Tommy and Dorothy were right.
I think Gaillard distrusted rock the nasty stuff I!
A short piece of easy arete, then we were on snow, and in a
few minutes ascended the delightful little miniature dome of our
summit, which fell away in steep and beautiful snow formation
to the valley below (11,649 ^0- A most satisfactory feeling to
have ascended it all on our own. We spent half an hour on the
summit, eating, and taking photographs, the view to the south
over Dauphine was magnificent, but clouds had obscured Mont
Blanc and the north and east. We rattled down the ordinary
route, which is all snow, at a good speed. Tommy takes the
lead on a glacier, as she weighs least, and there is more hope of
Dorothy and I being able to pull her out if she falls into a
crevasse. As we approached the Col du SoufTre, an enormous
wall of sulphurous black cloud filled the valley, a most appropriate setting, as the col is rightly named, being very bare and
savage, and one can quite imagine it being the entrance to the
nether regions. We passed the col at noon, and were back
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at the hut by 1-20 p.m., feeling at peace with the world, and
spent a delightful afternoon resting on our beds, finding fresh
glories among the flowers, and making friends with the mule
and the flock of goats.
The next day we walked down to Pralognon in the cool of
the morning, to pack and prepare for leaving the day after.
Our peaks were only easy ones, but it was great fun to nose up
them on one's own, and we all felt that we were the richer in
alpine experience, in memories of days of sunshine, of the most
exquisite flowers, and the simplicity and friendliness of the
life of the mountains.
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FRONTIER PEAKS
GLADYS Low
RMIES of Peaks surround Zermatt. They march to left
and right of the Visptal in battalions and corps. They
send out advance guards almost on to the roof of Grand
Hotel No. i from the triple H.Q. of Weisshorn, Mischabel and
Monte Rosa. The Matterhorn stands apart in his might, and
detaches one sentinel, the Hornli, towards Zermatt. Confronted
with these Alps Militant, we found it difficult to decide on our
first climb. Metres and metres cube of air were expended
polyphonically by father, daughter, nephew and niece before we
set out for the Rimpfischhorn. The jumping off place, Fluhalp
and the Fluhalp hut, was reached at six on a fine August evening.
An oval of green grass among moraines. My cousins intended
to take a film of the climb and bore a cine kodak and n yards of
celluloid. Myself wished to combine camping and mountaineering and carried a Burn's tent on top of my rucksack.
Now I am sorry to say that although I was willing to take part in
the film and climb to the whirr of the cine, my cousins were not
willing to take part in the tent, and sleep to the whirr of gnats.
Alone I pitched it, and prepared a couch. Emerging into the
grand air, however, I found a young man with black hair and
horn rimmed glasses looking on. This Welshman and camper,
Amphlett by name, showed the interest and sympathy towards
tents that I had begun to crave for. He was eloquent about the
Pyrenees. We projected to climb something from Zermatt
together some time. But the weather broke with a crash after
the Rimpfischhorn, a preliminary squall peppering us with snow
on the way down, while electricity made our ice axes sing in
bell-like tones.
Days of rain dragged by, and we knew the cafes, restaurants
and cafe-restaurants of Zermatt with hateful intimacy. Our
cousins' time was up and they left. My father, his eye and mind's
eye glued to the Matterhorn Zmuttgrat alternately as the clouds
opened and closed, was deaf to minor schemes.
Came Amphlett; and a sortie to the Betemps hut with
Inderbiener of the Fiihrercorps. We hoped to spend two days
in Trans-Gornergletcherina, returning by way of the Theodule
glacier.

A
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The usual post bad weather rush had filled the hut, but we
slept soundly till 4.30 a.m., Amphlett's dodge being to start
two hours after the general exodus and have the mountain to
himself, not to mention the extra snooze. We started at 5.30
with the intention of gaining the Rifugio Margherita on the
Italian side of Monte Rosa. The ordinary route up the Monte
Rosa glacier to the highest point of Switzerland's highest peak
is a trial of endurance more than anything else.
After less than an hour of snow and shale, we strapped on
climbing irons and slogged steadily upwards, reaching the
summit about eleven o'clock. Amphlett is very nifty in the
heavy armour of rucksack, rope and crampons. I proved an
indifferent hoplite, being affected with the altitude for the first
time in my life. A fish-like feeling of floundering. However,
short pauses at regular intervals allowed me to recover breath,
and Inderbiener resigned himself to these, and Amphlett to not
catching up the half-dozen parties in front with what I imagined
might be his usual swift precision.
From the top, we had a fine view of the mountains of the
near and middle distance. The Monte Rosa peaks, in new
perspective, displayed their steepy sides. The Zinalrothorn
leant to the East, the only major summit which actually overhangs. The triangle of the Weisshorn cleft the sky in luminous
symmetry. The Mischabel held their own in height. The
Jungfrau and her henchmen, Monch and Eiger, showed as
through glass darkly, while mist hid the ranks of Tuscany.
The Matterhorn, like Achilles, sulked in a self-made tent of
cloud.
The traverse from the Dufourspitze of Monte Rosa (4,638 m.)
to the Zumsteinspitze (4,573 m.) needs a head as well as a heart.
The fall to the col from either side is extremely steep, and the
whole length of the col is a knife edge of snow broken here and
there by verglasse and loose socketed rock. I had supposed
that two hours would see us across this tight rope, but we must
have taken four. One could not but be impressed by the sheer
size of the landscape. The mountain walls were seamed with
grim couloirs ; the glaciers . . . hanging, falling, spreading,
disappearing; bulwarks and buttresses heaving their bones
through the pall of snow; the relentless angle of the col,
sweeping down to the Grenz and Macugnana glaciers. The
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picture comes back in its gigantic whole as I write. At the
time, every step had to be watched, as the terrain varied in
character from hard to soft snow, and from jags to slabs, the
latter the bane of the cramponed boot. Reaching the Zumsteinspitze, we pursued a gentler course to the Signalkuppe
(4,561 m.) then crossed a little white vale to attain the perch of
the Rifugio, half observatory, half hut.
The place was packed when we arrived, and more followed.
There was one blanket a-piece, to sleep on bare boards raised a
foot from the ground, and draughts whistling underneath and
through the boards. We wore everything we had except boots,
and including balaclavas and two pairs of gloves. From 6 p.m.
we lay there, enjoying the ghastly privilege of insomnia, 79 m.
higher than the Matterhorn.
To think that they bivouaced in the days of Mummery and
Whymper I
At an indefinite hour we crept forth and shod ourselves
gingerly in boots which had acquired a thin interior coat of
verglas. But we opened the door on to the glorious sight of
sunrise over the sea of cloud, through which the tops of great
mountains peeped and drifted like flotsam on a lake of emerald
and orange.
Three parties turned from admiring this scene to descend
from the hut to the Lyspass, in order to begin the second day's
climb, the Lyskamm. The traverse of this peak is the most
varied pure snow and ice climb I've met so far, though the
Arete du Blanc of the Zinalrothorn and the East Arete of the
Ober-Gabelhorn command my respect. There is plenty of
everything on the Lyskamm's bill of fare. Inderbiener led us
up knife edges leaping up from the Grenzgletscher and Lysgletscher; cornices breaking to left and right, and in both
directions at once ; and over rock shining in its plate armour of
transparent ice. He was for pressing on, as the weather was
becoming suspiciously warm, and heavy rolls of cotton wool
trailed beneath us. But Amphlett and I saw the setting of the
Perfect Photograph at every step, and encouraged each other to
pose, in spite of wails from the van.
We were down on the Felikpass at lunch time. I cannot be
more precise. Thence we set off for Castor and Pollux, reaching
the top of Castor, a dome of snow, half an hour later. Dense
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cloud was now rising towards us from the South. However,
our route to the second Twin followed the Italian versant, so
cloud-ho ! was the cry. Anything down-hill suited my book,
for I was panting with the height again. The snow slopes
between Castor and Pollux are vast and steep. When the mist
fairly engulfed us they seemed vaster and steeper. No more
parties were about now, and Inderbiener bid us watch our step
as we zig-zagged down that untrodden and shrouded convex.
The upper lip of a huge crevasse was suddenly visible, but not
its beginning and end. A bridge was found, and we trod over
it like Agag, delicately. A bridge of bulges of ice forming steps
down. Amphlett was manipulating, or rather pedipulating
climbing irons for the first time ; calmly. The mist lifted as we
reached the foot of Pollux, a dome of rock this time, up which
we scrambled, twenty minutes or so, leaving baggage behind.
Snatches of view from the Aletchhorn to the Gran Paradiso
appeared among the clouds which were gliding on the streams
of the air. After a short contemplation of the broken splendours
we descended.
It was now high afternoon, and we started the long lap
across soft snow to the Theodulpass. Again the scale impressed
us. The Breithorn, more a range than a summit, stretched
interminably on our right hand. The crossing of the wide
Verra-gletscher brought us to the little known Breithornpass,
beyond which another shimmering expanse, the Breithorn
Plateau or Plateau Rosa, curved gently round the base of the
Kleinmatterhorn, and upwards to our pass. Progress was now
straightforward, and we could observe and feel the velvety
remoteness of the Alpine Hinterland, more subtly attractive,
perhaps, even than the mountains which towered above.
The climb to the pass brought us in sight of Zermatt again.
Here I dug a shallow bed in the snow with my ice axe and raised
a low wall against the wind, preferring to recline while Inderbiener and Amphlett beetled up the Breithorn. The verb
expresses the appearance of human forms seen afar on snow.
Hardly was I fairly stretched out, so it seemed to me, than my
companions were back again, pleased at having totted up their
peaks to a round half-dozen.
Away we glissaded, down and down the Theodulgletscher,
the familiar landmarks of Corner streaming past us as we
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hastened to the cheerfully named Leichenbretter. Among its
miserable pierrailles the Gandegg hut lurks. The family of the
guardian, surprised at our belated irruption, offered us a brew
of red wine, sugar and hot water, an Elizabethan and delicious
draught. Off the Leichenbretter, we stepped again on sheep
walks and grass.
These two days in the heights had been a good show. We
went over the incidents as our feet carried us down of their
own volition, on the fair tide of gravity. As the sun dropped
behind the Furggrat, Zermatt disappeared from sight. Anon it
reappeared in points of light below, while the stars flicked into
position above. The torrents of the Zmutt and Boden glacier
raised their voices from the depths, and the rush of hastening
waters filled the darkness of our last lap home.
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HELEN C. BRYAN
Hearken unto the dawn, oh, my soul . . .
And let good come into the world.

T

HE words of the Persian poet were echoed silently by the
purple soldanellas sunning themselves in the mossy
cracks of the boulders ; the cherry trees fluttered their
white cloud of blossom against a tender blue sky. Spring had
come to the Visperthal.
Our skis looked very incongruous amidst all this vernal
splendour until we crossed the last bridge before Grund and
looked up to the cirque of the Mischabel towering in its winter
snows some seven thousand feet above us. In the lap of the
glaciers lay Saas Fee, still covered in a depth of powder snow.
My spirits rose. I am no tiger, and this soft stuff meant we
could pad gently up the glacier on our skins, instead of having
to carry our skis up the stony fin of the moraine.
* Griiss Gott! ' said a woman, pleasantly, as we passed her
open door. A few steps further on Hermann Bumann was
waiting to shake us by the hand and at the end of our journey
Fraulein Marie Supersaxo came out to greet us. Alexander
Taugwalder had already met us at Stalden and nothing remained
but to collect our vast rucksacks of food, eat a delicious dinner
and retire to bed full of plans for the morrow.
Our party consisted of Ruth and A. T. Hargreaves, Evelyn
Pirie, Frank Heap and myself, and we had Hermann Bumann
and Alexander Taugwalder with us. We proposed to spend as
much time as we could on the glaciers and as little money as
we could on the ground floor, in which we certainly succeeded.
During the fifteen days we spent in Switzerland, only four nights
were passed in a hotel.
Our walk up to the Britannia Hut was much simplified by
the colossal depth of snow, in fact we were able to take an
unusual winter route straight up the breast of the Fee glacier.
The hut was filled to capacity by the incursion of a section of
the S.A.C. also bent on ski-mountaineering, and a very lively
crowd they proved, when after a rapprochement had been made,
we initiated a session of the usual parlour games, cock-fighting
with ice-axes, feats of strength and balance, on the hard boards
of the living-room floor.
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The following morning we made a start for the Allalinhorn
(4,034 m.). The snow was as hard as marble as we edged laboriously up the rise to the Egginerjoch, thence to descend much
too rapidly for my taste, to the Fee glacier below. From here
we plodded upwards towards the Feejoch. Some distance below
it I demanded breakfast; a crust of bread, a lump of cheese,
a little tiny raisin anything to stop that sinking feeling ! The
others looked at me coldly. They weren't hungry ; they wanted
their peak. Let them have it! I wanted bread and cheese
and anyway I knew I could not get to the top of the Allalin my
first day up. Evelyn decided to stay with me and Hermann
having fed us, escorted us gently down the Fee, photographing
at our leisure. The weather changed. It blew scurries of snow
round us and the mist crept up from the valley ; soon we could
not see the summit of the mountain or, indeed, anything about
us and we were a little anxious for the party who had gone on.
By the time we had struggled back to the hut, the weather was
distinctly bad, and Hermann was about to collect a rucksack of
hot coffee to go out to meet them, when they were buffetted in
through the door by a fierce wind. They had got to the top.
It had been a grand * do.' The last part had been steep enough ;
they took off their skis for the final slope. Coming down was
exciting; there was no visibility. Frank had gone into a
crevasse and Taugwalder had brought them down with marvellous accuracy through a maze in a thick mist. Supping our
pemmican and scraping up the last noodle we discussed the
route for the next day.
But the next day it was still snowing and the fog lay thick
on the ' Kleine Allalin.' We ascended the summit (fifteen
minutes to the top !) to put in a useful morning practising our
stem-christies.
Morning brought clear skies and sunlight, and after a rapid
breakfast we started up the Allalin glacier for the Strahlhorn
(4,191 m.). The snow was good, the pace leisurely, the peaks
surrounding us good to look upon; somehow it did not seem
such a long way to the Adler pass as when I had last come this
way. We lunched at the col at a height of 3,798 metres and
having stacked our skis where they would not blow away, roped
up to finish the summit on foot. The steep ridge which connects
the mountain with the Adler pass was made narrower by a
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double cornice but after this had been passed the going was a
wearying trudge to the summit rocks. At every step we broke
through the crust, sometimes disclosing a hole which went a
very long way down. We had all arrived at the grunting stage
when we scrambled on to the top. Our Swiss friends were full
of goodwill and amidst a tangle of ropes a veritable spate of
photography set in. One's eyes followed the well-known
summits Monte Rosa, Lyskamm, Castor, Pollux, Breithorn
until they came to rest finally on the predominant thumb of the
Matterhorn, pointing heavenwards from the snowy palm of the
glaciers.
Cloud floated up from below us, hiding the route down and
we left the warm rocks in a hurry, fearing that our ski-run might
develop into a cautious slide over a fog-bound no-man's-land.
Greatly to our relief, when we arrived at the pass the weather
had cleared up and after the first steep take-off had been
negotiated, we sped, exultingly, down the glacier. Ski-ing on
these upper terraces makes an appeal that contains the essence
of so many delightful things. Speed and ease ; the rush of the
wind past one's body ; the sizzle of the snow as it makes a wake
from the passage of one's skis ; the feel of the wood under foot
which is trembling with waves of motion, almost as if one was
riding a horse ; the undulating surface of the glacier as it rises
to meet one and the sudden curves before one descends into a
blue, shadow-filled trough, an anxiety turning to relief as the
opposite contour is surmounted. Add to this the surrounding
outline of black peaks at whose back door you are passing and
something of the charm of climbing with skis may be appreciated.
Our run home offered us all this and we slogged up to the hut
to clamour for tea and yet more tea ; tenderly caressing our
noses, Ruth, Evelyn and I envied the men their protective
stubble, as we applied ' Sechehaye ' to the blistered havoc that
had once been our faces.
The following morning the others went off to do the
Fluchthorn (3,802 m.). I had done it on a previous occasion
but Evelyn and I were so badly burned we dared not go out
into the sunshine. It was a perfect day and the run was a
repetition of the excellence that we had experienced the day
before.
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We left for Zermatt via the Adler pass next day and made
good time to the col. I sat dangling my legs over a snowcovered rock buttress, while a shrill wind urged us to eat our
sandwiches quickly and get down to the glacier below. Looking
at the buttress with dislike, I asked Hermann where the route
down went. He waved his hand non-commitally and said
' Down there.' My lunch was spoilt. Taugwalder, in the meantime had disappeared with an ice-axe and presently returned to
say he had cut enough steps to start us off; to my vast relief
we left the horrible buttress on the right and descended by a
fairly steep snow slope instead. Half-way down, about 400 feet,
we met a company coming up, so were able to use the remains
of their steps for the rest of the way ; a mixed blessing as the
loose snow on ice was difficult and the steps were not improved
by the previous passage of some sixteen people. However, it
was infinitely preferable to the imaginings which had ruined
my sandwiches. Evelyn subsided into a concealed crack, still
clasping her skis with commendable tenacity; Hermann
hoicked her out while I supplied anchorage, after which we
continued without incident to the bottom of the pass. Here it
was blazing hot and the snow was of the consistency of porridge.
We proceeded with some caution as the bridges were none too
safe. In spite of care, running from a fast patch of snow to a
soft, Evelyn twisted her knee, very badly as it was proved
subsequently. We halted on a safer place and slid sardines
down our throats ; the air was stifling and it seemed intolerable
while we were stationary. Fortunately Evelyn found she could
proceed on skis, although we had a very steep portion to
descend before the easier level of the Findelen glacier was
reached. Naturally progress was slow but given ordinary conditions it is a magnificent glacier to ski down. In spite of halts,
we steered through the wooded slopes below the Grunsee
before the sun had left them ; later they would be frozen hard
and very difficult to get down with a sprained knee. Zermatt
was reached at 5.30 p.m. and we were shortly after joined by
Frank and Taugwalder who had done the Strahlhorn en route.
We spent a day in Zermatt lounging about the village,
poking our noses into odd little shops full of gaily coloured
handkerchiefs, ski-socks, ice-axes and edelweiss brooches and
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provisioned our rucksacks once more for our departure to the
Betemps Hut.
The luxuries of Zermatt lay far beneath us next morning
as the train, groaning and straining, came suddenly to a stop on
a particularly sensational gradient owing to ice on the line ; a
party of Swiss, who were also on their way up to Riffelboden,
brought their ice-axes into play, and amid much chaff the rails
were cleared and we continued on our precarious way. Evelyn
had vainly tried to reduce her knee to reasonable limits but very
regretfully she agreed that it would be impossible for her to
come up to the hut at present. We waved her a reluctant farewell as the train disappeared down the hill again and we continued over the Gornergrat on our skis.
We dropped down onto the glacier by some shale slopes
half-a-mile East of the Morizloch. The gentle walk over the
Corner glacier gave one time to appreciate the scenery ; the
great bulk of Monte Rosa blocked the eastern hori2on ; the
Lyskamm looked as wicked as its reputation, its cornices heavy
with winter snow ; Castor and Pollux were indeed Heavenly
Twins, shining white against a deep windy sky, and, closing the
circle, very regal in that company of giants, the Matterhorn
towered omnipotent above them all.
The black dot of the Betemps grew larger until at last we
were slogging up the slope to its welcome shelter, greeted by
about twenty members of the S.A.C. who were already preparing
their evening meal. Our eyes grew rounder as we watched it
progress : first soup, of which they hospitably begged us to
partake ; an omelette as entree, ham and spinach and potatoes
supplied the roast while some succulent tinned fruit and something out of a bottle to make the heart glad, completed their
meal. We contented ourselves with pemmican and noodlen,
fried eggs and tea, after which we responded to the strains of
' My Home is in the Mountains,' with ' Ilkley Moor b'aht 'at'
and ' Nine Green Bottles.'
In spite of a glowing sunset the weather had broken its
promise and next morning it was snowing and the temperature
was high. We pottered out for a short excursion up the moraine
of the Gren2 glacier but the atmosphere suddenly cleared and
we continued across the Monte Rosa glacier. We then decided
to climb the rocks which separated us from the Corner glacier
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and to go on as far as we could. The rocks, the easy way up
in summer, had three foot of fresh snow on them and it took
us nearly an hour to get ourselves and our skis to the top of
them. We were rewarded by blue skies and sunshine, where,
after two-and-a-half hours' walk we came to a point just below
the Filarhorn (3,679 m.); the others went up to the summit
from whence a marvellous view of the north-western buttresses
of Monte Rosa could be obtained. Our run down was superb
and completely obliterated my feeling of annoyance which was
the retribution for having been lazy. The little Corner See
was covered in snow but the seracs of its ice-cliff were very
impressive in spite of its frozen surface. How I blessed the
Chef who had accompanied the S.A.C. when he advanced
smiling towards me, holding in his outstretched hand a huge
iced bowl of raspberry syrup. Nectar indeed !
When we woke up next morning it was again snowing
sulkily through a thick, yellow fog and our hopes of doing
Monte Rosa diminished in proportion to our food. The party
gloomed. A.T. and Taugwalder disappeared into the mist
with ice-axes to take it out of the icefall; Hermann and I,
from a high sense of duty, put on our skis and went up the
moraine but the fog was so thick that we could see nothing by
the time we reached Oberplattje. Coming down was great fun
for me but not so good for Hermann who was leading ; I at
least could judge distances and levels by his ski-tracks, but for
the leader it was like ski-ing in and on cottonwool. A flat
saucer would develop into a deep bowl, while a mole-hill
became the sixty foot banks of the moraine. Ski-ing down the
trough was amusing as each traverse brought one to the top of
the edge and we swung from side to side like a marble in a
sugar basin.
The following day the weather improved and we set out for
the Stockhorn but we had not got far before the usual fog
descended on us ; we plodded blindly up the glacier through
the ever-thickening murk until the guides called a halt to review
the situation, if not the landscape. Taugwalder thoughtfully
opened the sardines ; cigarettes were lighted, Frank wrote an
urgent despatch to Evelyn asking her to bring up all the food
we had not got. We looked like a Forlorn Hope on a Polar
Expedition and A.T. promptly christened it ' Despair Camp ' 1
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Excited ejaculations from Ruth made us all look up, and there,
half-way up the sky, the tip of the Matterhorn appeared through
a halo of cloud ; this was taken to be encouragement enough to
go on, so we continued the struggle until we eventually got to
the summit still enveloped in the all-pervading fog.
There is an immense amount of fun to be had in ski-ing
roped down a glacier, providing that you yourself are not
responsible for the route. Actually the glacier was very
crevassed and care had to be taken to make short zigzags across
our upward track as visibility was practically nil. By dint of
braking with my sticks (unforgivable sin at any Winter Sports
centre) and yelling which way and when I was going to fall,
Hermann and I led the retreat, arriving in good order into the
sunshine which had at last consented to shine on the lower
reaches of the glacier ; we were followed soon after by the rest
of the party who had had varying degrees of success with their
early attempts at roped ski-ing. My superiority complex did not
last long : we came to some steep concave slopes where they
were in their element and soon sailed happily away from me,
while the patient Hermann coaxed me home by a gentler contour.
The guides left us that evening to run down to Zermatt to
collect more food, and we hoped that Evelyn would be able to
accompany them on their return, but although she set out, she
had to give up the idea of any more ski-ing as her knee was still
too swollen.
It was exasperating to realise next morning that the one
perfect day for doing Monte Rosa had dawned on us without
food and that we had arranged to meet our guides at the Gandegg
Hut. At midday Hermann appeared, having parted from
Taugwalder who had gone on to make the Hut habitable. We
set out after lunch and ' bicycled ' gently down the Corner
glacier, crossed over to the rocks of the Leichtenbretter and
met Taugwalder on top ; he greeted us with a thermos of tea
and we picnicked happily in the sun, only to put on our skis
and continue up to the hut when the shadow of the Matterhorn
lay blue across our route. In the still, clear sunset the snow
assumed a variety of colours, now pink, now mauve, then
yellow and deep blue ; only our ski tracks marked a furrow
across the virgin fields.
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The Gandegg Hut in winter is a severe antidote to the
luxury of the huts we had left. The stove smoked and it took
the guides two hours to clear the ice from the chimney ; the
ground floor room which we occupied was full of snow, the
blankets were wet and threadbare and there were no sabots into
which to change from our wet boots. I felt we were hardy
mountaineers after all. A sumptuous soup concocted by the
Hargreaves' improved the outlook, and by the time the candles
were lit it seemed quite a home from home. Everyone was in
good fettle for the ascent of the Breithorn next morning.
The night had been very cold ; two Swiss had come in late
and we had had to give them a share of the blankets, so we were
not sorry to be up at five to drink the sticky, sweet cocoa
Hermann had made for us. The spectacle of dawn on the
glaciers is a privilege which one does not easily forget. The
sun lit up the east face of the Matterhorn as we moved briskly
across the Furgg glacier and the snow went through its unique
transformation scene until Hermann put an end to my vapourings by telling me to put on my goggles. We dumped some of
our sacks where we joined the Theodule glacier and presently
passed the new Theodule Hut which looks grimly over the pass
into Italy ; it was closed and no smoke came from its cheerless
chimney. The ascent from the Theodule glacier to the Breithorn
plateau was very hard work as the angle is consistently steep.
After a second breakfast we continued over a tedious snow
field which gradually merged into the final slopes of the Breithorn. When the angle increased to about forty-five degrees,
we stuck our skis in the snow and roped up. About an hour's
kicking and cutting brought us to the summit at a height of
4,171 metres. A glorious expanse of peaks were spread out
before us ; we could see along the entire range to its culminating point, the Dufour Spitz.
A little wind got up and sent us down to our skis where we
fell on our rucksacks and devoured lunch. Soon we were
shifting over the plateau again preparatory to the run down.
From the top of the plateau to the Theodule, the ski-ing was
superb ; it was so fast that there was no time to be frightened
and one arrived breathless and carefree, conscious only of the
sensation of speed. We had ten minutes rest where we collected
our dumped rucksacks and then sped on under the flanks of the
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Matterhorn down to Schwartz See ; here, in a broad couloir,
the guides gave us an exhibition of ski-ing and such was our
delight with the weather, the perfect day and the excellent
condition of the snow, that we did our best to emulate them,
an endeavour which resulted in some remarkable, though
fortunately harmless, tosses for us all.
At last we reached the tree-line at Staffel Alp and it was
with real regret that we bumped along the narrow, frozen track
which runs high above the Z'Muttbach. Following the last
thread of snow, we crossed the bridge and ran out onto a field of
mauve and white crocuses which seemed a fitting and final end
to our ski-ing for that season. Given such perfect conditions
as we had, I can think of no better ski-ing than the route from
the Breithorn to Z'Mutt. We flung ourselves down by the
first beck we could reach and partially quenched a real alpine
thirst, then as soon as we could tear ourselves away, ran down
the path to Zermatt where Evelyn was awaiting us, to provide
us later with a willing audience for the ' tellings ' we wish she
could have shared.
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THE SKI BINDING
E. M. CLARKE
T was not that the man had been indifferent, for the thing
had long played an integral part in all his plans. It was
rather that, after weeks of frustration, he was so enwrapped
in the contemplation of approaching fulfilment that his vision
had widened beyond the limits of particulars, and the accident
had therefore happened unnoticed by him. As he plodded and
kicked his way on up the mountain, balancing his precious
burden on his shoulder, the thing lay not far above the valley,
where it had fallen when a side-slip on the frozen snow had
jerked it from its too confident grasp. Before many hours
would have passed the pale sun would be covered by the laden
clouds, and the soft, indomitable flakes would pile themselves
one upon another again, obliterating everything beneath their
great, silent pall.
Overtaken thus by misfortune the thing lay inarticulate,
fashioned for high places and marked with the scars of the good
companionship of its service. Nevermore would it know the
ecstasy of the crisp, wild flight down the mountain-side, the
thrill of the zig zag through the pine forests of far countries,
the arrogance of the swift turn and of the crisp, wild flight again.
Nevermore would it know the long evenings of serenity after
the day's rapture, nor the hours of waiting for the glory to
come again. Alone in the whiteness it seemed, forgotten it
could not foresee that a moment would come in the world when,
afar on the mountain top, stretching out eager hands to grasp
at last his delight, the man would stand stricken, terribly aware
that all his desire lay somewhere not far from the valley, a shabby
piece of leather and metal forlorn on the snow.

I
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KILIMANJARO AND MOUNT KENYA
GERALDINE SLADEN
EARS before I had ever thought of climbing, Kilimanjaro
the highest mountain in Africa had fascinated me by its
terrific height and unreal appearance. It invariably
showed to those below nothing but its snowy dome-shaped
peak Kibo, which looked as if it were floating on the clouds
incredibly high in the sky.
There are two peaks on Kilimanjaro, Kibo, 19,700 ft. and
Mawensi, 17,500 ft.; Kibo though more impressive to look on
is an easy climb of scree and snow, but Mawensi is all rock and
very sheer. The two peaks are divided by a plateau about five
miles long at an altitude of about 15,000 ft.
The mountain being over 200 miles from my home in Kenya,
we wrote before starting, to a missionary, at the foot, who agreed
to find us native porters to carry our kit up to the highest camp.
With three companions I started in February, the hottest
and dryest time of year, and after two nights on the way we
reached Moshi, a small town near the base of the mountain,
in Tanganyika but not far from the Kenya border. Kilimanjaro
itself is just in Tanganyika. Next day we drove to the mission
where we found a large crowd willing to accompany us as
porters, and from them we chose fifteen to carry our belongings.
We left at midday in a heat that made the thought of visiting
the snows in the near future a welcome one. Before long forest
was reached and here we followed a track made by elephants,
rhino, and other animals. Once we passed fresh elephant tracks
but we saw no living thing. Before dark we reached the large
stone Bismark Hut (8,500 ft.) built by the Germans before the war.
Next day the path led us out beyond the forest into open
grass and heath covered country from which we occasionally
glimpsed the peaks, still looking far away. After we had been
eight or nine miles and had climbed to about 12,000 ft. we
reached a small tin hut built just where the rocky ground began.
It was very cold and dense mist surrounded us all the evening.
Beyond this Hut we moved more slowly as the rarefied air
soon made us out of breath. A scramble up 2,000 ft. of broken
ground brought us to the plateau near the foot of Mawensi,
which looked sheer jagged rock on every side. Kibo showed
through a rift in the clouds still about five miles away. It rose

Y
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from the plateau in a steep scree slope 4,000 ft. high, above
which there was a broad strip of glacier.
Across the plateau the wind blew hard and we were glad to
reach the warmth and shelter of a minute hut built a short way
up the scree on Kibo. There is no water or wood near here so
we had brought some with us, the porters who had carried it
returned that evening to the lower hut, leaving only two with us.
To reach the ice crater on Kibo about dawn, before the
clouds had risen to hide the view, we left the hut at 2 a.m.,
dressed in our thickest clothes including balaclava helmets and
gloves, but wearing ordinary walking shoes and taking no rope.
It was a brilliant night with a full moon just vanishing behind
Kibo, not a cloud and very still. For the first 1,000 ft. we moved
slowly but happily upwards till we reached a steep exposed
ridge, composed of very loose scree. Here the wind swept
across the mountain side chilling us through and through. As
the height increased, our pace lessened till we moved at the rate
of one step, then a pause for three deep breaths before taking the
next step; and the slower we moved the colder we became.
The next three hours were nothing but misery and one of the
party began to feel very sick from altitude, and this forced us
to stop for frequent rests. At length the sky grew red behind
the black mass of Mawensi and at last the sun rose a crimson
ball out of a sea of flaming clouds. The sight cheered us so
much that we almost forgot to be cold and in a few minutes
reached the edge of the crater.
Kibo crater is some three miles in diameter, covered in snow
and walled by rock and ice cliffs. In several places there are
gaps in the ice walls and we first reached the crater by one of
these. In the centre of the crater rose the snow mound called
the ashpit. The whole scene looked lovely, lit by the rising sun
which turned the snow pink and brought out the wonderful
greens and blues of the ice. The altitude here was about
19,000 ft. and only 700 ft. of gradual snow slope separated us
from the summit. In distance the summit was nearly two miles
away and it took us hours to reach. The snow was so soft
we often sank thigh deep. The summit itself was disappointing
but a few feet higher than several other snowy points and
the view down was hidden by a bank of cloud lying at about
the level of the plateau.
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On the descent we stopped to look at the frozen body of a
leopard which for some unknown reason had come up to the
edge of the crater and died there. There was little left of the
body but skin and bone. We ran down the scree and reached
the hut in the early afternoon.
Our porters arrived next morning and we moved across the
plateau to the foot of Mawensi where we camped. We had no
tent but we all had waterproof valises which we spread out on
the uneven rocky ground. The porters departed to the lower
hut, obviously thinking us quite mad to camp in the open when
the hut was not more than two hours march away. We soon
began to feel there was some truth in their thoughts when rain
and then snowy sleet began to fall. We crawled into our
valises and crouched there uncomfortably for an hour. Then
the weather cleared. We spent the evening exploring, using a
sketch map given us by the missionary as a guide.
The night was bitter. We slept fully dressed, balaclavas and
all, and next morning our sleeping bags were white with snow.
The coldness caused a late start, it was 8 a.m. when we left
camp. For an hour we scrambled up over scree till we reached
what we hoped was the ridge marked on the sketch map. Here
we separated to look for a crack marked on the map, to lead us
on to the ridge. I found a possible way and climbed on several
hundred feet, till I found that every rock round me was quite
loose and rotten, and as there was a sheer drop below me, I
waited till the others came up with a rope. Here the fourth
member of the party left us and returned to camp, and the three
of us roped up.
We soon reached the edge of the ridge and began to climb
up a large couloir which we followed easily for some way. This
led to some steep hard snow, above which, to the right rose a
peak which we thought must be the summit. We had no ice
axes and it was tiring work kicking steps in the hard flaky snow,
besides this as we only moved one at a time we had to cling
with numbed hands to the snow for minutes together. There
were no rocks to belay to and a nasty drop on one side so we
made for the nearest rocks away to the right.
Then began a rock climb that looked fairly easy but was
made unpleasant by the fact that not one hold or belay was really
safe, and every snow covered ledge was but a loose stone held
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there by the snow. We soon realised that we had come the
wrong way but we struggled on for about another hundred feet,
and then as snow began to fall we started to descend, very
disappointed as we could not have been more than 200 ft. at
most from the summit. The climb down was far from pleasant
owing to the cold and the alarming noise of large pieces of rock
and ice breaking away from the mountain side. Our companion
who had not come climbing with us, narrowly escaped being
hit by an enormous boulder while he was resting on the scree.
At sunset we reached the Hut, all looking dirty and sunburnt, our noses red and peeling, our clothes torn. Next day
we made a long march to ihe mission and from there went to a
hotel where we revelled in the comforts of civilisation.
*
*
*
Mount Kenya, 17,200 ft., the second highest mountain in
Africa, stands in Kenya Colony about 200 miles from Kilimanjaro. But Kenya is a far more difficult peak. The first part up
to 16,000 ft. is a walk but beyond that the rock rises sheer.
There are two summits with only 40 ft. of height between them,
the easiest way to reach the highest, Batian, is first to climb the
other peak Nelion, descend a little on to a small glacier between
the two whence Batian is fairly easily reached.
About a year after climbing Kilimanjaro I decided to attempt
Kenya. With my brother and a number of native porters I
started from a mission at an altitude of about 4,000 ft. A wellworn path leads through forest and dense bamboos and then
over grassland beside a beautiful valley to a small tin hut
(15,800 ft.). We camped here on the second night after a
rather long march. The hut is built beside the Lewis Gkcier,
the largest on the mountain where on several occasions people
have skied. On the far side of the glacier the peak of Nelion
rises a sheer rock wall.
Next morning we started at 6 a.m. and crossed the glacier
in a tearing wind which did not abate even when we reached
the rocks. We had about 1,200 ft. to climb to reach Batian.
First we went up a vertical wall and ice-filled chimney which
happily had large holds, and we did not rope till we started to
traverse. For a short way we followed a ledge across the rock
face which presently ran out and had to descend and traverse
still further right on a narrow ledge with very small holds.

MOUNT KENYA

Geraldine Sladen
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This brought us to the foot of a chimney with an awkward
overhang. We surmounted this by climbing up a crack to the
right; the holds were extremely small. Above this it was fairly
easy climbing for some way, though ice in the gullies sometimes
slowed our pace and I felt the altitude considerably.
At length we reached a ridge which runs down from Nelion.
Where we joined it there was a gendarme and to get round it we
had to descend a little on the far side which took us into the
shade over snow-covered rocks where the cold was intense.
Here we wasted nearly an hour trying to find our way back to
the ridge. At last we did it and found ourselves perched in a
narrow gap above a drop of over a 1,000 ft. The wind roared
through the gap and it required all our courage to continue up
a crack in very smooth looking rock straight above the precipice.
The next thirty feet or so were very hard but this brought us to
an easier piece of the mountain. One very sheer chimney
looked hard and we had to use all our 120 ft. of rope before we
found a belay but the holds were good. After this there were no
delays and we reached the summit of Nelion at noon.
We rested for a minute or two and then descended on to the
Diamond Glacier which lies between the peaks. Crossing this
was somewhat difficult and tiring as we had to cut steps all the
way across and the ice was extremely hard and steep. But after
having cursed them persistently on the rocks we were glad to
put our ice axes into use. Once across the ice a fairly easy climb
brought us to the summit at 2 p.m. Mist had blown up and the
view had vanished. Earlier we had seen Kilimanjaro in the far
distance and other large mountains sticking out of the sea of
clouds like islands.
We started to descend almost immediately and none too
soon. Not far below the gendarme the darkness caught us and
the next two hours were far from pleasant. The night was inky
black and all one knew about one's companion was the clink
of nailed boots and ice axe.
It was 8-30 p.m. when we at length unroped by the glacier
to trudge wearily home through sun-melted slush.
Next day we returned to a lower camp but not without the
hope that someday we would return to conquer another of the
peaks of Mount Kenya.
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ATLAS JOURNEY
EVELYN PIRIE
/

(HE motor-coach authorities in Morocco are very strict
| and twenty-two pounds of kit for three weeks, when it
has to include climbing boots, rope and share of tent
does not allow much scope for vanity. During a four days'
voyage in a sumptuous Dutch liner, therefore, Helen and I had
either to efface ourselves in our cabin or appear among our
elegantly clad fellow passengers in our only cotton frocks. We
were all, I think, dismissed as some curious English party going
to climb the Atlas mountains. The party, by the way, consisted
of Bentley Beetham, J. B. Meldrum, S. R. E. Philips, Helen C.
Bryan and myself. A day at Lisbon the smell of the Tagus
reminds me of the backwaters of Bruges in August and then
next day, Tangier. A different atmosphere here. Brilliant sun,
blue sea, and the white town behind, with bourgainvillea,
hibiscus and Morning Glory splashing colour on its daz2ling
walls ; and then that swarming, good humoured seething crowd
of brown faces, pushing, quarrelling and yelling for custom.
Off the ship in the still early morning, we explored the hilly
town, had a lazy swim in a tepid sea, and at midday, boarded a
luxuriously upholstered motor coach for our three hundred
mile trip to Casablanca. The fact that Tangier is in an International Zone and that we passed through Spanish Morocco
before arriving in French territory, entailed two frontiers and
the tedious delay of passing through three customs. Any time
lost at a frontier, however, was more than retrieved by our driver,
the straightness of the military coastal road having apparently
gone to his head. We sped through a country of low hills and
rolling plains with here and there a native village ; everywhere
cactus was in flower and by every little lake stood a group of
egrets. We passed through the seaport of Rabat and, at nine
o'clock that night reached that fine new French city of
Casablanca.
The clothes problem was now acute, as the cotton frock had
been left at Tangier ; we dare not yet appear in trousers, and our
short linen skirt, brogues and double felt hats quite definitely
did not go with the lacquered toe-nails and Paris fashions of
Casablanca. Next day another motor-coach whisked us 150
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miles to Marrakesh. Here is Morocco. An old red walled city
set about an oasis of palms in a yellow desert. Modernised, of
course, but in the big market place camel caravans push past
motor-cars, and have prior claim to the road ; newspaper sellers
are of no account when the professional story-teller will give
you a century-old tale for a sou ; and the snake-charmer, waving
his repulsive puff-adders holds more attraction than the local
soda fountain. In the evening we visited the Souks, native
roofed-in bazaars where every kind of merchant has a stall.
I have mentioned smells already, but oh ! those Souks. My eyes
feasted on strange and beautiful things but my nose protested
at the rotten fish, doubtful meat, untanned leather and always the
open sewer down the middle of the road. The lame and the
halt and the blind were there, sitting in the filth with palms
upturned, while the rich Arab on his mule thrust his lordly way
through the noisy crowd. It was fun poking about in the leather
merchants' and jewellers' shops.
An Arab bus took us next day to Asni, a bumpy journey on
an atrocious road, alleviated only by our first marvellous view
from the top of a ridge of low hills, of the great wall of the
Atlas Mountains. At Asni we were already at the foot of them ;
here the bus route ended and we were deposited at La Bonne
Auberge. This was an attractive long, low, mud-walled inn
with a verandah, run by an excellent host and his wife, with a
friendly atmosphere created partly by many dogs, peacocks,
cocks and hens, who roosted all about the house, and last, but
not least, Chariot and his wife who thought it their welcoming
duty to place both fore hoofs on your table when ever you fed.
I must explain. Chariot and his wife were a pair of wild Barbary
sheep, with tremendous horns, caught in the mountains and
tamed. Helen took some of the dogs for a walk after tea, but
they showed off by attacking some neighbouring village curs and
paid no attention to the English and French epithets she hurled
at them, and it was only when a small urchin from the village
cursed them in good round Arabic that they stopped. Incidentally, we were of course followed everywhere we went by
the usual swarm of village brats trying to extract tips. Here is a
conversation piece :
The Brat: M'sieur ?
Phillips : Go away.
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The Brat: Vous parlez francais, M'sieur ?
Phillips (bored) : Non !
The Brat: Sprechen Sie Deutsch ?
Phillips (annoyed) : Nein ! !
The Brat: You speek Engleesh ?
Phillips (exasperated): Only a little.
From now on we got down to business. We had with us a
supply of stores from England, flour, tea, sugar, dried fruits,
some tinned goods and a few luxuries, but we relied on the
native villages for such meat, potatoes, milk and eggs as we
could get. Bentley had a special supply of bread baked for us
which was to last us ten days, after which we were to send down
for more. Two pack mules carried our camp equipment, stores
and kit. Bentley engaged the services of an Arab, already well
known to him, and with whom he had a firm understanding.
This man was to act as camp watchman, a necessary precaution
in this still somewhat wild country, the inhabitants of which
are, at best, terrible thieves. Incidentally, it is by no means easy
to go beyond the limit of the military roads as the French very
naturally do not like to take any responsibility for people who
penetrate into country which is still inhabited by unsubdued
tribes; and a permit is obtainable only with the greatest
difficulty.
Our march that day was only ten miles, but it brought us
right into the mountains and we camped in a valley about a
mile beyond the village of Arround, at roughly 6,000 feet, on
a dried mud terrace of stubble, the flattest and most comfortable
sleeping place we were to find for the next fortnight. A river
in which we soon found a beautiful bathing pool, flowed past
a few yards away and a spring was conveniently handy to our
tents. The day following our arrival we all set out at about
eight o'clock, while the valley was still in cold shadow, to
' climb something.' We went up a nearby spur and by tenthirty we were well up the ridge, in scorching August sunshine.
After a bit Helen and Philips spied a green patch in the arid
landscape below us which they took to be watercress, a correct
solution as it turned out afterwards, and made for it. Bentley
and Meldrum and I continued upwards, myself very thirsty and
panting, my thoughts turning to watercress, till we came to
the rock summit of our ridge before it joined the main mass of
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the mountain. Bentley may have known the name of this
mountain but he did not divulge it and as no ordinary map of
the Atlas gives the names or heights of more than a few of the
highest, it was nameless as far as we were concerned. We
roped and did the short but steep climb to the summit in about
three-quarters-of-an-hour. The rock was marble hard and deep
red in colour and I can only liken it to Torridon sandstone ;
it would be interesting to know if it was the same geological
age. An encounter with a hornet rather stands out in my
memory of this climb ; I am not fond of flying things and this
one was too inquisitive. I felt he was taking an unfair advantage
of someone standing on a small stance at the end of the rope.
However, I was soon told to come on and forgot the hornet.
We finished the climb and had our lunch in an airy position at
the top ; mine consisted of two or three prunes ; bread for me
was out of the question with the only water three thousand
feet below in the valley. After gazing at a glorious view of the
rocky tops of the Atlas mountains we started our descent.
First down a rotten gully, next down steep slopes of scree and
thorn, then more gullies, more ridges, and more thorns and
scree and always no drop of water. The sun blazed but at last
the valley came up and we thought we saw a runnel of water
by a green field of corn. Our disappointment was unutterable
when we found it, too, was dry, and we had another two miles
along the stony valley before we got to camp and the spring
by its side. Our hats went in and were emptied twice before
we started on tea and that night we had watercress with our
supper.
The next day was make and mend, while Bentley went off to
look for a new camp site in the higher valleys. At four o'clock
he returned having found a site and having also taken in the
summit of Toumbkal (13,650 feet), the highest peak of the
Atlas range, in his stride. On the last day at Arround, Meldrum,
Helen and I had a long, hot, but very pleasant ridge walk ;
first, steeply up from the camp to a pass lying to the south-west
of us and thence over the three summits of a mountain of,
perhaps, 9,000 feet on our right with a name that sounded
something like Adje. It was thirsty work as usual though on
the first top we found a minute pool in a rock which provided
us with just one self-restrained mouthful each. Our view was
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grand from here to the west and north, but the great Toumbkal
range was still hidden from us by a high ridge to the east.
We were chased along our mountain by a thunderstorm which
rolled up behind us. Fortunately it broke on a nearby peak
and not on us. We had no rope and got involved with rock
buttresses and grew tired trying ridge after gully for a feasible
way. After hours of sliding down the usual thorn and gravel
we reached valley and water about five o'clock.
Our next camp was about six hours up the valley and
gloriously situated at the height of approximately 10,000 feet,
at the foot of a pass. Behind us was Toumbkal and his satellites,
great, black, rocky summits and ridges, and across the valley
opposite were other ranges presenting stupendous rock faces
and pinnacles, amongst which a lammageier (of the vulture tribe)
floated, looking, in spite of its seven foot wing-span, no bigger
than a seagull. Our three tents were pitched in the lee of some
colossal boulders and we had a job to flatten out the stones
and thorns for our sleeping bags, while behind the tents we
built stone walls to break the incessant wind which blew down
the pass. We stayed four days up here, the first being spent as
an off day, playing deck tennis on a court marked out by us
with stones and with a rope for net: it was quite hard work
in boots. Later in the evening Meldrum and I walked to the
top of the pass, about a thousand feet, and while he explored, I
sat by an old cornice of winter snow and photographed the steep
view beyond. I watched an eagle come up the pass on the wind,
with motionless wings, until it swooped over the col a few feet
above my head and was borne down the further side. On the
second day four of us made the traverse of a rock ridge of 12,000
feet, Djebel Bou Ouszab, which lay behind us. A thousand feet
up scree led us to a narrow col whence we obtained a superb
view of the magnificent south face of Toumbkal. At its foot
was Lac D'lfni, like a sapphire in the deep, dark valley. From
the col we roped and started to climb the ridge to the south of us.
Bentley led, I came next and Meldrum brought up Helen.
Three big towers gave very pleasant climbing though in many
places great care was required owing to the shattered condition
of the rock. After about one-and-a-half hours we emerged on a
sharp arete very thin in places and reminiscent of Skye, with a
considerable drop on each side. Another half-hour took us
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to the summit and we had our lunch in a cleft between some
rocks. The weather had changed and we came in for a snow
squall and mist which deprived us of a view; it was queer to
think of the blistering African sun we had left. We did not tarry
on the top but, as the climbing was now over we unroped and
made our way down the ridge. Scrambling down scree and
rock we soon came out of the mist to see range upon range of
hills falling away to the south until they merged into the
shimmering heat of the Sahara.
A red letter day came next for we bought a sheep from a
passing Berber shepherd and slew it; strictly speaking, Helen
and I had seen the sheep bought but had gone out to sketch
with Phillips up a nearby valley, and when we returned it was
mutton. Meldrum and Bentley gave us all the details ; how its
throat was slit, how its bladder was blown up by the shepherd
and how it was skinned by our Arab and Bentley himself. Now
we had fresh meat for days, and what was more, it kept its freshness in that hot sun in a miraculous manner, becoming somehow
baked hard on the outside. Helen and Phillips and I now
descended to Arround again, leaving Bentley and Meldrum to
one day's climbing on their own, and they arrived down at our
camp at six p.m. on the following evening having traversed a
long rock ridge, including again the summit of Toumbkal. We
stayed in Arround another day and Meldrum and I made an
attempt at a rocky summit on the other side of the pass which he
and Helen and I had previously ascended. We scrambled up a
gully by the side of, and partly in, a stream, with the sun on our
backs for two hours or more and then by way of a steep ridge
towards our top, but it still seemed as far away as ever and we
gave it up.
What was left of our bread had now become breakable only
with a stone, when it could then be cast into the soup, so we
sent a village lad down to Asni for more and incidentally to
fetch up our mail, and the day he arrived back we started off
for our next high camp. This was a long day's march, about
twenty miles, over two passes to the north-east on the second of
which at about 9,000 feet, we pitched our camp. Though our
tents v/ere only slightly below the pass on the further side, there
was a stream not more than two or three hundred feet below.
On either side was a skyline of rock peaks and we had a fine
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view of the ranges to east and west. The next morning Meldrum
and Bentley had a good climb on the mountains behind our
camp. That night the inevitable wind blew stronger than usual
and carried away our mess tent, a single fly under which we
always sat for protection from the sun. Phillips' tent collapsed
on top of him but, though we had to hang on to the pole several
times, the others survived. The following day we departed,
Helen, Phillips and myself with the pack mules, while Bentley
and Meldrum made their descent by way of the ridges to the
north of the pass which gave them excellent climbing, meeting
us again at a pre-arranged camp site several hours down the
valley. After one more march down a hazardous mule track,
spurring on our mules with shrill cries of "A-rrrr-eee! ' we
arrived again at La Bonne Auberge where we indulged in the
fleshpots, washing out of a real basin, sleeping in a bed and
eating off a table instead of a vanesta tea box. We met again
our friends Chariot and his wife and the dogs and peacocks and
departed next day in the Arab bus (only five hours after it was
scheduled to start!) for Marrakesh. A night here, and we made
the 450 mile journey to Tangier in one hop the next day, starting
at 6 a.m. and stopping at Casablanca only for dejeuner. We
arrived, reeling, at Tangier at nine o'clock, to spend a considerable portion of the night making ourselves fit for shipboard
and civilisation on the morrow.
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THE PINNACLE HUT
UR Hut has a long history. . . . Famine, rapine and fire
... all in the past! But never since the Great Butter
Fire of long ago, when half the farm, stored with its ton
harvest of winter butter, was burnt down, has a greater volume
of smoke plumed from its chimneys than during these years of
Pinnacle Club stoking !
Farm fires are kept low, though continuous : a bit of peat
smoulders through the day, and is blown by bellows to a cheerful
glow when the family settles down round the fire for the evening.
Pinnacle Club fires are different. Not as continuous as those
financially interested in the Hut could wish, but when we do
light a fire it is a fire fit for oxen or heretics.
The climbing that has been done from the Hut has been rather
like that too. Long gaps with no entries in the Log Book of
particular interest, and then a page well worth having : really
good climbs done in really bad weather, or people who have
hitherto merely followed springing to leadership, or the written
proof that strong silent men from the Fell and Rock, Climber's
and Oxford Mountaineering Clubs sometimes choose members
of the Pinnacle Club as their companions for a specially hard
day's climbing.
The sparks fly upward, and the Log Book records this
latest stage in the history of the oldest farm in Cwm Dyli.
It was the happy lot of the Hut Secretary to be in residence
there when two fishermen passed by, with many longing
lingering looks behind. They introduced themselves as members
of the last family to live in the cottage before it was deserted at
the command of the North Wales Power Company. They were
most interested to have a look inside, and to hear of its new and
strange inhabitants ! They envied us our laid-on water, and I
don't know what they will think of our sink !
As they took their leave they wished us lucky, adding :
* It's good indeed to see smoke going up from the old chimneys.
To every countryman a symbol, this smoke ; and I feel rather
the same myself. I cannot help hoping that the Scientific Future
will pass by on that upper road to Beddgelert, thinking our lane
impossible for modern transport, and leave us to our cosy
smoky ways. I feel sure that even my ghost, haunting that
well-loved cottage, would not care to warm the seat of its
trousers at an electric bar !
Long may the climbers and the smoke go upwards !
E.W.L.

O
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THE LAKE DISTRICT SKI CLUB
N 1936 a small community who were keen on ski-ing
decided to form a club for the furtherance of the art of
ski-ing in England. To many of us the amount of snow
which usually occurs, though sparse in quantity compared to the
Alps, is too precious to be completely ignored; those
enthusiasts who have learnt to carry their ski on high level
expeditions or out-of-the-way districts and literally ' take the
rough with the smooth ' will find that a day on the Fells in winter
may be as enjoyable as any short fixed tour in Switzerland.
There have been days when it has been possible to step out
of one's car on to skis, to ascend Skiddaw to the summit and to
have a three mile run under perfect conditions to the foot ot
the mountain ; afternoons, when the pink sunset glow has
transfigured the well-known tops into Alpine magnificence and
winter solitude has offered enjoyments equal to any to be found
in summer.
The aim of the club is to encourage ski-running and a
knowledge of winter conditions on the British hills and the
furtherance of technical skill, snow-craft and ski-mountaineering.
It is only lately that the mountaineering world is beginning to
take for granted that many peaks which were formerly inaccessible in winter can now be climbed with the help of ski
over the glacier ; an accessory which greatly increases the scope
of the purely summer climber.
The Lake District Ski Club welcomes members of kindred
clubs who either ski or are interested in learning to ski;
information of snow conditions and meets are posted to all
members and this year it is hoped to hold slalom races to
encourage the technique of controlled ski-ing, so necessary in
this country. The club has attained a membership of over one
hundred and has already been affiliated to the Ski Club of
Great Britain. Particulars of membership may be had from the
Hon. Sec., Miss M. FitzGibbon, Rydale Chase, Ambleside,
Westmorland.
H.C.B.

I
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THE CLUB
OUR years have gone since the last Journal was published
and we welcome warmly the return of our Editor from her
wanderings in China, where, after the hazardous business
of retreating before the armies of Japan, she apparently found
time to make the ascent of two big unclimbed peaks in Yunnan.
The Club has gone steadily forward, increasing in membership this year to in, and adding always to the list and quality
of climbs in the Log Book. On the whole the meets have been
well attended. The Club Hut is as popular and as wonderfully
managed as it has always been since it became our Greatest
Asset six years ago. Improvements in its equipment are constantly appearing, and, even if abnormal rain does very occasionally start a limpid spring in the ground floor, the dormitory at
least is always high and dry !
Sadly we have to record our losses, two valued members
and one old and true friend of the Club. Eunice Jennings and
Ruth Hale are greatly missed by their many friends, both had
a large measure of the real Club spirit. And to those whose
memory goes back to the earliest days of the Club, the death of
J. H. Doughty came as a grievous shock. His sympathy with
the aims of our Founder and his friendly help and advice were
invaluable in those early days, and later his brilliant and sympathetic speaking at so many of our dinners endeared him to all
generations of the Club.
Next Easter, a turn of the Club wheel will give us a new
President and Secretary. With all the friendly co-operation and
loyalty which the Club gives so readily, their term should
provide them with a period of very pleasant memories for future
days.
B.E.S.

F
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OBITUARY
RUTH HALE
N September, 1937, the sad news came that Ruth Hale had
been killed in the High Tatra through an accident curiously
similar to that on Tryfan which took Pat Kelly from us.
A moderate climb had been finished : the choice between continuing to the summit over easy ground or descending was
discussed and settled by a coin which Ruth tossed. With her
two Polish companions she was scrambling up from ledge to
ledge over low walls when a large safe-looking block which she
barely touched rolled forward and flung her outwards. It was
over in a second. She fell some 300 feet and was killed instantly.
This disastrous mischance came only ten days after the ending
of her greatest mountain adventure, a sixty-seven hour expedition in which her party of three had to fight through two days
and nights of torrential rain and bitter cold to escape from the
great cliffs of Rumanowy and Ganek on which they had been
caught by a cloud-burst. The leader, Witold Paryski's comment
sums up what we who have also been out with her know:
' It was a very hard trial of physical strength and climbing
experience and still more endurance and will power. One must
say, without the slightest exaggeration, that Miss Hale passed
the test with the highest mark. During the three days spent on
the face in the most awful weather conditions she did not break
down once, either physically or morally, proving as usual, the
excellent companion with an enviably bright disposition.'
It was always good to know that Ruth was coming to a Hut
Meet. Her quiet efficiency and helpfulness contributed to
everybody's well being. Her organisation of our High Tatra
Meet put us deeply in her debt. She had made that region
peculiarly her own with a number of new expeditions on highly
capricious rock. It is grievous to think she will wander those
ridges no more.

I

EUNICE JENNINGS
It was while we were gathered at the Easter Meet at Strands
in 1937 that we heard the news of Eunice Jennings' sudden
passing. It came as a great shock, even to those of us who knew
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of her short illness, for she had actually intended to be with us
at the Meet.
Eunice Jennings joined the Pinnacle Club in 1933 and
soon won many friends by her enthusiasm and unfailing good
spirits. She showed considerable promise as a rock climber,
and yet I think she preferred mountaineering in its wider sense.
A long day scrambling on the hills gave her infinite satisfaction,
and I can recall many such days spent in her society. She was
a considerate and sympathetic companion, and by her death the
Club has lost a vivid personality and a fine member.

MARRIAGES
BULLOUGH. On 24th September, 1938, at Balshagray Parish
Church, Glasgow, Margaret Bruce Stewart to Arthur
Stanley Bullough.
CODLING. On i5th August, 1935, at Bootle, Liverpool,
Kathleen Fairfield to Ernest K. Codling.
COOPER. On 4th September, 1935, at Bangor Cathedral,
Daloni Seth Hughes to Leslie Hugh Norman Cooper.
GROSS. On i5th September, 1938, at St. Paul's Church,
Barrow-in-Furness, Hilda Mary Todd to Herbert Spencer
Gross.
HINGLEY. On 23rd July, 1938, at Feckenham, Worcestershire,
Mary Grosvenor to Martin Ward Hingley.
MILLIKAN. On 3rd August, 1938, at Godalming Parish Church,
Frances Clare Leigh-Mallory to Glenn Allan Millikan.
PERRY. On 2ist June, 1935, Constance Carter to A. L. H.
Perry.
PICKEN. On 3rd July, 1937, Vera Unicombe to Donald A.
Picken.
RATCLIFFE. On i8th May, 1935, G. May Smith to John
RatclifTe.
YUILL. On 14th August, 1937, at Reigate Registry Office,
Surrey, Molly Barnard to George Frew Yuill.
G
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BIRTHS
BENNETT.—On i8th December, 1938, to Edith and Frank
Bennett, a son—Neil Proctor.
CODLING.—On 3oth May, 1938, to Kathleen and Ernest
Codling, a son—David Knowles.
COOPER.—On iyth July, 1936, to Daloni and Leslie Cooper, a
son—Alastair Lane.
On ist September, 1938, a son, Graham Charles Lane.
RATCLIFFE.—On 3ist August, 1936, to May and John Ratcliffe,
a daughter—Mary Gillean.
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REVIEWS
EVEREST : THE UNFINISHED ADVENTURE. BY HUGH RUTTLEDGE, 295 pp.,
63 illustrations and maps, 1937. Hodder and Stoughton. 25/—.
In ' Everest: The Unfinished Adventure ' Mr. Hugh Ruttledge gives
a most attractive and readable account of the achievements and disappoint
ments of the 1936 expedition to Everest. The utmost precautions had been
taken to remove avoidable elements of mischance. The preliminary
reconnaissance and testing out of some of the personnel in 1935, the thorough
medical examination not only of the European members of the expedition
but also of the porters, the scientific choice of food, clothing, and other
equipment, the wireless outfit to provide on the one hand information from
the Bay of Bengal regarding the onset of the monsoon, and on the other,
to keep contact between the upper and lower camps, all these promised,
if not complete success, at any rate a close approach to the summit, and
detailed information about conditions and human reactions at the highest
altitudes.
Unfortunately, though the reconnaissance of 1935 took place in a good
and extended climbing season, the main expedition of the following year
was prevented by the abnormally early onset of the monsoon from estab
lishing itself in the upper camps, and no attempt on the summit could be
made. Notwithstanding this, the combined results of the two seasons'
work, and the conclusions set out by Mr. Ruttledge, constitute a most
valuable addition to the literature of Everest.
Not the least entertaining chapter of the book deals with the marvellous
feats of the reconnaissance party, which arrived in the early summer of
1935, when normally the monsoon should have been in full possession, to
find the upper slopes of the mountain still relatively free from snow. They
succeeded in establishing a camp on the North col and were even consider
ing the possibility of an attempt on the summit when the arrival of the
monsoon and subsequent breaking away of a large avalanche directly in
the track of their ascent, compelled a hazardous retreat. The party then
turned its attention to ' minor' peaks from which Everest could be
photographed and surveyed. In all, 21 peaks, over 20,000 feet in height,
were climbed, and all but two were first ascents.
In the following year, again shortly after the arrival of the monsoon,
Wyn Harris and Eric Shipton had a miraculously narrow escape from
disaster on the same slopes and from the same cause, treacherous snow.
Ruttledge and Smythe both draw the conclusion that there is only one period
(Mid-May to Mid-June) during which the ascent of the mountain by any
route at present available, should be attempted.
The length of time available for acclimatisation and for the final attempt
is short and varies considerably in different years, and this appears to be
the biggest element of luck in the whole venture. Ruttledge points out
that, as an altogether favourable season is a rare event, the solution is to
send an expedition every year. Given the good season and the strong
attacking party, he expresses an optimistic view of the probability of the
attainment of the summit, though whether it can be reached without an
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oxygen outfit is doubtful. It is possible that climbers become suddenly
unconscious at the low partial pressures of oxygen maintaining at about
28,000 feet. Unfortunately, the conditions of 1937 did not permit the
investigation of this problem.
The latter part of the book consists of contributions by experts on such
matters as the weather, health, wireless, and an account of the specimens
collected, all interesting and containing information valuable for future
expeditions. The book opens with a surprise—a series of the most delight
ful pencil portraits by Oliver—and ends with a survey map of the North
face of Everest and a wonderful collection of photographs.
M.T.
AFTER EVEREST. BY T. HOWARD SOMERVELL. Hodderand Stoughton. i8/-.
It is impossible to set down in the stilted phrases of reviewing one's
reactions to this book. It is, at once, a declaration of Faith by Works and
a summary of' those things of good report' which Mr. Somervell accounts
most valuable. The earlier chapters are concerned with his two expeditions
to Everest, in the first of which he describes his climb when he reached
to the height of 27,000 feet with Norton and Mallory and the bitter struggle
to safety with their sick companion, Morshead.
A short holiday in southern India was to alter the whole course of his
life. He met Dr. Pugh of the Neypoor Mission Hospital and was so appalled
at the need for surgical helpers that he dedicated his skill and his worldly
career to the people of India, a sacrifice which the medical world will
appreciate, when, as the author tells us, he had just been appointed to the
surgical staff of a leading London hospital. The outstanding episode of
Mr. SomervelTs return to Everest in 1924 was his magnificent attempt on
the summit with Norton ; Somervell nearly choking to death with a frozen
throat and Norton snow-blind ; an expedition which culminated in the loss
of Mallory and Irvine. The tale has been told. But each participant in the
struggle brings a freshness to the telling that makes imperishable the drama
of Everest. ' These are the things by which ye acquire merit.'
The latter part of the book covers new ground. A thickly populated,
horizontal India, calling for practical measures of relief. No one can read
unmoved of the author's unstinted energy and untiring good humour in
his dealings with patients of all classes and castes on this heterogeneous
community. The work of the mission among the grossly neglected women,
the superstitious atrocities meted out in the disguise of treatment by the
native quacks, the callous indifference to the victims of cholera epidemics,
are related in terms, which by their very restraint accentuate the urgent
importance of the problem. The lighter side of a medical missionary's life
is often in evidence, and the description of a miracle play as portrayed by
the Leper Colony at Christmas reveals a robust sense of humour among
the patients.
But it is by the underlying strata of Christian charity, based on a rockbottom belief in his religion that Howard Somervell convinces his readers
of the truth of his cause. No one who is acquainted with him can doubt his
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word, and here are scientifically verified cases of healing by faith that admit
of no other explanation to the fair-minded observer. A good book on a
great subject.

H.C.B.
CAMP Six. BY F. S. SMYTHE. 308 pp., illustrated. Hodder and Stoughton.
1937. i8/-.
Even those of us to whom Everest is almost a religion may be excused
from murmuring ' What ? another Everest book 1 ' as tome after tome
appears detailing flora and fauna, yaks and dust, Thibetans and temples ;
march by march the route elongates before us like so many well-worn
ladders before we climb to the crux of the matter. But here in ' Camp Six '
Mr. Smythe gives us an intimate account, taken from his personal diary,
of the ordinary man's reactions to the impinging and ever-present dis
comforts which are a mountaineer's lot. Cracked lips and dirty nails, the
irremovable stone under the sleeping sack ; the fury with which one
wrestles with an insubordinate tin-opener;
the frustrated kbour of
insinuating cold feet into frozen boots establish the authentic atmosphere
of any high altitude expedition. Wind and avalanche and technical
difficulty all combine to make a breathless adventure, but it is by the recital
of such familiar troubles the author endears himself to the mountaineering
reader.
Three times did Frank Smythe bear the brunt of making the route to
the North Col, cutting steps at an angle of 50 degrees in hundred miles per
hour gusts of wind. Hear what he says about wind. ' Wind on Everest
is subtly demoralising. An upward step is no longer something interesting
and worth doing, but something useless and the final pyramid of rock with
its writhing plume of wind-driven snow, the summit of Everest; it is an
epitome of weariness.' And so must they all feel, yet the desire to carry out
that which has been planned continues. Camps IV, IVa, V, and VI are
established ; Wager and Wyn Harris make their painstaking reconnaisance
of the North-East ridge. It won't go. Smythe and Shipton take their place,
and Shipton having reached the limit of effort, Smythe continues alone.
His description of this climb is the most vivid and human in the whole
book : at the end of a ledge he arrives at a corner, ' not a place that would
have caused a moment's hesitation on an alpine climb. One step only was
needed to take me round the corner. This step I funked. The balance was
too critical.' Rock-climbers will sympathise. At the height of 28,000 feet,
when mental and physical energy is at its lowest, the wonder is that he
got so far. It does not require much imagination to sense the wearing
isoktion of spending two hours unbelayed on those sloping slabs ; as
Smythe pertinently remarks : ' Being alone made all the difference.' The
descriptive writing is of his usual excellent standard and on every occasion
he makes unstinted admission of his companions good-fellowship.

H.CB.
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NANDA DEVI. BY E. E. SHIPTON. 310 pp., illustrated. Hodder and
Stoughton. 1936. i5/-.
This book is fully as exciting as the account of the ascent of Nanda Devi
itself. It tells how a party composed of two Englishmen and three Sherpa
porters succeeded in penetrating, for the first time in history, into the great
Nanda Devi Basin. To do this they had to fight their way along the vast
precipices of the Rishi Ganga gorge, the only possible entrance to the
Basin, and so difficult that it had so far driven back great Himalayan
explorers who had tried it. They were able to traverse the gorge only by
means of' a slender chain of ledges, which by a freak of chance continued
unbroken'—also, a fact which the author omits to mention, by means of
their own mountaineering powers, perseverance, and pluck. Their rewards
were such experiences as looking down a j,ooo-foot precipice into the lower
and untrodden section of the Rishi Nak—one of the most fantastic gorges
in the world. Later on, after a retreat back to their base for fresh supplies,
and after the worst of the monsoon was over, they made a second expedition
up the gorge and into the Basin, this time exploring the approaches to
Nanda Devi, and ending with the great triumph of crossing the watershed.
The route which they made included the descent of the head of the valley
inspected by Mr. Ruttledge, quite impossible to ascend—' 6,000 feet of
steepest rock and ice.'
The book has many photos, lovely, though not very well-defined;
and attractive drawings in the text. The pity is that there is not a single
map; and the more exciting the exploration, the more the reader pines
for a map. If possible read the book in conjunction with the excellent map
of the later * Ascent of Nanda Devi.'
Mr. Shipton writes attractively and well, with a pleasant sense of humour,
surely a gift beyond price to Himalayan explorers. Do not miss the episode
of the omelette, which suggested to him a ' learned thesis on Altitude and
the Specific Gravity of the Egg.' He gives a most entertaining as well as
enthusiastic account of the three Sherpas—their hairdressing, their unmelodious singing, their merriment, as well as their fine spirit and loyalty.
He has also a keen sense of beauty, an appreciation of the sheer loveliness
of the mountain places he describes, apart from their dangers or difficulties.
He is refreshingly free from yearnings to philosophise, and he gives a terse
and wholly satisfactory answer to the usual query ' why do you climb (or
in this case explore) ? '—' We do so because we want to.'
B.R.
THE ASCENT OF NANDA DEVI. BY H. W. TILMAN. 235 pp. Cambridge
University Press. 12/6.
The first ascent of Nanda Devi was achieved through the combined
efforts of the British-American Expedition. The author, with Mr. Shipton,
surveyed the Nanda Devi Basin and the approach to it, in 1934, so to him
was left the task of organising this small expedition of four Americans and
four British.
The book holds one's interest from the moment the author arrives in
Calcutta in ink-stained clothes, until he reaches Ranikhet at the end of the
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expedition. It must have been no light task to organise for a party whose
members seemed to arrive at any odd moment and from all quarters of the
globe. When the author left England he did not even know which mountain
they were going to climb !
However, once he knows that it is to be the Nanda Devi he wastes no
time. With Loomis and porters he makes a preliminary trip to the Basin
to dump loads and also to have a look at the Rishi Gorge to see if it will
still ' go.' He has a closer look at it than he bargained for; a slip on the
Slabs nearly ends his career. Fortunately he stops, just before the i,4oo-foot
drop to the river. A return journey of forced marches seems a heroic but
nevertheless effective way of healing his injuries.
When the party is assembled, Mr. Tilman has a task which he enjoys,
that of going through all the loads and ruthlessly discarding anything which
he considers superfluous.
The journey to the Sanctuary has its many trials, all of which are
described in Mr. Tilman's humorous way. The porters were a continual
source of worry ; Dotials and Bhotias were employed, but they could not
agree and they had to be forcibly separated one morning. When the
Rhamani torrent was reached the Dotials refused to move and not even the
author's struggle across and his tactful way of taking their pay with him
could induce them to follow him. So the sahibs were left with a depleted
number of porters, and the author could have another glorious time
' scrapping' the loads. The Sanctuary is reached without mishap and the
Bhotias are paid off. The author speaks very highly of these men.
When the actual climbing of the mountain began, the need for a definite
leader was felt and the author was voted into the position. There is a very
clear and detailed account of the establishment of the different camps and
the difficulties encountered. Odell and Houston are chosen to make the
final attempt and it is with regret that one reads of the American's illness,
which compels him to withdraw. At his suggestion Tilman takes his place
and, with Odell reaches the summit. Here, for some reason his powers of
description fail him, and one feels a little disappointed that he dismisses
the summit so briefly.
The end of the book tells of Tilman and Houston's return to Ranikhet.
They cross a new pass out of the Nanda Devi Basin; then follows an
exceedingly funny account of their respective journeys on opposite sides
of a river to the village of Martoli.
Mr. Tilman pays tribute to the excellent way in which all members of
the expedition worked together to achieve their purpose. He is very modest
himself, but one ventures to think that had it not been for his efficient
organisation Nanda Devi would not have been climbed.
A.M.A.
HIMALAYAN CAMPAIGN. BY PAUL BAUER. Translated by Sumner Austin.
Basil Blackwell. Oxford. 8/6.
The translation of this book appears six years after the second of the
expeditions which are recorded in it. The original German edition has
been described as a book of great literary excellence, and though it has
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possibly lost a little in the translation, Herr Paul Baucr has undoubtedly
given us one of the best of recent mountaineering books. The German
expeditions to Kangchenjunga of 1929 and 1931 were perhaps the most
courageous mountaineering feats yet achieved in the Himalayas, and the
tale is told with a straightforward simplicity, with none of the false modesty
which often makes light of very real dangers.
Both expeditions were worked out with traditional German thorough
ness and the assault on the mountain was treated, quite literally, as an
engagement with an enemy, the apparently inevitable German outlook on
any big undertaking. Bauer was in command and a most efficient Com
mander he made. The Retreat, in 1929, was only sounded after weeks of
fighting their way along the appallingly steep and narrow north-east spur,
and after attaining the height of 24,000 feet. From here they retired in
good order before the overwhelming forces of the weather. In 1931 they
tried again with four new members and six of the previous expedition.
Once more they wrestled with the gruesome instability of the snow on that
knife edge and for two months they and some of their porters lived either
at Camp VII, ' the Eagle's Eyrie,' which had now become their advanced
Base, perched on the face of the lower precipice, or in the insecure higher
camps on the ridge itself. It must have been an almost super-human effort
getting laden porters, experienced mountaineers as they had become, up
to and along the ridge, but with grim determination they hacked and
burrowed through cornices which Bauer likens to mushrooms growing on
the edge of a razor, with a gkcier thousands of feet below on either side.
That the porters at last became a little mutinous and hysterical is hardly
surprising. If one has a word of criticism, it is that the serious accident
might have been avoided by making a route other than the traverse and
chimney, which later they did circumvent, and one feels inclined to agree
with Bauer when he looked at it and said : * Here is no path for porters.'
In the present day controversy of large or small numbers, these two
expeditions argue well for the bigger outfit. At one time five of the ten
Europeans were, owing to various ailments, unavailable for the mountain,
and this greatly diminished their hopes of victory. But five Germans * with
strength unimpaired,' remained to tackle the assault on the summit. Which
all goes to show that reserves as well as shock troops (to stick to the
German atmosphere) are needed, at least on such a mountain as this.
E.P.
HIMALAYAN QUEST. BY PAUL BAUER. Nicholson & Watson. *i/-.
This is a most interesting record of the German expeditions of 1936
and 1937. The object of the first, under Bauer himself, was to explore and
climb, if possible, the peaks in the neighbourhood of Kangchenjunga. It is
always entertaining to read various points of view and although Bauer
writes his own account, he includes extracts from the diaries of the other
three members of the party. There is a vivid description of the climbing
of Siniolchum (22,620 ft.), a grand achievement, and of other big peaks.
Wien concludes this part of the book with a stirring account of difficult
exploration into the unknown country south of the Zemu glacier where he
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and his porters ran unpleasantly short of food before they eventually found
their way down the valley. The second portion of the book is the account
of the calamitous 1937 expedition to Nanga Parbat, the writer of which,
Ulrich Luft, was the sole survivor. His description of the everyday in
cidents of their life up to the time of the accident carries us along in such a
manner that one forgets the awful end that is to come. Bauer finishes the
story with his flight to India after the news, with Bechtold and Kraus, and
their recovery of such of the bodies of their friends as they could find.
One is always inclined to speak of modern photography in superlatives,
but this book deserves the highest praise for the magnificence of the
expedition's photographs.
E.P.
NANGA PARBAT ADVENTURE. BY FRITZ BECHTOLD. John Murray. 10/6.
This is a most excellent translation by H. E. G. Tyndalc, of Herr
Bcchtold's dramatic tale of the second Nanga Parbat expedition, under
Willy Merkl in 1934. Was ever an expedition so ill fated ? At the start,
owing chiefly to the unwieldy proportions of the whole affair (thirteen
Europeans and six hundred porters), they had inevitable money troubles
with the coolies. Next came Drexel's sad death from pneumonia on the
mountain, which very naturally put a temporary end to their proceedings
and necessitated a second assault. Then the last tragedy of the devastating
descent of the party who, having overcome endless difficulties, had been
forced to turn back by a raging blizzard, four or five hours from the com
paratively easy summit. Bechtold has a grim tale to tell of the six porters and
three Germans who died on the way down the mountain, some within
earshot of their companions below, who tried in vain to get up to them
through shoulder-deep snow. He pays tribute to the able leadership of his
great friend Merkl, whose one ideal was the conquest of this mountain and
writes with sympathy and imagination of what his companions must have
endured during the last days, of which he knew nothing but what the
exhausted porters could tell him.
Bechtold's vivid powers of description alone are sufficient to paint the
scene for us, from the flowery valleys of the beginning to the last camp site
on the snowy crest of the Silber Sattel, but he has chosen a quantity of
magnificent photographs, taken on the expedition and beautifully repro
E.P.
duced, to illustrate his story.
MEN AGAINST THE CLOUDS (The Conquest of Minya Konka). BY RICHARD L.
BURDSALL and Arthur B. Emmons, 3rd. John Lane. 12/6.
This is a really well made book about a great and splendidly handled
expedition. The careful attention to detail, the alertness, hard work, and
vitality that won the party success on Minya Konka (24,900 ft.) have gone
also into the preparation of the book. The result is something not to miss,
for the adventure was worth good telling.
Mr. BurdsalTs clear, compact, vivid but well informed account of the
journey up the Yangtze and the Min River to Kiating and into the mountains
is as good a general sketch of Chinese and Tibetan-border travel as you could
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find anywhere. He leaves us in camp close up under ' the revered region
of white ice' and Mr. Emmons takes over, to tell of the reconnaissance, of
the hopes that rose and fell, of the discovery that the very formidable
North-west Ridge was the only possible line of ascent and of the admirable
co-operation between the four members of the party which, after weeks of
hazardous toil, established a line of high altitude camps along it and put
them just within striking distance of the summit. They back-packed all
their own gear above the glacier level. Snowfalls, the wind, and the great
difficulties of the ground seemed throughout to put success out of reach.
Then just when the three American climbers were ready at last to make the
final dash from a tent at the 22,000 foot level, came a heartrending mishap.
Emmons, splitting a biscuit, gashed his palm and put his left hand right
out of action. It was the 28th of October and the attack had to be then or
never ; so Terris Moore (who tells that day's story) and Burdsall had to go
up without him. By a tour de force they just managed it. Next day,
Emmons' feet proved to be severely frost-bitten. How he escaped from
this almost hopeless situation, the dreadful descent, the devotion of the
Tibetan porters, the desperate hurried journey back to Tatsienlu and aid,
all this is too good reading to be summarised. It is a happy thing that this
first great mountaineering triumph in the Chinese Himalayan ranges should
have been carried out in such a spirit. The whole vast region is one of the
most variously enticing in the world and plenty more big summits and
almost un visited massifs still remain. Those who are ambitious of such things
will find here a model.
D.E.P.—R.
SNOW ON THE EQUATOR. BY H. W. TILMAN. 265 pp.; illustrated, maps.
G. Bell & Sons. 12/6.
The author has written a very delightful and amusing account of his
adventures during the fourteen years when Africa was his task-mistress.
His struggles as a planter and the loneliness which such a life entailed
are only briefly mentioned. One is rather sorry that Mr. Tilman feels he
must hurry over this part ; one would like to hear more about the three
homes he built for himself, about his flax and his coffee. Once he has left
the subject of his farm and himself, then the writer comes alive, as it were,
and the rest of the book is full of interest.
Of his hunting expeditions after buffaloes, rhinos and elephants, he
writes in a very humorous strain. He always sees the funny side of any
predicament and has lots of good stories to tell, so that repeatedly one finds
oneself laughing aloud. He and his friends enlist themselves in the cause of
science on one elephant hunting expedition, and there follows an amusing,
if rather gruesome, description of a car ride, with an object of scientific
interest making itself smelt in the back seat.
Having found a companion, who like himself has ' escaped being shut
up,' the author is able to visit the three regions on the Equator where
mountaineering can be found.
Twice he climbs Kilimanjaro, the second time alone. Then there is a
more ambitious trip to Mount Kenya, where the two do a traverse of the
twin peaks of the mountain, by a first ascent of the West Ridge. First
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ascents of several smaller peaks and a complete tour of the mountain arc
made.
The chapters devoted to the climbing of Ruwenzori are, I think, the
finest in the book. Mr. Tilman describes most vividly the fantastic region
on the lower slopes of the mountains of the Moon, ' Gaunt giant groundsel
crowned with spiky heads like half eaten artichokes, tough leafless shrubs
with white everlasting flowers called helichrysum, grey, withered and
misshapen tree heaths, tumescent with swollen growths of moss and
lichen oozing moisture, monstrous freaks of nature bred from the union
of mist and morass ; a slimy barrier serving to enhance and make more
desirable the fresh purity of the snows which lie beyond.'
Their attempt on the mountain was the third successful one ; they
climbed the peaks of Alexandra, Margherita, Mount Speke and Mount
Stanley, always it seems in a * sea of fog.' Their returns to their main camps
were only accomplished after exhausting battles with the surrounding
vegetation. No wonder Mr. Tilman describes the country as one ' that only
the language of Lewis Carroll could paint.'
He seems to be able to change his manner of life as quickly as a mountain
can change its moods. For after climbing the Mountain of the Moon he
turns his attention to gold digging. With a friend he stakes a claim and
pegs out the land. Then follow days of exhausting searching for those
illusive signs of gold. ' An eye witness might have taken us for a party of
grave diggers attending the funeral of a friend. We proceeded with bowed
head and measured step, our eyes glued to the ground for likely looking
stones.'
The attempt to get rich quick having failed, the author decides to come
home. He leaves Africa in a manner comparable to the life he has lived in
it. He buys a bicycle, an English one, and with only a rucksack, weighing
twenty pounds, he sets off to cross the waist of Africa from Uganda to Duala,
near the Cameroons. His description of the country through which he
passes, his adventures on the way and his encounters with his fellow beings,
both officials and others, make most enjoyable reading.
After reaching the end of his 3,000 miles journey, the author admits to
disappointment at the sameness and uneventfulness of the journey ! Well,
I suppose to one whose life has held as many adventures as has Mr.
Tilman's, it must take something very extraordinary to satisfy him.
A.M.A.
WHERE THE CLOUDS CAN Go. BY CONRAD KAIN. Edited by J. MONROE
THORINGTON. 456 pp., 29 illustrations. Published privately by the American
Alpine Club, 140 East 46th Street, New York City. $3.
This is the record, largely from his own journals and letters, of the life
of a very great guide—one of the raciest adventurers who ever stepped on
to a virgin summit. And few have had, or perhaps ever will have, such a
list of first ascents as Conrad Kain. They began with the Tafonato in
Corsica and ranged all over the mountains of Canada and New Zealand,
after an Alpine career of astonishing variety seeing that it closed when he
was only twenty-six.
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The first half of the book is about those early days and about the thousand
trials through which a young guide learns the human as well as the technical
tricks of the trade. Conrad's disconcerting frankness makes this unexpected
reading and throws an interesting light on the origins of professional
patience. Not that he ever became one who suffered fools gladly. To the
end he had an irrepressible tongue. But a man with so quick and mordant
a wit could hardly be expected to keep his observations to himself. Freedom
to be critical was the breath of life to him, and he found this in the Canadian
wilds together with plenty of doings by ' pinhead politicians ' and ' mush
room mountaineers ' to comment upon. Travelling with him was consorting
with a philosopher whose angle on affairs came partly from recollections of
the times when as a bare-footed lad of ten he caught adders to support his
mother, or suffered as a conscript in Austria, and partly from life as a
mountaineer and trapper in which a man is just as good as he shows himself
to be and no better.
' An unlettered fellow, a former breaker of stones, has written this book.'
That sentence alone is enough to show that the gift of phrase which makes
all who heard his tales recall him as a prince of narrators, did not desert
him as a writer. In a land of yamers he easily took the first place. But his
dramatic genius and his deep sardonic drolling had behind them an extra
ordinary gusto, the shrewdest observation and the scientific spirit. It is not
surprising that he nearly became a professional zoologist through his work
with the 1912 expedition to the Altai. ' Und I learned dot year dot snaring
mice can be as exicting as hunting elephant if you get the point of view.'
He had the true investigator's curiosity as well as the frontiersman's
versatility of talent. The leisure hours of his last years were given to exploring
the homing capacities of Canadian mice.
Dr. Thorington's skilful work in preparing this volume has been a
labour of devotion. He can rest content that he has succeeded in raising a
lasting memorial to a man who lives vividly in the memories of all who
D.E.P.—R.
knew him.
THE MOUNTAIN WAY : AN ANTHOLOGY. BY R. L. G. IRVING. Dent, 10/6.
Also a book to buy at once, and one which will rapidly become an old
friend. It is a collection of extracts—mostly prose—from a very wide
range of authors, including some translations which now appear for the
first time as such. We find some old friends represented, and make the
acquaintance of many new ones. The print and paper is reminiscent of the
' Oxford Books of Verse,' and ' The Mountain Way ' is a worthy companion
for them. ' There are no epics of great length that will keep you awake
long into the hours of the morning . . . this is a bedside book, designed to
lead you into the pleasant land of memory or dreams. . . .' All sides of our
sport are represented. The scientist, the artist, the mere holiday-maker,
the literary man, the adventure-monger, even the militarist and nationalist
has his say ; but, as those who know Mr. Irving's ' The Romance of
Mountaineering ' will expect, the philosopher and the visionary speak more
often. None of the extracts are very long ; they tell of the appeal to men
of the upper world of mountains where lies truth, sincerity and beauty ;
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and of how it has been answered by the different human beings whose
writings go to make the book. Not since ' The Englishman in the Alps '
have we had such a chance to take stock of our mountain pursuits and ask
ourselves what we have been after. ' If mountains have filled the hours of
your life in which body and spirit were at their best,' then ' The Mountain
M.R.F.G.
Way ' will be a source of much quiet joy.
SON OF THE MOUNTAINS. BY JULIUS KUGY. Nelson. 7/6.
' Wherever Julius Kugy is remembered, the name of Anton Oitzinger
will also live.' So writes Doctor von Kaltenegger in his chapter on
Oitzinger's last climb. In this appreciation of a great friendship lies the
kernel of a very pleasant book. Here is no chronicle of any large organised
expedition but the simple tale of a guide's life, told with Doctor Kugy's
sympathetic and pictorial ability.
Oitzinger's youth as a goatherd and chamois hunter sponsored his
technical ability as a climber : ' if you are searching for new routes, look
for the paths which the chamois take.' And on the mighty rock buttresses
of the Wischberg, of Montasch, of Jalouc, this counsel was to bear the fruit
of many joint first ascents.
The author relates grim histories of Oitzinger's encounters with
Bulgarian bandits, of bivouacs in winter and of the conquest of slabs and
cracks which almost ended in disaster ; his escape across the frontier in the
conflict of 1914 and his service in the Julian Alps, remain memories shadowed
with mutual regret that their beloved mountains should be touched by the
sinister imprint of war. Doctor Kugy depicts with understanding the old
guide's struggle to rebuild his home after a disastrous fire, and in the new
chalet ' the Kugy Room ' bears eloquent testimony to the esteem in which
Oitzinger held the author. Our thanks are due to him for enriching the
plain contours of a little-known map, and to H. E. G. Tyndale for another
H.C.B.
commendable translation.
CLIMBING DAYS. BY DOROTHY PILLEY (MRS. I. A. RICHARDS). G. Bell &
Sons. 64 plates. i6/-.
There are not many people who read the ' Pinnacle Club Journal' who
are unacquainted with Dorothy Pilley, original member, ex-President, and
one of the most distinguished members of the Club. The book records her
climbing career, singularly rich and varied, from the early days when she
risked her neck—young and ignorant and wildly enthusiastic—on the cliffs
of Lliwedd, or spent miserably uncomfortable winter nights on the top of
Snowdon, to great days in the Alps, and wanderings in the Rockies and as
far afield as the Himalayas.
There is much excitement in the book, for some of Dorothy Pilley's
early companions seem almost to have specialised in falling off, and there are
accounts of perilous new climbs and the hazards of the sort of day on which
everything conspires to break the climbers' nerve, or his neck, or both.
But the book does not depend for its interest on its excitement, but rather
on the reflection by a singularly candid mind of a climbing career full of
friends and good climbs, of beauty and of adventure.
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The high light of the book is the ' Great year,' 1928, when she and
I. A. Richards with Joseph and Antoine Georges made the first ascent of
the North Ridge of the Dent Blanche—a great climb, most dramatically
told.
S.R.H.
MOUNTAIN DAYS IN THE HIGHLANDS AND ALPS. BY J. HUBERT WALKER.
Arnold. i6/-.
This is a modest and honest account of what one climber has found in
the mountains, written for the general public and illustrated with a profusion
of the author's admirable photographs. It so happens that many regions of
which he writes are especially familiar to members of the Club. Glencoe,
Saas, Rosenlaiii, the Otztal. How agreeable it is to compare another's
impressions of scenes we know. Mr. Walker has no special feats to record.
He is an alpinist, d'une force mqyenne, but his stories of mountain days are told
with spontaneity and frankness that gives them a reality which notes of
exceptional expeditions often lack. The Scottish days are strung on the
thread of the Appin murder case. Readers of Kidnapped will be glad to
follow with him in David Balfour's steps.
D.E.P.—R.

OVER TYROLESE HILLS. BY F. S. SMYTHE. Hodder & Stoughton. 12/6.
Mr. Smythe takes us with him on a delightful journey through Tyrol.
No hag-ridden race against time, but a leisurely passage over mountains and
passe, through valleys carpeted with wildflowers, and villages in which
live sriendly, gracious people. With Mr. Smythe and Mr. Secord we have
' timfe to stand and stare.'
In the map attached to the book the cheerful red line of their journey
strings together peaks, passes, Alpine huts and villages, with Innsbruck as
the central bead in this rosary : no wonder that Mr. Smythe ckims that the
traveller's memories are more precious than gold.
In those of his readers who have already wandered through Austria
nostalgia is awakened ; in those who have not yet been there a longing to
pack their rucksacks and be off; in all our minds a hope that political change
will not have cooled the Austrian welcome, nor adversity hardened their
friendly hearts. The interesting pages on the Austrian problem, since
disastrously solved as only Nazis can ' solve ' these things, makes sad
reading in the light of what has come to pass.
Mr. Smythe never stints his illustrations : in this book he gives us
36 admirable photographs. Among them is the Alpine Hut we all dream
of......a sunlit mountain at the back door promises paradisal climbing, and
cows at the front door promise fresh milk for your tea. All Austrian Huts
appear to be abodes of peace and plenty, but the Madlencr Hut looks almost
too good to be true 1
There is a photograph of the Maria Theresien Strasse in Innsbruck
which I always feel to be the spot where the Psalmist stood saying ' I will
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lift up mine eyes unto the hills......' All the photographs are good, and some
of them are beautiful. Having looked at them all, and read Mr. Smythe's
descriptions of the country I am not surprised that the Guardian of one of
the loneliest of the Huts had ' peace in his eyes.'
E.W.L.
HILL-WRITINGS OF J. H. DOUGHTY. COLLECTED BY H. M. KELLY. Published
by the Rucksack Club, Manchester, 1937. 4/6.
There is a singular charm about this book, and we owe a real debt of
gratitude to Mr. Kelly in particular, and to other friends and rektions of
the late Mr. Doughty, for producing so happy a testimony to his gifts as
climber, writer and friend.
The book contains an introductory memoir written mostly by Mr.
Kelly, who knew Mr. Doughty well for many years. It is successful in
recalling the man in his most human aspect to his many close friends, and
in depicting for those who did not know him a personality of many talents
and accomplishments and a mentality both original and highly cultivated.
Mr. Doughty came to love hills and mountains more than all else, and
he spent a great part of his time among them or in activities concerned with
them. He was, further, an outstandingly good schoolmaster: one who
valued teaching to the point of preferring to remain a second in command,
and to forego the headmastership which would have sunk these energies in
administrative duties. Music was his chief interest in after-school hours ;
and he was at his happiest sharing this enthusiasm and playing his muchloved classical music on his gramophone at home among his friends.
His many years of climbing were spent principally among the British
hills, and he was content to know less of greater or more distant mountains.
As a writer he might have won distinction in several fields ; but it was
characteristic of him to remain content with able contributions to one or
two mountaineering journals and to the columns of his native ' Manchester
Guardian.' He was in fact a philosopher, with a very complete knowledge
of himself and of what he thought worth doing in life. Outside this, he
had a number of cherished prejudices which he delighted to air, with great
humour, in his articles ; and he had a yet greater number of enthusiasms
to which he delighted even more to give free rein in his conversation. He
loved talk and discussion, and on many pages of this book we seem to be
hearing the very tones of his voice, giving living utterance equally to the
lightest of jests or sarcasms, or to his balanced judgments.
These papers form a remarkable collection; to me the ' Conventions
of Mountaineering ' stands out both as thought and as writing. ' Failures '
is very characteristic of one of the ' Doughty veins ' ; and ' Dream Rocks '
—to some of us perhaps the most readable and memorable—has those
qualities of imaginative picturesqueness and veracity, in which Doughty
can challenge comparison with no less a master than C. E. Montague. In
' An Uneventful Day ' we can again hear Doughty talking in excelsis and
almost the inflections of his voice. His ' Nomenclature ' must have helped
many of the last two generations of climbers to make a blessed escape from
the commonplace, in their choice of new names for new climbs. In ' An
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Alpine Cycle ' he is working on an old theme, much beloved by mountain
eering authors. We find it in our own Dorothy Pilley's description of days
in the Alps or on British hills. ' Pastures New ' and ' On Trek ' are pleasing
accounts of his own first introductions to foreign ranges. ' Lingmel' is
slight; but it deserves its place in the volume, since it brings a somewhat
neglected hill into the right focus again, with the true Doughty touch.
Much of Doughty's best writing is to be found in his many reviews of
books. But a re-review of reviews cannot be attempted here ! The few
pages which reproduce specimens of his editorial style are typical of its
authoritativeness without pedantry and pungent but kindly wit. At the end
we have the ' History of Lakeland Climbing ' written in conjunction with
H. M. Kelly. This suffers from an excessive preoccupation with what may
be called the post-war period, but within its limitations it makes good
reading.
Finally, as a very well-known climber remarked to me the other day—
' It is a book that makes very good bedside reading.' It is light to read
and to hold, well written and well edited. It forces one to think—and yet
not too much. It arouses a personal interest in the author. It has, in fact,
a quality at once soothing, persuasive—and provocative.
E.W.Y.

COLLECTED POEMS. BY GEOFFREY WINTHROP YOUNG. Methuen. 12/6.
Great mountains have a small place in English poetry. A few passages
in Milton and Shelley, together with a wealth of allusion and description
in the Old Testament almost complete the list. For Wordsworth regarded
mountains as a background for the life of the valleys, and seen from this
point of view the Lakeland hills are almost cosy. Mr. Young belongs to a
very small company to whom the high hills are life, as the desert is to the
Bedouin. His poetry is instinct with a sort of passionate austerity which
belongs to hard empty places, and which is as apparent, for instance, in
his love poems—glancing and tenuous as flame—or in his poems about
children as when he is writing about mountains or about the waste places
of the earth.
The poetry collected in this book is of unequal merit, as is inevitable
in a collection covering a long period. At times the thought seems to
overpower the expression. But it rises to exquisite clarity in the description
of curlews in the poem called ' In Praise of Dancing ' or the first verse of
' Brandon Bay.' It is full of passages not only lovely in themselves, but
expressing with precision a mood, or a scene, or a rhythm of movement
realised with absolute fidelity to nature.
His poetry is original in the strictest sense. ' Ideas ' can be paralleled
with Wordsworth's great ' Ode on the Intimations of Immortality '—a
dangerous comparison. But there is nothing derivative. He sees what
Wordsworth saw, but he has met Wordsworth, not followed him, and his
angle of vision is his own.
S.R.H.
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POEMS. BY MICHAEL ROBERTS. Jonathan Cape. js.
Genuine mountaineering poets are rare. Perhaps the sport is too new
to have had them yet. Or perhaps the simpler implications which it had
for Tennyson or Frederick Myers clashed with those that might have
tempted the actual climber with his closer, more concrete experience.
However this may be, the allusiveness, the freedom of construction, the
absence of explicit logic and completed sentence form from much modem
poetry has made it easier for the poet to drive difficult teams of ideas
together. The symbolism he imposes on the mountain scene—the seasons,
the track, the storm, the avalanche, the quivering muscle, * the striated
bergschrund,' * the slow unyielding traverse and the exposed descent,'
' the last thin cloud dissolving,' ' the laughter like the torrent, falling ' and
' the tears, the rainbow scattered sunlight overhead '—enjoy greatly in
creased chances of plastic interchange and communion. Hopkins is, of
course, an unavoidable pioneer in this whom Mr. Roberts follows in
' Kangchenjunga.'
Harsh hills be comfort, stubble-straight . . .
Be stubborn music and the blind
Fight, fall and finish, end-all fate.

As he follows Mr. Auden in—
Listen, there is a stranger
Moving among the books, the rocks, the traffic,
Touching the doubt, the bitterness, the self-compassion.
Climbing the icy rock, the frozen truth.

or ' Gerontion ' in
For Bennen, killed in the avalanche
For Balmat,
Carrel, on the Col du Lion, dying
Mummery, lost on Nanga Parbat
Donkin, lost in the Caucasus
Maquignaz, on the Bionnassay
Irrine, Mallory,
For all these, and for all these, peace.

He is a part of the contemporary poetic idiom not content to describe
without symbolic implications. Thus you may read quite simply—
The summit world is lost, the map is crumpled.
Folds become clouded hills and brittle shale ;
Here in the minute saxifrage and ghostly gentian
The rock disintegrates.

and enjoy it as the evocation of a scene experienced on the descent of the
Levanna. But the poem ends with—
Here on the long moraine, these have their wisdom,
Their root, their form and limit,
And over these the century towers,
Prouder, darker.

Those who find modern verse difficult may begin with Elegy for the
Fallen Climbers, Langdale: Nightfall, January ^tb and St. Gervais. An
intelligent interest in our sport must prompt curiosity as to how it fares
in the mind of a poet who is also a devotee.
D.E.P.—R.
H
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THE SILENT TRAVELLER : A CHINESE ARTIST IN LAKELAND. BY CHIANG
YEE. 67 pp., 13 plates. Country Life Ltd., London. 7/6.
There is a special pleasure in looking at familiar scenes through an
estranging medium, as in moon-light. Chiang Yee gives us the Lakes
through a Chinese artist's spectacles. He insists that the essentials of hills
and streams and lakes are ever the same. A few superficial differences may
offer variations, but he is not * one who finds surprises in nature everywhere.'
And as we, visiting the mountains of China, find our heart going out especially
to this or that scene just because it seems to pluck at something in our home
land memories, so he too was happiest when a huge mass of clouds rolling
forward from the Screes seemed like a Dragon coming down from the
Heavens. He was a sturdy traveller, enduring the rain without a mackintosh,
not too tired even after tramping miles of ' fine straight but noisy motor
roads ' to compose a poem or record with his brush in the Chinese
convention the impression his eye had fixed hours earlier. It was a shame
that when he went rowing on Derwentwater to meet his friend the Moon,
she failed to keep the tryst! All those who are curious about their feelings
towards the mountains will find in his descriptions, verses and sketches
matter for absorbing meditation.
D.E.P.—R.
THE HILLS OF LAKELAND. BY W. HEATON COOPER. Wame. 2 Editions.
31/-and i5/-.
It seems as if all the best of Heaton Cooper's lovely hill paintings go to
illustrate this delightful book. One after another, Ennerdale from Green
Gable, Pillar from Boat How, The Coniston Fells, Langdale Pikes from
Lingmoor and, surely the gem of the lot, The West Face of Pillar Rock,
in the evening sunshine, all are superlatively lovely to look at. To glance
through them is to have the impression of flying through the seasons, with
the heat radiating off the summer rocks in one picture and the icy blue
shadow of a snowy ridge tingling the fingers with cold in the next. The
author writes as he speaks, and with a natural impulsive style tells us
charming tales of his early days on the fells, of later climbing days, days with
dogs and children, painting days, and winter fun in the snow. Cumberland
phrases slip out in a fascinating way when he talks of shepherds and
quarrymen and his description of the fells in all their varying moods
impresses on us his intense love and understanding of the country.
E.P.
THE MOUNTAIN SCENE. BY F. S. SMYTHE. Adam and Charles Black, 1937.
153 pp. and 78 illustrations. 12/6.
If I had as many good photographs as Mr. Smythe, I could afford to
live in a room without a view. In ' The Mountain Scene ' he has given us
a collection of his favourites with a brief note on the occasion on which
they were taken, their merits and demerits.
Mr. Smythe very rightly lays stress on composition, though the art of
attaining it is difficult to describe. On one point his meaning is not quite
clear. He says ' to have a pine tree geometrically intersecting a distant
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mountain is a fatal mistake ; place it to one side and the result is a picture.'
Agreed. Yet in plates XLV and LXIV he is guilty of this very error. The
inclination is to push both trees out of the way; but then I never cared
much for senile decay in Nature. Many of our acquaintances take excellent
exposures of magnificent subjects and yet the whole lacks artistic satis
faction ; a study of Mr. Smythe's portfolio should help to correct this.
He also gives us useful hints on lighting and dispels the bug-bear of' keeping
the sun behind you.' Apart from its intrinsic value as a delightful addition
to any mountaineering library, it opens up a field of pleasant activity in
doing likewise. Why should we not each of us select our fifty best photo
graphs, enlarge them and supply them with suitable letterpress ? Less
boring for our friends than the inevitable handful of under-exposed, badly
composed prints which pass as photography.
H.C.B.
PEAKS AND PASSES. BY F. S. SMYTHE. Adam and Charles, 1938. 129 pp.
and 76 illustrations. 128. 6d.
Another album from Frank Smythe's superb collections. Of the seventysix photographs, thirteen are Alpine, the others Himalayan. The pictures
are as good as ever and furnished with notes on composition, anecdotes
and descriptive comment. All over the world these books provide great
pleasure and instruction and I even found a copy eight days from railhead
on the Chinese border.
Photographers may argue over respective merits and will find, at page 77,
Nilgiri Parbat, which Mr. Smythe himself considers technically and
artistically the best photograph in the book. Next door are the recorded
footprints of the Abominable Snow-woman walking with her toes behind
her. To see is to believe ! But just what must be left to the reader ?
D.E.P.—R.
THE NIGHT-CLIMBERS OF CAMBRIDGE. BY ' WHIPPLESNAITH.' Chatto and
Windus. London. 1937. 7/6.
Roof-climbing has the romance of furtiveness, which makes it a more
entertaining sport for the uninitiated to read about than other branches of
climbing. To the mountaineer this book has little of direct technical value,
though he cannot fail to find the contrast in atmosphere and technique
interesting. Roof-climbing has this advantage over mountaineering, that
its problems can be studied with greater accuracy from the ground, since
architecture has only geometrical variations, though there may always be
the menace of loose drain pipes and rotten cornices. But since visual
observation can only be made in the daylight, a good memory is essential.
The physical problem involves apparently more arm and finger strength
than rock-climbing, and considerable delicacy of balance in such places as
narrow mantle-shelves, with the added strain of exploration for holds by
touch alone. Surprise and danger come rather from the human element
than from the material, in the form of porters, proctors, and, more rarely,
the police.
It is in the narrative of these encounters, or of the feats and hairbreadth
escapes involved in avoiding them, that Whipplesnaith's racy descriptive
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powers find their full scope. He has collected a surprising amount of in
formation in view of the fact that people rarely blazon forth accounts of
their roof-climbing adventures. As a guide, Whipplesnaith takes his job
seriously. He even describes suitable clothing for the benefit of the novice.
His accounts are clear and straightforward and, I am told, accurate. They
have not the dry impartiality of a pure guide book, for many of the accounts
are descriptions of his own or friends' experiences. The subjective element,
the admission of qualms and trepidations give the book much of its
fascination. Probably to the expert he will seem to exaggerate, but he is
aware of the danger, and gives various examples of how the same climb
has appeared very different under varying conditions. For instance, the
climb of St. John's Chapel; " the last twenty feet, which had defeated all
previous climbers, did not seem to worry unduly the foregoing writer.
He merely refers to the ' awkward traverse ' on to the capitals, and the
move off the capitals as ' somewhat tricky and very exposed.' The last
two words are probably the clue to why so many have failed."
It would be a stupendous task to write a complete guide to the
University buildings of Cambridge, but he has at least covered the main
structures of the larger Colleges fairly thoroughly, gathering information
from many sources when he and his gang have not been able to make
personal investigation.
This anonymous gang deserves mention, for the most remarkable
feature of the book could only be due to joint labour. This is the really
magnificent collection of photographs in most of which the figure is at
some crucial point on the climb. Some were only obtained after as many
as six attempts. When one realises that each attempt involves a flash, and
each flash the likelihood of detection or flight, with the risk of termination
of the College career of the perpetrator (unless like the author he had already
gone down), the pictures gain value as documentary evidence of persevering
co-operation in many strange adventures.
C.L.-M.M.
SCRAMBLES AMONGST THE ALPS. BY EDWARD WHYMPER. Sixth edition;
edited with additional material by H. E. G. TYNDALE. John Murray. 10/6.
There are those for whom the look of the original pages of' Scrambles '
with the unforgettable pictures (' We saw a toe—it seemed to belong to
Moore ; we saw Reynaud a flying body ') carries an otherwise incommuni
cable pang of Alpine emotion ; on the spot in the flesh we were too busy to
indulge our emotions. On these pages the dream expeditions that luckily
never happened have deposited their flavour (' In attempting to pass the
corner I slipped and fell'). As we open them a thick fume of nostalgia
rises to hang as a mirage curtain of cliffs and couloirs—the cloudland that
turned so many a hankering novice into a spellbound devotee. Knowing
all this, the Editor of the 'A.J. ' has seen to it that as little as may be is
changed. Only extracts from Whymper's Diary, which enrich the story,
and a few splendid photographs are added, and we are deeply in his debt
once more. If there are any climbers to whom the book is only a name,
the others will not know whether to envy or to pity ; but anyhow here is
the edition for them.
D.E.P.—R.
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BLACKWELL'S MOUNTAINEERING LIBRARY. 5/- net each.
1. THE PLAYGROUND OF EUROPE. BY LESLIE STEPHEN.
2. MY CLIMBS IN THE ALPS AND CAUCASUS. BY A. F. MUMMERY.
3. WANDERINGS AMONG THE HIGH ALPS. BY ALFRED WILLS.
4. ITALIAN ALPS. BY DOUGLAS W. FRESHFIELD.
This edition of mountaineering classics, with its pleasant type, superb
illustrations and moderate price, deserves a hearty welcome. For Club
Libraries here is the ideal edition : for young mountaineers, just beginning
to collect a private library, here is the nucleus.
Older mountaineers find it delightful to brouse again in these friendly
Alpine pastures......there is a lovely sense of leisureliness in all these
accounts of wanderings amongst mountains, which fills the present reader
with envy, for ' What is this life if full of care, we have no time to stand
and stare ? '
They all had time to stand and stare, and the photographs they failed
to take have, in this edition, been taken for them.
E.W.L.
ALPINE CLIMBING ON FOOT AND WITH SKI. BY E. A. M. WEDDERBURN.
Open Air Publications Ltd. 5/-.
This book is written for those mountaineers who have climbed at home
and are contemplating their first Alpine holiday, those who wish to improve
their Alpine technique, and those who already climb or ski, and wish to
combine the two sports. It is an excellent publication ; clear, condensed
and very comprehensive, just the right size to keep permanently in the
pocket of one's rucksack. It is hard to say which is the best chapter, they are
all so good. The book is illustrated by drawings which drive home the
points made in the text very clearly. The best advice that can be given to
any would be Alpine climber or ski-mountaineer is to buy the book at once
and master its contents.
M.R.F.C.
THE MOUNTAIN SPEAKS. BY MARJORIE SCOTT JOHNSON. Cassell. 7/6.
' Two voices are there...... ' but whereas the sea has bred families of
genera of novels—from Conrad to Jules Verne—for some reason, which
puzzles us all, mountain novels are almost non-existent. Lately, an effort
has been made to graft mountaineering on the hardy detection stock but
hitherto without immense success, since the authors have only read up their
climbing. Miss Scott Johnson has been far more original. Taking a hint
no more, from Norman Douglas perhaps ; but, if so, inverting his spiritual
outlook, she develops through the mouth of the old retired guide, Uncle
Prujean, a philosophic treatment of a set of modern attitudes. Against the
background of the Valaisan village, and with a rich evocation of mountain
legend, they are displayed and tested. The mountaineering detail which
enters into the climax will cause discussion as such things always do but
the author has her authorities for it and knows her mountains. She is to be
congratulated upon her gallant attempt to break open new and hitherto
stoney ground for serious fiction.
D.E.P.—R.
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DEATH STALKED THE FELLS. BY ADAM GORDON MACLEOD. Harrap & Co.
7/6.
This is another Lake District thriller by Mr. Macleod, and while it could
not strictly be described as mountain literature, the hills form a background
obviously well-known and well-loved by the author.
A daring jewel robbery in London is found to be linked up with two
mysterious deaths on the fells, and the highly ingenious and complicated
plot bristles with exciting incidents. The bewildered hero of most of these
sinister adventures is however only fortuitously involved in the tangle, so
that the equally baffled reader is pleasantly conscious of a companion in
perplexity. In due course, however, the inevitable cast-iron alibis of the
criminals are neatly broken down, and the super sleuth, Sir William Burrill,
representing a graceful compromise between the professional and the
amateur, aids the police to a triumphant solution of the mystery. The
character drawing is perhaps somewhat of the bkck and white variety,
and at times the breeziness of the dialogue seems a little overdone ; yet
the story provides excellent entertainment and, incidentally, a gruesome
warning to the solitary walker or climber who is misguided enough to
prefer his own company to hunting in clubs.
E.D.C.
SONGS FOR CLIMBERS. EDITED BY B. H. HUMBLE and W. M. MCLELLAN
Published by W. McLellan & Co. Ltd. 1/3. Cloth bound 2/-.
Pinnacle Club readers look at once to page 12. The novice ' thinking
of a " shandy " and a bath as well,' is running down a scree slope. He slips,
suffers, entangles an old hand in his fall. . . .
' Girl hikers they are sitting, sheltered 'neath a rock
When their peace is shattered by a sudden shock.
The whirlwind bursts upon them like a thunderclap,
And each lady hiker gets a climber in her lap.
This should end my ditty, but there's more I fear,
So you gay young climbers, you'd best lend an ear,
Those two were quickly married, never climbed again,
So be careful running down scree-slopes in the rain.'
The morals are obvious, (i) Such incompetent climbers are better away
from the hills. (2) Lady hikers should climb and join the Club; then they
would escape such obviously disastrous marriages.
This theme recurs in the Five Billies
The late Bill McKenzie of Greenock,
He's linked himself up with a * she,'
Of the femenine gender we're told she's a binder,
So now he's gone all S.M.C.
The retort is to be found in Florence McLeod's Doggerel which doesn't
deserve that title. On the whole apart from some old favourites, anonymous,
as before, bears off the palm in this welcome concourse of comic songsters.
An excellent feature are the blank pages to add your own verses !

D.E.P.—R.
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FORBIDDEN JOURNEY. BY ELLA K. MAILLART. Heincmann. 12/6.
The story of Ella Maillart's journey from Peking to Srinagar is one
of the best travel books of 1937. The earlier chapters are an account of
the usual harassments which beset the traveller in dilatory, official-ridden
provinces; passports, visas, permits; in French, English, Chinese,
Thibetan and Russian ; all had to be obtained and with the greatest difficulty.
It was not until Ella Mail!art and Peter Fleming had succeeded, after endless
delays, in getting out of the town of Sining that their journey might fairly
be said to have commenced.
From here onwards the reader travels at a camel's pace across the desolate
sands surrounding the Koko Nor, passes through the country of the bandit
Tunguts, trudges the dismal Tsaidam * swamp ' which always seems to lack
water when it is most desirable, and trails with the caravan across the frozen,
sun-baked waste of sparse grass and occasional bitter waters to the in
hospitable barrier of the Kuen Lun mountains. Though we travel slowly
we are never dull, for Ella Maillart has captured the very spirit of the hardliving, disciplined tenacity of nomad travel. The Mongol's casual cruelty to
animals, their religious deference to the Law, their Spartan indifference to
exposure, their lordly observance of ceremony and their contempt for the
value of human life are in striking contrast to the amiable contacts between
individual members who re-act much the same in the Gobi Desert as in
middle England. To live on dried corn, scarcely moistened ; to feel the
sting of wind and sleet and sand in their turn ; to ache with the tedium
of riding the bare miles or weep for a pony who has served you too well ;
to be unashamedly greedy over a wild duck you have shot and rejoice in
the home comforts of a well-known tent and sleeping sack, these are the
things that any who have shared in a similar experience will greet as old
friends.
Excitements and intrigue, customs and unfamiliar landscapes engage
the reader as he progresses, until the last chapter brings him out on to the
well-worn track of the sunlit Tragbal pass. Who can fail to be enthralled
by such place names as ' The River of White Jade' or remain unmoved
at the miserable victims of disease begging to be cured at her hands. By
her modesty, Ella Maillart produces that delightful though quite erroneous
sensation that a very ordinary person could accomplish a difficult and
dangerous undertaking. Few of us, I think, will put down the book without
a sigh that this journey is ended.
H.C.B.
SOUTH LATITUDE. BY F. D. OMMANNEY. Longmans Green. 9/6.
Polar explorers and mountain explorers are kindred spirits. They have
in common a dislike for the more inhabited portions of the earth and a
positive delight in obtaining their particular objectives at the expense of
the maximum bodily discomfort. The majority of mountaineers are amazed
how the Polar people can * stick it' while the Cold Experts wonder how
the mountaineers ' get away with it'; this recognised though unvoiced
mutual admiration society is my excuse for bringing to the notice of a
climbing club a polar book of particular merit.
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In the main an account of sea-faring life on a research ship and among
the whalers of South Georgia, an unintentional adventure when the party
was marooned on an island of the South Shetknds makes vividly exciting
reading. But it is the charm of Mr. Ommanney's writing, whether it be
about birds or whales or men, which is its chief attraction. Not since Cherry
Garrard wrote ' The Worst Journey in the World ' have I been so spell
bound and delighted by the telling of a tale.
H.C.B.
WALKING TOURS AND HOSTELS IN ENGLAND. BY SYDNEY MOORHOUSE.
' Country Life.' 3/6.
This extraordinarily comprehensive, very compact and clear itinery is
excellently arranged. Though planned for members of the Youth Hostel
Association, notes of other accommodation are included. Mr. Moorhouse
is discriminating in his comments on the going and uses a minimum of
words in pointing out the views. The economy sometimes produces one
of the effects of some poetry ; for example, ' Marvellous view up Gwyrd
Valley to spiral staircase of Snowdon.' Can you see it so ? After several
attempts I conclude that it does get the twist of the horseshoe as seen from
Capel Curig very well.
D.E.P.—R.
CLIMBING GUIDES TO THE SNOWDON DISTRICT. EDITED BY G. R. SPEAKER.
i. CWM IDWAL GROUP, BY J. M. EDWARDS. 3/6.
This first of the new Welsh Guides was eagerly awaited, for until it was
published the East and West Walls of the Idwal Skbs and the greater part
of Holly Tree Wall were wrapped in mystery, except for those fortunate
persons who had easy access to the archives. Dr. Edwards unveiled them
for us all, and the routes should be easily followed from his descriptions,
photographs and diagrams, given the necessary skill 1
With his classifications I have sometimes quarrelled : at the time I have
been ill-pkced for vituperation, and afterwards I have forgiven him his
classification for the beauty of his route, and the slight obscurity of some
of his terms for the sake of others such as ' steep, unhappy grass,' the
' wilting ' of rubbers, and other good things. In the description of the
V.S. rubber route (Central Rib) on which any scratched pitches mean that
you must be off the route...... ' Final Section : The climber, harassed now
at every step (by scratches) will probably find some way of his own, give
up, or go down'...... Or in that of Procrastination Cracks: 'Only a
ten-foot pkte between it and easy ground above. The plate is smooth '......
Perfect. Why say more ? When Dr. Edwards says c smooth,' he means
smooth ; and when he says * this bit is hard ' he means that too, only others
might call that ' bit' by harder names than ' hard.' And sometimes when
he asys ' Just Severe ' / think he means * Quite Severe,' But I also think
that we all owe him an immense debt of gratitude, as we do all writers of
guides, for this key to the mountains around Idwal: a key that we can
carry in our pockets, moreover, and whose colour, they tell me, will not
run when wet!
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2. TRYFAN GROUP, BY J. M. EDWARDS AND C. W. F. NOYCE. 3/6.
In this Guide we have Mr. French's excellent diagrams, as well as
Dr. Edwards's photographs and the joint text of Dr. Edwards and Mr.
Noyce, to draw our feet into the way of peace ; or if not peace, into those
of legitimate struggle. I would still like, for the sake of the unwary,
sometimes a little more definite information on the subject of belays, but
I admit to a nursemaid complex from which I know Dr. Edwards does not
suffer. For instance, though I do know what he means because I have been
there, if I had not, what would ' stances, etc.' convey to me ? I am not sure.
But to a man who has already measured every route on these mountains,
and is in the throes of measuring all those on Lliwedd, and that in spite of
the fact that he disapproved of Guides, more than these trifling details may
be forgiven. Men who disapprove of signposts have been known to turn
them wrong way round, just for the fun of sending the John o' Groatsbound to Land's End. Dr. Edwards has eschewed all such temptations,
perhaps a negative virtue, though gratefully received, but on the positive
side he has lent us his eyes for these mountains,' the better to see them
with,' and his treatment of that mixture of earth, heather, grass and rock
which go to make up a mountain, is a badly needed reproach to those who
cavil at every blade of grass, as if under the impression that mountains were
made for their particular form of gymnastics. We are very grateful.
3. GLYDER FACH GROUP, BY C. F. KJRKUS. 3/6.
In the matter of paper and print it is always better to bring out the
third Guide than the first. The excellent photographs in No. 3 have a better
chance than those in No. i. There is an admirable photograph of the final
crack on the Direct Route, and a fine black and white of the main cliff by
Mr. French. This is a most useful Guide, and even the utter stranger in
these parts should never lose his way.
Mr. Kirkus speaks respectfully of all our old friends, and our severes
have remained severe. In fact the unkindest thing that Mr. Kirkus says of
any route is * rather pointless ' and that is said of one of his own ! I have
not yet experienced a pointless route of his pioneering, and his photographs
E.W.L.
are almost as good as his routes.
CLIMBING GUIDES TO THE ENGLISH LAKE DISTRICT. Editor : H. M.
KELLY. Price 2/6 each.
1. Pillar Rock and Neighbourhood. By H. M. Kelly.
2. Scafell. By A. T. Hargreaves.
3. Gable, Buttermere and Borrowdale. By C. J. A. Cooper, E. Wood
Johnson and L. H. Pollitt.
The only general indictment I have heard of these Guides is that they
have rendered it well nigh impossible to lose your way. I agree about the
fun of losing your way, but on the other hand I don't expect the Guide to
lose me ; and now that rock-climbing is the sport of the masses, entailing
many a weary search-party and stretcher-party, I, for one, am grateful for
the unmistakable directions in these Guides. For the beautiful drawings
and frontispieces by Heaton Cooper I am deeply grateful.
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I had a sentimental affection for the old red guides, whose colour came
off on you when they got wet, and whose size and shape made it necessary
always to carry a rucksack in which to carry the guide : but it was the
affection one has for a too-troublesome invalid relative . . - their passing is
really a relief! We stuff one of these compact little books into the pocket
for which it was built, with some easy remark that it is about time that
4 they ' brought out new guides. But it is only a few of the users of guides
who know anything of what ' they ' undergo who labour with guides.
Climbing for a whole year or so not where you wish, but where you
must, and persuading others to come with you : ' Who's for Slime Chimney
this morning ? ' . . . Measuring every wretched pitch, too, and writing
notes about it on a wet day (probably) with cold hands.
' They ' have been, and are, hard at it, both in the English Lake District
and in Wales, and truly our debt is great.
E.W.L.
THE ALPINE JOURNAL. Vol. L. May, 1938. No. 256.
Yet another of Mr. R. W. Lloyd's coloured prints heralds the opening,
and we lead off with Colonel Strutt's most able valedictory address as an
outgoing president. So much ground is covered by his remarks, as by the
members who are deserving of these comments. To take the first name
that appears—Professor Graham Brown's—it sets one thinking!
Mr. Jenkins' paper on what he is pleased to call 'A Light Expedition to
the Central Caucasus,' is extremely lively, interesting and informative. It is
a story of four young climbers of undoubted strength and skill, setting forth
to conquer new ground ; they triumphed over myriads of difficulties and
enjoyed a remarkable season.
Mr. Shipton describes a crossing of the Karakorum to Sarpo Laggo—a
crossing and survey of the Aghil Pass and an exploration of the North
western glaciers of Kz. His comments throw much light in the spirit of
the adventure. ' With a vast area of unknown mountains to explore, the
climbing of the countless peaks one sees offers little interest compared with
the enthralling business of finding one's way about the country, and crossing
passes which lead from one region of mystery to another.'
Mr. Smythe tells of the 1937 Expedition in Garhwal and Kumaon.
This is illustrated by ten of his own most lovely photographs.
As he says, ' We had (Oliver and Smythe) been by no means energetic,
and had we remained in the north of Garhwal we might have climbed many
more peaks, but we had proved once again that in a district such as this
the small light party is immeasurably superior to the large cumbersome
expedition.'
Mr. L. S. Amery shows the same spirit of independence, in his spending
of an Alpine holiday, as he lately displayed in his attitude to politics, and
kept to what he called the ' outer regions of the Alpine world.'
Mr. Bradford Washburn tells of an ascent of Mount Lucamor told in an
American businesslike manner, and a short article by Mr. John Hunt
describes an expedition in the Sikkim Himalaya.
E.W.Y.
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LADIES' ALPINE CLUB YEAR BOOK, 1938. 2/6.
The Editor is heartily to be congratulated on this number both for the
matter she has assembled and for the manner in which the Journal is
produced.
Among the articles of special interest is an account by Witold Paryski
of Ruth Hale's last summer in the High Tatra.
In ' Aeroplanes and Mountains ' Dora de Beer tells of a second ascent
of Mt. Hooker in the New Zealand Alps, and sketches vividly special
mountaineering conditions there. The party waited a month for climbing
weather, and flew to their base 20 miles from the nearest dwelling and as
far from their peak. Miss de Beer makes the following week of strenuous
' back-packing ' through the bush, finding deer tracks for paths and fording
rivers sound fun, but it is obviously troublesome country.
An account of a refreshingly unconventional ascent of Gebel Charib
in Egypt comes from E. A. Murray. The last man down, for example,
' always arrived, if necessary almost upside down, but still grinning. To
enable us to secure the rope on the longest pitch we added belts and
scarves to it.'
The star turn of the number is Mile. Engel's ' Three Pioneers,' a
delicious account of the prehistoric days of climbing. Do not miss it, her
phrasing is as racy as the Worthies she cites. For example when Michaud
from the Grands Mulcts (1787) says he saw the Tuscan plains, the banks
of the Rhine and the Gates of Toulon, her word for it is ' Fanciful.'
There is a pretty legend of the Dolomites by Hazel Jackson and a vivid
evocation of the frontier ridges of Italy by Katharine Chorley. Instruction
is provided by a double page of photographs (lent by G. R. Speaker)
illustrating various knots useful to climbers.
There are some delightful head and tail pieces, and a startling photo
graph of an interesting model of Mont Blanc described also in the text by
the Editor.
J.O.E.
THE LADIES' SCOTTISH CLIMBING CLUB JOURNAL. 1938. 3/6.
Another number of the L.S.C.C. Journal is very welcome after such a
long interval. This one is full of good matter and we hope it is not to be
nine years before we see the next. A collection of articles, which err only
on the side of brevity, takes us over a wide range of mountaineering subjects.
Mrs. Jeffrey writes of a tour in the Selkirks, Miss Bell of a Chamonix trip,
while Miss Blaikie touches on Africa. There is also an original article on
'A School of Alpine Technique,' and Miss Janet Smith has interesting
things to say about the first Scottish survey. The Journal is full of good
Scottish climbing, well illustrated with fine photographs, and finishes with
amusing experiences of First Meets by various members of the Club.
E.P.
JOURNAL OF THE FELL AND ROCK CLIMBING CLUB, VOLUME XI AND
VOLUME XII. EDITED BY G. R. SPEAKER, 1937. 8/-. 1938. 4/-.
This is no ordinary number of the journal. It marks the coming of age
of the Club, is a double number, and is devoted entirely to the Lake District.
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It also celebrates the fiftieth anniversary of the first ascent of the Napes
Needle by Mr. W. P. Hasketh-Smith in 1886. The first article fittingly
describes his jubilee ascent in 1936. Those who were present on this historic
occasion will be glad to read and possess Mr. Bumett's account of the
ceremony, and those who, like myself, were unable to see Mr. HaskettSmith's very notable performance will find it fascinating. The fine frontis
piece photograph of the jubilee ascent is a fitting tribute to an eminent
mountaineer and to a very remarkable climbing feat.
The second article is by Mr. Haskett-Smith himself and tells us of his
experiences on the Fells and of those with whom he climbed in the early
days of the half century which has ekpsed since his solitary ascent of the
Needle. Those who have met him will not need to be told to read his
interesting and amusing contribution and those who have not—but are
there any such amongst us ?
There are articles on every aspect of the Lake District. Its flora and
bird life are ably described by Gertrude Bell and Bentley Beetham ; there is
an informative account of Roman Lakeland and a knowledgeable article by
Molly FitzGibbon on the packhorse bridges of the district. Early fell
walkers, modem ski runners, and Herdwick sheep all have their place.
The rock climber will find especial pleasure in an excellent short history of
Lakeland climbing by Kelly and Doughty which gives, not only an account
of the development of English rock climbing from very early times to the
present, with comments on its technical aspects, but also a very human
picture of the men who made that history. We would like to offer our
sincere sympathy to the Club for the great loss they have sustained in the
passing of J. H. Doughty, whose death is announced in the same volume
as his article. Mabel Barker and Jack Carswell each write their accounts
from both ends of the rope of the first descent of the Central Buttress
of Scafell. Both make interesting reading and between them have inspired
me with a desire to find someone who will lead me up the climb, though
I cannot picture myself ever descending it. The Pinnacle Club notes with
pleasure that Mabel Barker was the first woman up the climb and the first
down it.
The photographs, of which there are no less than sixty, are all of the
Lake District and all good. It is invidious to mention any particular ones,
but special congratulations are due to Gerald Lacey and J. P. Taylor who
have contributed more than half the total. I can imagine a publishers'
blurb remarking that ' no-one who knows the English Lakes can afford to
miss this publication, and no climber's book shelf is complete without it.'
Those who love the Lake District will, no doubt, agree that, for once, the
publisher would not have exaggerated.
One would expect Volume XII to be something of an anti-climax after
the special number of the previous year, but it is well up to the standard we
have come to expect. The articles roam further afield. The volume opens
with an account of the opening of the new club hut, Brackenclose. We
then spend a pleasant lazy day, at the foot of the fells, with F. H. F. Simpson,
but our leisure is very brief. We are shortly rushing up and down wet
rocks, water falls and new routes, and over snowy summits with W. Heaton
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Cooper. There follows a short interlude when we are allowed to enjoy *.
charming little poem by Marjorie Scott Johnston and an artist's dream of
the English Lakeland with Chiang Yee. Mr. Hugh Davidson takes us back
a hundred years to introduce us to the author of ' D'ye ken John Peel ? '
and Mr. Lacey tells us how to take photographs of mountain scenes, though
I doubt if any of us will ever reach the standard of beauty set by his own.
There are, as usual, many good pictures in this number, not only of the
Lakes but also of the Alps, notably two from the Editor's own camera,
one of Mont Blanc, the other, the Grand Jorasses. Congratulations to him
not only on his Editorship but on his accession to the Presidential Chair.
We can hardly stop to look at them, as we have to complete a breath
taking ascent of Ben Nevis, Scafell Pike, Snowdon and Carrantouhill, all
within 26 hours. Even after this we are permitted no rest; we still have
the ascent of Mont Blanc, several climbs from the Montenvers, a holiday
in the Carpathians, a whole list of climbs round the Lotschenthal, a club
meet in Saas Fee and, to finish, 19 new climbs, most of them severe. We
are left with no doubt in our minds as to the activity of the Club during
the past year.
D.M.D.
RUCKSACK JOURNAL, 1938. Vol. IX, No. i. Issue 32. 4/-.
This number is all a climbing club journal should be : it has exhilarating
articles, informative articles, amusing articles...... The photographs are
beautiful, and taken of unusual peaks : I have no quarrel with it except
that it is no use as a bed-book : I know for I tried it, and I got wider awake
with every page I read.
I went towards Ushba with a hardy party, eating mostly biscuits, soft
rocs, and brown treacle (selected from the menu given elsewhere in the
Journal). I was magnetically drawn to the Lofoten Islands, there to tread
a ridge of majestic proportions.
Although a sufferer from claustrophobia I ventured to the edge of
Th'Ole......! expect the diagrams are only too true : they remind me of
illustrations from a medical treatise ! We are sorry that the world is so full
of a number of things that the present Editor is laying aside his Waste Paper
Basket and other insignia, in order to pursue them. But we comfort
ourselves with the thought that this Club grows Editors, and that another
excellent Editor will doubtless bring forth next year's excellent Journal.
E.W.L.
THE CLIMBER'S CLUB JOURNAL. Volume V. 1938. 5/-.
There are two outstanding contributions to the 1938 number. The first
is an account of the ascent of two climbs in the Caucasus, Adyrsu Bashi,
and Usba. R. A. Hodgkin writes the first and leads the second, of which
R. O. Beaumont gives a vivid picture. Both climbs are very long and
definitely of a standard ' for experts only.' The first ascent of the Red Wall
of Ushba certainly deserves a place among notable climbs. Beaumont's
article is plain and unadorned by superlatives, but we are left in no doubt
as to the severity of the climbing.
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The second notable contribution is from the pen and camera of R. J.
Collinson. There are six excellent photographs of climbers in action and a
seventh of an unusual and beautiful view of Cwm Idwal. These are
accompanied by an interesting account of' how it is done.' All are taken on
Welsh climbs, many of them as familiar as the Zig-Zag, Crib Goch Buttress
and the Milestone. Most of us know these climbs so well that it comes as
a surprise to find that such impressive photographs can be obtained on
climbs of only moderate difficulty. If you want to convince your friends
of your climbing ability you should see that Mr. Collinson and his camera
accompany you or if you cannot do this, study his article.
The rest of the journal provides amusing climbing literature in a lighter
vein. We agree with Mr. Powell's plea for a reclassification of the Skye
climbs. The S.M.C. guide book is most misleading in the standard of
climbing it leads us to expect, and might well prove a trap for the unwary.
D.M.D.
THE YORKSHIRE RAMBLER'S CLUB JOURNAL. 1938. Vol. VII. No. 23.
Perhaps we expect a volume relating entirely to caves and dens of the
earth. If so, we shall certainly be surprised. In looking through this
number, we need be neither disappointed nor surprised. After all, from the
first, this Club has always possessed mountaineers of world-wide distinction,
and yet has preserved its own peculiar speleological character.
We open with a charming paper reminiscent of pre-war (the * early
Georgian') days, when the late Mr. Oppenheimer was at the height of his
powers as a climber, and Mr. J. M. Davidson, with Mr. E. E. Roberts,
took a very good Alpine holiday.
The story is pleasantly told by Mr. J. M. Davidson—' an artless story
of a day spent in climbing the Aiguille du G£ant.' There is another very
readable Alpine article by Mr. Stembridge—a present-time chronicle of
days spent round the Susten Pass.
A humorous story is told by Mr. D. L. Reed—of a wintry day on Pillar—
with several climaxes and an unusual number of really good situations.
These I may add are the result of his memory and not of his imagination.
It is not ' to be read as fiction ' I
Mr. Botterill provides a sailing and climbing article relating to his
adventures off the West coast of Scotland—a most excellent combination
of two of the finest forms of sport. Mr. Goggs treats of that area of
Scotland that lies between Mallaig to the South and Kyle to the North.
Here we have canoeing activities attached to climbing adventures, which it
seems can give even more excitement and variety than sailing-climbing.
Next we have the Cave Section, and what a large geographical area it
covers. Beginning with Chislehurst in Kent, which to some of us might
seem suburban in character,—a myth concerning these particular caves is
here pleasantly disturbed by Professor Bonner. It seems the supposed
caves are ' but chalk mines and show an early date.'
We then pass to the West coast of Eire, and visit the caves and potholes
in the neighbourhood of Lisdoon Vama, and one of which—since I visited
it myself in 1934—I have understood was a serious rival to our own Gaping
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Ghyll. Some recent expeditions have helped to make new discoveries and
the ' Ramblers * were well represented in the far West.
It was indeed a delightful idea for a cave-minded Club to hold a meet
in Eire,—and in another article,—that indefatigible mountaineer and editor,
Mr. E. E. Roberts, writes of Welsh caverns ' A large part of the local
community—possibly well acquainted with mines—took part in this
expedition in a cheerful busman's-holiday style.'
E.W.Y.
CAMBRIDGE MOUNTAINEERING, 1938.
Mr. Noyce remarks in his short and pithy editorial: ' It is simply a
collection of records krgely for the amusement of the writer's own fellows.'
This volume is slim in size and light on the whole in quality, though
the short articles and half-dozen photographs range from North Wales to
the Japan Alps, and from the well-worn Arolla to the equally well-known
Isle of Skye.
It is a delightfully unpretentious Journal this—the group of articles
written by a body of energetic young mountaineers—mostly still
undergraduates. They are pleased to tread the old Alpine ways ; they also
enjoy and pursue new climbs in far distant parts of the world.
Mr. Noyce, the President's own contribution on the Valais Alps is good
and stirring adventure—told a little breathlessly—his style possibly being
reminiscent of his pace when climbing.
Mr. Ballance, an Ex-President, occupies a large part of the Journal, and
is the recorder in chief of the Club Meets in North Wales, Skye and Arolla.
He also contributes an almost too brief paper on a Jungfrau excursion.
Mr. Nigel Bicknell's enterprise and super-abundant energy took him
lately to Japan, where he climbed Fuji-Yama and in the Japan Alps. It is
clear that he managed his expeditions easily and competently and derived
a fair amount of amusement during his travels from the varied experiences
which arise from a first climbing holiday in the Far East.
An older Ex-President, Mr. Longland, presents an Apologia for
Everest in the manner we have learned to expect from this well-balanced
mountaineer and some-time teacher of English.
The frontispiece photograph is truly dramatic, and might perhaps have
been inserted as a counterblast to some of those ferocious buttresses shown
in the ' Night Climbers of Cambridge.'
E.W.Y.
BRITISH SKI YEAR BOOK, 1938.
One of the most important contributions to ski-mountaineering
literature has been produced by Colin Wyatt. With Mr. Alien-Tusker he
set out to traverse the northern territories of Sweden, Finland and Norway.
Starting their tour from Kiruna, a small town just below the 68th parallel,
they made their way by reindeer sledge and ski to the mountaineering
district of Kebnekaise ; from here they ascended the peak of that name
(7,080 feet) and two peaks of over 6,000 feet, besides various other glacier
tours, lesser summits and passes. This was only the hors d'ouvres. On their
return to Kiruna where arrangements had been made for reindeer sledges
to pack supplies and a local driver to accompany them, they continued on
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ski through Lapland, sleeping with the nomads in rough huts made of
birch poles which are built at suitable intervals on the grazing grounds of
the herds. The expedition covered many unfrequented glaciers and their
trail ran over the iced neve of windswept cols, down hot, soggy valleys,
along treacherous reaches of semi-frozen rivers, over the hummocks of the
Finmark tundra, until it ran out on to the barren foreshore of the North
Cape itself. A sketch map would have been of value in placing the site of
Mr. Wyatt's many beautiful photographs as well as a help in elucidating
the intricacies of his prodigious route.
Miss Alice Wolfe contributes an interesting article on the women racers
of Europe, tracing their activities from the pioneer efforts of the great
British racers, Audrey Sale-Barker and Doreen Elliott, to their brilliant
continental rivals of today.
A. D. Baines describes a successful winter ascent of the Dom and
Lenzspitze. Ski were not taken ; their obvious disadvantages on the wind
swept summit were countered by the use of crampons, while to combat
the tedium of walking in soft snow, snow-shoes were used; sometimes a
combination of both. These two fine expeditions make pleasant reading
in front of a good log fire.
Scratch the skier and you find the mountaineer in Arnold Lunn. In
his soliloquy on Forty Years of Ski-ing he chastises the King Boar who can
scarce spare time to look at the beauty of his surroundings as he makes his
gadarene plunge into the valley ; leads us up to the uncomfortable summit
and reminds us, lest we boast, that retrospect is often pleasanter than
attainment; pleads " ' that many who have never left the standard courses
could be converted to ski touring' to find ' there is no hill or hillock
which does not contain in it some most sweet memory of worthy matters.' "
H.CB.
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